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The

factor in cognitive
only truly ubiquitous
be it in the history of science
developments
- are
or in the ontogeny
of mind
of a functional,
not a structural

kind.
Piaget

ABSTRACT.
municating
educators.
scientific

and Garcia,

1983,

p. 38

and
the possibility
of com
of objective
The
existence
knowledge
been
taken
for granted
it by means
of language
have
traditionally
by
of science
and the historical
in the philosophy
Recent
study of
developments
of their former plausi
have deprived
these presuppositions
accomplishments
or later, this must have an effect
a brief outline of an alternative

on

In this paper
the teaching of science.
that takes into account
theory of knowing
was proposed
from 'reality'. This orientation

bility. Sooner
am presenting

I

isolation
the thinking organism's
cognitive
for two hundred
at the beginning
of the 18th century,
years, and
disregarded
by Vico
as a developmentally
constructivist
then propounded
grounded
by Piaget
independently
on the adaptive
of cognition,
function
The
focuses
paper
epistemology.
specifically
of communication,
and the subjective
scheme
the process
theory,
perspective
Piaget's
some of the con
on social
it then suggests
In the concluding
section
interaction.
the shift

sequences

of epistemological

presuppositions

might

have

for

the practice

of

teaching.

a
faith in objective
the last three decades
scientific knowledge,
During
as
faith that formerly served
basis for most of the
the unquestioned
in schools and academia,
has been disrupted
teaching
by unsettling
movements
in the very discipline of philosophy
of science. Though
the
a
was
roots of the subversion
back
deal
the
trouble
further,
go
good
to the awareness
of a wider public by the publication
of
brought
Kuhn's The Structure of Scientific Revolutions.
and
There, undisguised
to read, was the explicit statement
for everyone
that
... research

in parts

to suggest
converge
to fit
That
failure
science-None
to the traditional
that paradigm's

While

?

of

of
that

and
philosophy,
psychology,
linguistics,
the traditional
epistemological
paradigm

is also
these

art history,
all
is somehow
askew.

apparent
by the historical
study of
a viable alternate
has yet produced
subjects
to suggest what some of
but they do begin
paradigm,
will be. (Kuhn
1970, p. 121)

made

increasingly

crisis-promoting

epistemological
characteristics

the troubles

even

of the "traditional

80: 121-140,
1989.
Synthese
1989 Kluwer Academic
Publishers.

Printed

epistemological

in the Netherlands.

paradigm"

have
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one
in the years since Kuhn's publication,
shown no sign of subsiding
could not honestly say that any substitute has been generally
accepted.
In most departments
of psychology
and schools of education,
teaching
as though nothing had happened
and the quest for immut
continues
as promising
as ever. For some of us,
able objective
truths were
not as a new
a
view
of
has
different
however,
emerged,
knowledge
made
invention
but rather as the result of pursuing
by
suggestions
This view differs from the old one in that it
much earlier dissidents.
could or should be a
the notion that knowledge
discards
deliberately
an
and replaces
of
world-in-itself
observer-independent
representation
constructs we call knowledge
it with the demand
that the conceptual
world of the knowing
in the experiential
of 1935 Kuhn
whose
monograph
Ludwig Fleck,
an
wrote
in 1929 that
earlier
article
forerunner,
that
and that already
contained
much
noticed
in
recent
Turks
have
been
years:
Young
proposing
be viable

content

The

resembles

of our

considered

the free

creation

(Fleck
1929, p. 425)
myth.
insofar as it is a member
individual,

of some

society,

Not
also,

only
and

knowledge

be

of our

as a
un
the

It

culture.

a traditional

thinking
to which
according

Every

must

subject.
acknowledged
went virtually
what
presages

and

in which

the ways and means
to an even greater

it lives,

(p. 426)
solutions

of problem
the choice
extent,

has

its own

to the scientific
are subject
of problems,
(p. 427)

reality

style,

but

Fleck
then cites Jakob von Uexk?ll
(1928) as a
of the notion of subjective
realities, but criticizes
one might conjecture
In retrospect,
radical enough.
von Uexk?ll's
more
later
with
have agreed
that Fleck would
fully
environments.
of the biological
elaboration
organisms'
self-generated
In any case, it is this construction of the individual's
subjective
reality
to suggest
to
in this paper,
should be of interest
I want
which,
in
to
in
the
education
and researchers
and,
particular,
practitioners
teachers of science.
was adopted
in our century by
The notion of cognitive
construction
In his monograph,
fellow proponent
him for not being

elaborated
Baldwin and then extensively
by Jean Piaget. Piaget's
to which
and cognition,
constructivist
development
theory of cognitive
to him, a striking forerunner
in
I shall return later, had, unbeknownst
Vico. Vico's
the Neapolitan
Giambattista
epistemological
philosopher
almost unknown.
in Latin and remained
treatise (1710) was written
can afford to ignore it, because
the
Yet no present-day
constructivist
formulated
certain key ideas and the way they were briefly
way Vico

Mark

CONSTRUCTION
at the time

discussed

OF KNOWLEDGE,
is, if anything,

more

AND TEACHING
relevant

today

than
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then.
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ROOTS
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of
critic who, in 1711, reviewed Vico's first exposition
The anonymous
a thoroughly
a
a
minor
and
constructivist
expressed
epistemology
- with which
The
first
reader
modern
any
major
complaint.
might
- was that
Vico's
treatise is so full of novel ideas that a summary
agree
turn out to be almost as long as the work
would
itself (e.g., the
of developmental
introduction
of
stages and the incommensurability
ideas at different historical or individual stages, the origin of concep
tual certainty as a result of abstraction
and formalization,
the role of
in the shaping of concepts).
The reviewer's
second objec
language
more
to
it clearly
is
relevant
because
tion, however,
my purpose here,
out
run
the
from
Vico's
constructivists
into,
brings
days right
problem
down

to our

own.

Vico's

treatise De
Italorum
the
(1710),
antiquissima
sapientia
a
to
reviewer
Venetian
is
the
reader
"an
idea
and
says,
likely
give
to
of
it".
the
author's
rather
than
prove
sample
metaphysics
By proof,
the 18th-century
reviewer
intended very much
the same as so many
writers seem to intend today, namely a solid demonstration
that what
is true of the real world. This conventional
is asserted
demand cannot
or any proponent
be satisfied by Vico
of a radically constructivist
one
cannot
of
do
the
very thing one claims to be
theory
knowing:
a
To
from a radical
demonstration
of Truth
request
impossible.
of the author's
shows a fundamental misunderstanding
constructivist
a
to
intention
with
of knowledge
different
operate
explicit
conception
and of its relation to the 'real' world.
can know
One
of Vico's
basic
ideas was
that epistemic
agents
structures
but
the
themselves
have
put
nothing
they
cognitive
most
in
and
the
this
is
He
many ways,
together.
striking
expressed
man
is
Over
"God
the
the
Nature,
artificer of
god of artifacts".
perhaps:
to know how to make. He
and over he stresses that "to know" means
this by saying that one knows a thing only when one can
substantiates
it consists
tell what components
of. Consequently,
God
alone can
know
created
human

the

because He
real world,
it. In contrast,
the human
knower has constructed.

knows
knower

how and of what He
can know only what

has
the
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For constructivists,
to a
the word
refers
therefore,
knowledge
that is radically different from the objective
commodity
representation
of an observer-independent
world which
of the West
the mainstream
ern philosophical
tradition has been looking for.1 Instead, knowledge
refers to conceptual
structures
that epistemic
agents, given the range
of present experience
within
their tradition of thought and language,
consider
viable.
Richard Rorty,
in his Introduction
to Consequences
of Pragmatism,
announces
this shift of focus
in terms that fit the constructivist's
position
just as well as the pragmatist's:
the notion of truth as correspondence
with reality altogether,
[the pragmatist]
drops
us to cope because
science
it corresponds,
it just
does not enable
says that modern
us to cope.
enables
1982, p. XVII)
(Rorty

He

and

is a form of pragmatism
and shares with it the attitude
and truth; and no less than pragmatism
towards knowledge
does it go
the vocabulary
and practices
of
against "the common urge to escape
one's own time and find something
ahistorical
and necessary
to cling
to" (Rorty 1982, p. 165).
The anonymous
reviewer's
did not prove his
that Vico
complaint
not
for
Vico
for
his 'metaphysics'
thesis, reproaches
having claimed
the correspondence
with an
(which was actually a theory of knowing)
as God might
ahistorical
ontic world
know
it. But this notion of
was precisely
what Vico
like the pragmatists
correspondence
intended to drop.

Constructivism

if pressed
for corroboration
constructivists,
however,
Present-day
an
over
rather than proof
in the traditional
have
sense,
advantage
Vico. They can claim compatibility with scientific models
that enable
us to 'cope' remarkably
areas of experience.
well
in specific
For
one
the
cite
of
the
and
brain
instance,
quote
might
neurophysiology
Hebb's:
At

a certain

neurons.

level

(Hebb

of physiological

1958,

analysis

there

is no

reality

is complemented
(1970)
by von Foerster's
(i.e., visual, auditory,
sensory receptors
tactual,
to the cortex
and
indistinguishable
'responses'
can be distinguished
'sensory modalities'
only by
the responses
come,
part of the body from which

This

but

the firing

of

single

p. 461)

that all
observation
etc.) send physically
the
that, therefore,
of
track
the
keeping
and not on the basis
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of

'environmental
features'. Such statements make clear that contem
models
with a con
porary neurophysiological
may be compatible
structivist
theory of knowing but can in no way be integrated with the
notion of transduction
of 'information'
from the environment
that any
realist epistemology
demands.
KNOWLEDGE

AS

AN

ADAPTIVE

FUNCTION

in its predominant
differs from pragmatism
interest in
that "enables us to cope" is arrived at. The work
how the knowledge
of Jean Piaget,
in our century, can be
the most prolific constructivist
a
as
one long struggle to design
of
model of the generation
interpreted
In spite of Piaget having
viable knowledge.
reiterated
innumerable
times (cf. 1967a, pp. 21 Off) that, from his perspective,
cognition must
an adaptive function, most of his critics argue against
be considered
him as though he were
with
of
concerned
the traditional
notion
as correspondence.
knowledge
This misinterpretation
is to some extent due to a misconception

Constructivism

about adaptation. The technical sense of the term that Piaget intended
comes from the theory of evolution.
In that context, adaptation
refers
to a state of organisms
or species that is characterized
by their ability
to survive in a given environment.
Because
the word is often used as a
or
to such and such an
verb (e.g., this
that species
has adapted
that adaptation
the impression
has been given
is an
environment),
no
is
This
In
evolutionary
activity.
quite misleading.
phylogeny
can
its
and
characteristics
genome
generate
organism
actively modify
to suit a changed environment.
to the theory of evolution,
According
of genes
is always an accident.
the modification
it is these
Indeed,
accidental
selection

modifications
can operate.

on which natural
as even Darwin
select 'the
1958, p. 397)
(Pittendrigh
that have the characteristics
necessary

that generate
nature
And

the variations
not does

slipped into saying
occasionally
it
lets live those
fittest',
merely
to cope with their environment
and lets die all that have not.
This interpretation
of the theory of evolution
and its vocabulary
is
crucial for an adequate understanding
of Piaget's
of
theory
cognition.
As for Vico,
for Piaget
is never
(and can never be) a
knowledge
of the real world.
it is the collection
Instead
'representation'
to
turn
out
structures
that
be adapted or, as I would
conceptual
within
the
viable
subject's range of experience.
knowing

of
say,
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In both, theory of evolution
and the constructivist
theory of know
of equilibrium.
in
is tied to the concept
Equilibrium
ing, 'viability'
an
or
state
in
the
of
which
the
indicates
evolution
organism
species
for survival in a given environment
assured. In
is genetically
potential
the sphere of cognition,
linked to survival, equili
though indirectly
a
an
to
state
struc
in which
brium refers
agent's cognitive
epistemic
to yield expected
and continue
results, without
yielded
or contradictions.
to
In
the surface
conflicts
conceptual
bringing
a static affair, like the equili
neither case is equilibrium
necessarily
as the
brium of a balance beam, but it can be and often is dynamic,
a
equilibrium maintained
by
cyclist.
tures

have

one must
To make
the Piagetian
of knowledge
definition
plausible,
take into account
(which so many
immediately
interpreters of Piaget
seem to omit) that a human subject's experience
always includes the
social interaction with other cognizing
subjects. This aspect of social
to
of fundamental
if we want
interaction
is, obviously,
importance
in which
that is, any situation
consider
the actions of a
education,
or modifying
con
the cognitive
teacher are aimed at generating
the notion of social interaction
structions of a student. But introducing
If what a cognizing
for constructivists.
raises a problem
subject knows
cannot

it is clear
be anything but what that subject has constructed,
the others with whom
the
from the constructivist
perspective,
as an ontological
cannot
be posited
interact socially
subject may
as well as to the constructivist
I shall return to this problem
given.
want
to explicate
to
I
but
first
the basis of a
education;
approach
of
learning.
Piagetian
theory
that,

THE

CONTEXT

OF

SCHEME

THEORY

are assi
of Piaget's
the basic concepts
theory of cognition
use
of these terms is not quite
and accommodation.
milation
Piaget's
the same as their common use in ordinary
language. Both terms must
in the context of his constructivist
be understood
theory of knowing.
in developmental
this is what contemporary
textbooks
Unfortunately,
(most of which devote at least a few pages to Piaget) often
psychology
fail to do. Thus one reads, for instance:
Two

of

Assimilation
incorporated

is the process
whereby
changing
of the organism.
into the structure

elements
At

in the

the same

environment

time,

the organism

become
must

CONSTRUCTION
its functioning

accommodate

OF KNOWLEDGE,
to the nature

of what
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is being

assimilated.

(Nash
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1970,

p.

360)
This is not at all what Piaget meant. One reason why assimilation
is so
as
an
use
is that its
often misunderstood
ranges
explanatory
postulate
to the deliberate.
stems from dis
from the unconscious
Another
uses that term, as well as 'accommodation',
that Piaget
regarding
within the framework of his theory of schemes. An example may help
to clarify his position.
An infant quickly learns that a rattle it was given makes a rewarding
the infant with the ability to
noise when it is shaken, and this provides
sees
as the "construction
at
noise
the
will.
this
of a
generate
Piaget
scheme"
(1)
(2)
(3)

which,

like all schemes,

consists

of three parts:

of a certain situation
of a
(e.g., the presence
a
one
with
at
item
rounded
end);
graspable
shape
of a specific activity with that kind of item (e.g.,
association
it up and shaking it);
picking
of a certain result (e.g., the rewarding noise).
expectation

Recognition

at the
It is very likely that this infant, when placed
in its high-chair
a
will
item that has a
table,
dining
pick up and shake
graspable
a
at
one
rounded shape
end. We call that item
spoon and may say that
the infant is assimilating
it to its rattling scheme; but from the infant's
at that point, the item is a rattle, because what the infant
perspective
it is not what an adult would consider
of
the characteristics
perceives
of a spoon but just those aspects that fit the rattling scheme.2
the spoon, however,
does not produce
the result the infant
Shaking
a perturbation
not
does
This
the
rattle.
spoon
generates
expects:
one
is
of
and
the
that set
conditions
perturbation
('disappointment'),
the stage for cognitive
In our example
itmay simply focus the
change.
on the item in its hand, and this may
infant's attention
lead to the
some
of
that
will
enable
infant
in
the
the
future to
aspect
perception
as
an ac
non-rattles.
That
would
be
spoons
recognize
development
a
one.
but
rather
modest
commodation,
obviously
Alternatively,
given
the situation at the dining table, it is not unlikely that the spoon, being
a different but also
shaken, will hit the table and produce
vigorously
a
will
noise.
This, too,
(we might
very rewarding
generate
perturbation
a
call it 'enchantment')
which may lead to a different accommodation,
one
that
this
the
which
initiates
scheme"
time,
major
"spoon banging
most

parents

know only

too well.
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theory also shows that the theory
simple illustration of scheme
on the part of the observer,
certain presuppositions
about
to possess at least the
is supposed
The organism
organisms.
cognizing
This

involves,

following

capabilities:3
to establish
The
that, the tendency
ability and, beyond
recurrences
in the flow of experience;
in
entails
turn,
this,
at least two capabilities,
and retrieving
remembering
experiences,
(re-presenting)
of
and judgements
and the ability to make
comparisons
and
difference;
similarity
that the
there
is the presupposition
apart from these,
organism
is to say,

likes certain experiences
it has some elementary

better
values.

than others,

which

in any theory of learning.
The first three of these are indispensable
of classical
Even
the parsimonious
and op?rant conditioning
models
to the fourth,
of
the assumption
them. As
could not do without
Law of
in Thorndike's
it was explicitly
embodied
values,
elementary
if they
grow stronger
things being equal, connections
Effect: "Other
states of affairs" (Thorndike
issue in satisfying
1931, 1966, p. 101). It
remained
learning theories since Thorndike,
implicit in psychological
of what is 'satisfying' was more or less deliberately
but the subjectivity
the use of the more
obscured
through
objective
by behaviorists
term 'reinforcement'.
sounding
from Piaget's work can be sum
The
learning theory that emerges
that
marized by saying
change and learning take place when
cognitive
a scheme,
the expected
instead of producing
result, leads to pertur
to
in
that
leads
accommodation
and
turn,
bation,
perturbation,
a new equilibrium.
it
and
the
establishes
creates,
knowledge
Learning
instrumental. But here, again, it is crucial not to be
thus, are explicitly
too simplistic
in interpreting Piaget. His theory of cognition
a two-fold
On
instrumentalism.
the sensory-motor
level,
are
to achieve goals
in
instrumental
action schemes
helping organisms
world. On
the level of
with
in their interaction
their experiential
are
in
schemes
instrumental
however,
operative
reflective abstraction,
rash and
involves

network
that reflects
achieve a coherent
conceptual
helping organisms
the paths of acting as well as thinking which, at the organisms'
present
first in
have
turned out to be viable. The
point of experience,
have
(the kind philosophers
strumentality
might be called 'utilitarian'
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is strictly 'epistemic'. As
scorned). The second, however,
traditionally
it
interest
above all because
such, it may be of some philosophical
a
that
of 'knowledge',
shift
entails a radical shift in the conception
of truth that requires a forever
the paradoxical
eliminates
conception
in the
test. The shift that substitutes
unattainable
viability
ontological
for
with
world
ontological
reality applies
correspondence
experiential
inferences
and generaliza
to knowledge
that results from inductive
in logic and mathematics.
inferences
tions. It does not affect deductive
in these areas pertains to
of
conclusions
In Piaget's view, the certainty
to
not
material
and
mental
(cf. Beth &
sensory-motor
operations
1985b).
1961; Glasersfeld
Piaget
THE

SOCIAL

COMPONENT

or
be it 'utilitarian'
of viability,
the concept
with
an
for
role.
social
interaction
Except
important
plays
'epistemic',
refers to what goes on among
social interaction
animal psychologists,
humans and involves
language. As a rule it is also treated as essen
In connection

have with other
human organisms
tially different from the interactions
or less tacitly
more
it
is
because
items in their experiential
field,
are
outset
from
the
that humans
assumed
very
experiential
privileged
this intuitive
have no intention of denying
entities. Constructivists
human prerogative.
But, insofar as their theory of knowing attempts to
that provides
individual
the
the cognitive
development
or
of
his
her
furniture
field, they
experiential
organism with all the
or categories
as
structures
want
to avoid assuming
any cognitive
a model
to hypothesize
for the
there is the need
innate. Hence,
conceptual
genesis of 'others'.
a developing
child builds
On the sensory-motor
level, the schemes
a
come
to
to
involve
will
viable
and
manages
large variety of
up
keep

model

'objects'. There will be cups and spoons, building blocks and pencils,
- all
and familiar as
seen, manipulated,
rag dolls and teddy bears
schemes.
But
there
action
of
diverse
may also be kittens
components
these items
the child may at first approach
and perhaps a dog. Though
that assimilate
them to dolls or teddy bears, their
with action schemes
reactions will quickly cause novel kinds of perturbation
unexpected
of these ac
The most momentuous
accommodations.
and inevitable
can
that
the child
characterized
be roughly
commodations
by saying
come
to
entities
certain
to
these
somewhat
ascribe
will
proper
unruly
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them from the other familiar objects.
ties that radically differentiate
these properties will be the ability to move on their own, the
also the ability to feel pain.
ability to see and to hear, and eventually
arises simply because, without
The ascription of these properties
them,
the child's
interactions with kittens and dogs cannot be turned into

Among

even moderately
reliable schemes.
of
A very similar development
may lead to the child's construction
items in her experiential
that involve
still more
schemes
complex
to a much greater
individuals who,
the human
environment,
namely
extent
recurrent
items of experience,
make
than other
interaction
in many
of these inescapable
unavoidable.
(As we all remember,
un
aim at avoiding
that are developed
the schemes
interactions,
rather than creating
results.) Here
consequences
rewarding
pleasant
the child must
reliable schemes,
relatively
again, in order to develop
to the objects of interaction. But now these
impute certain capabilities
not only perceptual
but also cognitive
capabili
comprise
soon these formidable
'others' will be seen as intending,
in some
making
plans, and being both very and not at all predictable
of these frequent but neverthe
Indeed, out of the manifold
respects.
less special
there eventually
the way
the
interactions,
emerges
human individual will think both of 'others' and of him- or
developing
herself.
This reciprocity
is, I believe, precisely what Kant had in mind when
he wrote:
ascriptions
ties, and

It is manifest

if one

oneself

and

that,
in its place
consider_(Kant

1781,

wants
to

to

impute
p. 354)

a thinking
imagine
own subject
one's

one would
being,
one
to the object

have

to put
to

intended

of 'others' is no doubt
construction
My brief account of the conceptual
a crude and preliminary
at
but
it
least
of
opens a possibility
analysis
vacuous
the problem without
the
of innate approaching
assumption
ness. Besides,
the Kantian
notion
that we
the cognitive
impute
we
our conspecifics,
to
isolate
in
ourselves
leads to an
capabilities
means
so
to
us
to
of why it
much
have our experiential
explanation
the
reality confirmed
by others. The use of a scheme always involves
a
or less specific result. On the level of reflective
more
of
expectation
can be turned into a prediction.
the expectation
If we
abstraction,
means
to
we
and foresight
this
that
also
others,
impute planning
to them some of the schemes
that have worked
for
well
impute
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we have made concerning
if a particular prediction
Then,
or reaction of an other turns out to be corroborated
by what
the other does, this adds a second level of viability to our scheme; and
this second
level of viability
the experiential
reality we
strengthens
have constructed
(cf. Glasersfeld
1985a, 1986).

ourselves.
an action

A

PERSPECTIVE

ON

COMMUNICATION

it is not always explicitly
of
the separation
Although
acknowledged,
two kinds of instrumentality,
which
I mentioned
is not a new
above,
one in the field of education.
teachers have
Since the days of Socrates,
known that it is one thing to bring students to acquire certain ways of
a football,
a multiplication
al
be it kicking
acting
performing
or
to
the reciting of verbal expressions
but quite another
gorithm,
The one enterprise
could be called 'training',
engender understanding.
the other
but educators,
who are often better at the first
'teaching',
to maintain
than at the second, do not always want
the distinction.
for attaining
the methods
the two goals
tend to be
Consequently,
confused.
In both, communication
part, but what
plays a considerable
is intended by 'communication'
is not quite the same.
a diagrammatic
of
studies
communication
Early
developed
as
an
to
of the process
it appears
observer.
outside
representation
on the
event was determined
Success or failure of a communication
a
a
of
behavior
basis of the observable
sender and
receiver. This
schema was highly successful
in the work of communication
engineers
to the
1966, p. 171). It was also immediately
(Cherry
applicable
to
The
and learning.
teacher's
behaviorist
task,
approach
teaching
a set of stimuli
to that view, consisted
according
largely in providing
and reinforcements
the student to 'emit' behavioral
apt to condition
considered
the
teacher. Wherever
the goal is
responses
appropriate
by
of an observable
students'
reliable replication
this
method
behavior,
works well. And, because
there is no place in the behaviorist
approach
for what we would
it is not surprising
like to call understanding,
that
the behaviorist
it.
training rarely, if ever, produces
The technical model
of communication
(Shannon
1948), however,
no
one feature of the process
that remains
established
important
one
matter
what
it:
The
from
orientation
approaches
physical
signals
to another - for instance
that travel from one communicator
the
and the visual patterns
of print or writing
in
sounds of speech
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do not actually
carry or contain what we
linguistic communication
think of as 'meaning'.
instructions
Instead, they should be considered
to select particular meanings
from a list which,
together with the list of
the 'code' of the particular
communication
agreed signals, constitutes
system. From this it follows that, if the two lists and the conventional
to a receiver
that link the items in them are not available
associations
the signals will be mean
takes place,
before the linguistic
interaction
ingless for that receiver.
From the constructivist
point of view, this feature of communication
is of particular
it clearly brings out the fact that
interest because
construct
users must
the meaning
of words,
individually
language
to say, this semantic
con
and texts. Needless
sentences,
phrases,
a
certain
struction does not always have to start from scratch. Once
amount

rules ('syntax') have been
of vocabulary
and combinatorial
in interaction with speakers of the particular
these
language,
and,
patterns can be used to lead a learner to form novel combinations
out of
the basic elements
But
thus, novel conceptual
compounds.
an individual's
are composed
structures
which
and the
conceptual
relations by means of which
they are held together cannot be trans
ferred from one language user to another,
let alone from a proficient
an
to
from
infant. These
building blocks must be abstracted
speaker
individual
and their interpersonal
fit, which makes
pos
experience;
can arise only in the course of
sible what we call communication,
built up

and adaptation
interaction,
(cf.
through mutual orientation
1980).
it is often said that normal children acquire their language
Though
shows that the process
noticeable
without
effort, a closer examination
is not as simple as it seems. If, for instance, you want your
involved
that
infant to learn the word
'cup', you will go through a routine

protracted
Maturana

the ages. You will point
used through
to, and then
an
of
that
satisfies your definition
object
probably pick up and move,
same
at
utter
It
time
will
the
word.
is
the
you
'cup', and
repeatedly
a
do
without
mothers
fathers
this
that
and
i.e.,
intuitively,
likely
it usually works.
basis. They do it because
well-formulated
theoretical
that it has to be a simple
But the fact that it works does not mean
matter. There are at least three essential
steps the child has to make.
on some specific
in focusing
The first consists
attention
sensory
are avail
at every moment,
of signals which,
signals in the manifold
a
able within the child's sensory system; the parent's pointing provides
parents

have
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for this act.
direction
and usually quite ambiguous
merely approximate
a group of
in isolating and coordinating
The second step consists
or
a
more
to
visual item or
form
less discrete
these sensory signals
the cup greatly aids this process because
'thing'. The parent's moving
to the parts of the visual
it accentuates
the relevant figure as opposed
are
to
form the irrelevant ground.4
field that
the isolated visual pattern with
The third step, then, is to associate
utterances
of the
the auditory experience
by the parent's
produced
the child must first isolate the sensory signals that
word
'cup'. Again,
from the background
this auditory experience
constitute
(the manifold
are
at the moment);
and the parent's
available
auditory signals that
enhances
the process of isolating the
repetition of the word obviously
as
as
visual
its
association
with
the moving
well
pattern
auditory
pattern.

an adequate
of steps provides
If this sequence
analysis of the initial
of
it
is
of
word
clear that the child's
the
the meaning
'cup',
acquisition
of
the
elements which
word
that
is
of
made up exclusively
meaning
more
own
who
has
from
its
child abstracts
Indeed, anyone
experience.
or less methodically
the use of new words,
children acquire
watched
as
from their
isolate
have
that
will
what
noticed
meanings
they
com
words
in
is
often only partially
with
experiences
conjunction
for
take
of
the
the adult speakers
language
patible with the meanings
the
of
includes
initial concept
the child's
cup often
granted. Thus
even what
is being drunk, e.g.,
and sometimes
activity of drinking,
some
time
before
the continual
it
take
milk.
Indeed,
may
quite
of
with
other
the language
social
and
interaction
speakers
linguistic
are
for the
for
that
the
occasions
accommodations
necessary
provides
to
become
with
the
word
associates
child
the
adapted to
'cup'
concept
in the context of
for instance,
the word,
kind.
of
the
sporting
golf greens
of words
and tuning the meaning
The process of accommodating
us
of
for
each
continues
and linguistic expressions
throughout
actually
our lives. No matter how long we have spoken a language,
there will
when we realize that, up to that point, we have
still be the occasions
the adults'

use of
extended
or championships

in
been using a word in a way that now turns out to be idiosyncratic
some particular
respect.
of
and inescapable
Once we come to see this essential
subjectivity
no
can
we
the
maintain
preconceived
longer
linguistic meaning,
nor can we believe
that
notion that words convey ideas or knowledge;
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a listener who apparently
'understands' what we say must necessarily
structures
that are identical with ours. Instead, we
have conceptual
come
to realize
that 'understanding'
is a matter
of fit rather than
match.
Put in the simplest way, to understand what someone
has said
or written means
no less but also no more
than to have built up a
structure
to be com
that, in the given context,
appears
conceptual
structure
in
the
had
this com
the
and
with
mind
speaker
patible
no
a
as
in
itself
other
than
that the
manifests
rule,
way
patibility,
that contravenes
receiver says and does nothing
the speaker's expec
tations.

the individual's
concep
speakers of a language,
Among
proficient
are
the topics of conversation
tual idiosyncracies
rarely surface when
a
events.
in
To
and
be
considered
proficient
given
everyday
objects
a large
to have available
language requires two things among others:
accom
and sufficiently
and to have constructed
enough
vocabulary,
the meanings
and adapted
associated with the words of that
no
so
that
in
become
apparent
conceptual
vocabulary
discrepancies
to
turns
When
interactions.
conversation
pre
linguistic
ordinary
it usually does not take long before
abstract matters,
dominantly
- even
become
noticeable
among proficient
conceptual
discrepancies

modated

in the interactors,
generate
perturbations
speakers. The discrepancies
if the parti
and at that point the difficulties
become
insurmountable
of the words
that their meanings
they have used are
cipants believe
true representations
of fixed entities
in an objective
world apart from
view and
take a constructivist
any speaker. If, instead, the participants
cannot
assume
but
be anything
that a language
user's meanings
constructs
individual
from
derived
the
speaker's
subjective
some accommodation
is usually possible.
and adaptation
experiences,
is far more
this perspective,
\r teaching
the use of language
a
means of
cannot
to
be
than it is mostly presumed
be. It
complicated
or
to the student. As Rorty
says:
transferring information
knowledge
sentences
is one of the things people do in
"The activity of uttering
to cope with
order
In the
their environment"
(1982,
p. XVII).
a means
of constraining
teacher's
and thus
case, language becomes
From

the student's conceptual
construction.
orienting
and inescapable
This
inherent
indeterminacy
is something
the best teachers have
munication

com
linguistic
In
always known.
they were
intuitively
of

of any epistemological
orientation,
dependently
aware of the fact that 'telling' is not enough, because

understanding

is
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but
of passively
receiving
in educational
who are involved
that
to believe
though itwere reasonable
and principles must eventually
generate
the part of students.

not a matter
many
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of actively building
up. Yet
to act as
continue
activities
the verbal reiteration of facts
on
the desired understanding

EDUCATION

of science converge
in the philosophy
movements
The contemporary
an objective
not
must
be considered
in the realization
that knowledge
or
an
environment
of
external
observer-independent
representation
that
fact
enables
the
scientific knowledge
world. To paraphrase Rorty,
us to cope does not justify the belief that scientific knowledge
provides
to an absolute
a picture of the world
that corresponds
reality. This
that
stance tends to suggest a return to the sceptics' age-old assertion
are
we cannot attain certain knowledge
about the world. Educators
a
in
to
it
is
this
averse
such
view, and
regard
accepting
traditionally
and constructivism
that pragmatism
may play a helpful role.
the sceptics' pessimism,
Both these orientations
aim at overcoming
is im
not by contradicting
that objective
the assertion
knowledge
of
of
Instead
the concept
but by changing
knowledge.
possible,
a
to
what
of
has
be
that knowledge
'representation'
presupposing
as a mapping
in the light of
of what,
exists,
they posit knowledge
to
out
If
turns
the
be
feasible.
human experience,
theory of knowing
on
were
this
basis
builds up
that constructivism
adopted as a working
some
in the
rather
about
it
could
changes
profound
bring
hypothesis,
of
education.
general practice
instrumen
of utilitarian
and epistemic
First of all, the distinction
and
between
the
distinction
would
learning. It
training
sharpen
tality
of skills, i.e., patterns of action,
would help to separate the acquisition
of viable
construction
networks,
i.e.,
conceptual
to clarify
the
it
educators
would
Hence
encourage
understanding.
to
with
want
Curricula
could
be
attain.
designed
particular goals they
more
would be more effective,
internal coherence
and, consequently,
from

the

active

a certain level
the task of achieving
separated
they deliberately
a
from
of
under
that
skill
of performance
in
conceptual
generating
no
area.
a
the
There
is
that
ques'^n
given problem
standing within
value
their
have
'rote learning' and 'repeated practice'
old stand-bys

once
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to expect
in training, but it is naive
that they must also generate
understanding.
The analysis of the process of linguistic communication
shows that
cannot simply be transferred by means of words. Verbally
knowledge
a problem
not lead to understanding,
does
unless
the
explaining
of
the listener has associated with the linguistic components
concepts
are compatible
with those the explainer
has in mind.
the explanation
it is essential
that the teacher have an adequate model of the
Hence
network within which
the student assimilates
what he or
conceptual
a
as
is likely to
she is being told. Without
such
model
basis, teaching
a
affair.
remain
hit-or-miss
From
the constructivist
of
is the product
perspective,
'learning'
the world by
self-organization.
Piaget's dictum "intelligence
organizes
to direct the atten
itself" (1937, p. 311) was a challenge
organizing
to the question
tion of psychologists
of how
the rational mind
a model
of this process.
and to design
His
organizes
experience
it above,
scheme
is an attempt to answer part of
theory, as I outlined
It can be summarized
in the statement:
that question.
is
Knowledge
never acquired passively,
cannot be handled except
because
novelty
to a cognitive
structure
the experiencing
through assimilation
subject
an experience
as
the subject does not perceive
already has. Indeed,
a
some
to
it
novel
until
relative
generates
perturbation
expected
at that point
the experience
result. Only
lead to an accom
may
a
structure thai re-establishes
modation
and thus to a novel conceptual
to emphasize
In this context,
it is necessary
that
relative equilibrium.
for the developing
the most frequent source of perturbations
cognitive
is
interaction
with
the
others.5
This,
indeed, is the reason why
subject
constructivist
ing 'group
approaches

of science and mathematics
have been promot
or
a
two
that
lets
three
students discuss
learning',
practice
to a given problem, with little or no interference
from the
teachers

teacher.

are instrumental
as learning and knowledge
in establishing
and maintaining
the cognizing
subject's
equilibrium,
they are adap
from
the constructivist
be
tive. Adaptedness,
point of view, must
as the condition
of fit or viability within
external
and
understood
effect a negative
internal constraints.
selection.
Constraints,
however,
Insofar

not fit. They
what
does
do not
and thus determine
block
They
not collide with
of what
does
the character
them and
prescribe
this way of thinking
it
takes root,
therefore
slips through. Once
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teacher's view of 'problems' and their solution. No longer
to cling to the notion that a given task has one
possible
one
way of arriving at it. The teacher would come to
only
as a 'problem' may be seen
what he or she presents
a
the student may produce
differently
by the student. Consequently,
no
sense
to
told
teacher.
To
be
then
that makes
the
sensible solution
and inhibiting
that it is wrong is unhelpful
(even if the 'right' way is
it disregards
the effort the student put in. Indeed,
because
explained),

the
changes
it be
would
solution and
that
realize

are bound to diminish
the student's motivation
such bleak corrections
tend to
teachers would
In contrast,
constructivist
in future attempts.
a
see
towards
their
and why
the problem
path
explore how students
to
it
turn
makes
to
in
This
them.
solution seemed promising
possible
network and
model of the student's conceptual
build up a hypothetical
so that it provides
for ac
occasions
to adapt instructional
activity
reach.
are
student's
the
within
that
commodations
actually
to the effect that
statement
that I quoted at the beginning,
Fleck's
to
of
the scientific
the
is
of problems
the choice
'style'
subject
to
no
character
and
The
the
individual.
less
applies
community,
a
as
an
sees
all
is under
structure
individual
of what
problem
network and the goals of
determined
circumstances
by the conceptual
as
we
the
the working
that individual. Once
hypothesis,
adopt this
a
new
from
We
direction.
accessible
becomes
question of motivation
may not have to do this as long as the subject matter we want to teach
on the level of utilitarian
instrumentality
provides obvious advantages
even
it
be clear that what a teacher considers
should
there,
(although
In the
be considered
useful by students).
useful will not necessarily
to epistemic
of
case of topics that pertain
the
task
instrumentality,
more
to
We
shall
have
far
difficult.
motivation
is
obviously
fostering
of mastering
the advantage
conceptual
perceive
in their
and success
of
that have a wider
range
applicability
at
moment.
ones
the
More
have
than
the
world
they
experiential
some
we
at
to
create
least
circumstances
have
shall
important still,
of experiencing
the pleasure of
the students have the possibility
where
a
have
constructed
model
that
is, in fact, an
they
conceptual
finding
a
new
the
in
model
situation.
and
Only
experience
satisfying
adequate
a learner
of such successes
and the pleasure
they provide can motivate

make
models

the students

models.
further conceptual
for the task of constructing
intellectually
of conceptual
the Italian pioneer
It boils down to what Ceccato,
years ago:
analysis, said in a talk about education
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is to show
the child
if we substitute
'the
(and nothing
thing
important
changes
to go, to teach him to find his own
in which
the direction
to retrace
student')
it,
path,
and to continue
in this way will he be able to assume
it. Only
a scientific
attitude with
which
also the things of the mind.
he can approach
(1974, p. 137)
The

a drastic modification
constitutes
of the usual procedure.
Yet,
it has been tried, its results are startlingly successful.6
a
in the philosophy
Recent
of science have provided
developments
more adequate way of thinking about how scientists proceed
to devise
better ways of 'coping' with the world of our experience;
it should not
be surprising
that this analysis
is applicable
also to the process
of
not have
education.
Students
the same particular
that
may
goals
scientists
try to attain. But, unless we assume that they share, with the
inventors and developers
of the conceptual models we call science,
the
a relatively
reliable and coherent model of their
goal of constructing
This

where

individual experiential
lead them to expand
their
worlds, we cannot
can
facts and training in rote procedures
understanding.
Memorizing
not achieve
this.
as I said before,
Good
have practised much of what
is
teachers,
the benefit of an explicit
of
here, without
suggested
theory
knowing.
Their approach was intuitive and successful,
and this exposition
will
not present
to change
a
their ways.
But by supplying
anything
theoretical
foundation
that seems compatible with what has worked
in
the past, constructivism
the thousands of less intuitive
may provide
an accessible
educators
of instruction.
way to improve their methods

NOTES
*

I am

to Jack Lochhead
for their helpful critical comments
and John Clement
this paper. The work
that led to it was supported
in part by NSF Grants
to IBR.
of Georgia,
and SRRI, University
of Massachusetts.
University
1 am
I
sense and would
in this traditional
not want
it
using
'objective'
philosophical
with
confused
the Humpty
in his 1982 article.
definitions
suggested
Dumpty-like
Siegel
a dichotomy,
he introduces
uses
the two most
common
he does not separate
Although
indebted

on

the draft

of

the word:

(b) knowledge
2
notion
This

of

to knowledge
that purports
(a) referring
to be intersubjective.
that purports
of assimilation
seems
to be compatible

to describe

the world

as

it is; and

with
the view of philosophers
of
science who maintain
that all observation
is necessarily
'theory-laden'.
3
nowhere
lists these presuppositions,
but they are implicit
in his analysis
of
Piaget
1937 and
im
Another
(cf., for instances,
1967b).
conceptual
development
Piaget
of his theory
is that none of these presupposed
plication
capabilities
necessarily
requires
the subject's
awareness
conscious
(see my
1982).
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4

if the child has co-ordinated
Note
to form such a 'thing' in
that, even
sensory
signals
the past, each new recognition
involves
it
in
current
the
field.
isolating
experiential
5
for not taking
criticized
of the
into account
the social
interaction
Piaget was often
I believe,
child. This,
that the social
sprang from the fact that his readers tacitly assumed
a child develops
context
in which
affects
the child
in a way
that must
be essentially
one.
different
from the physical
it never
Instead, when
speaks of adaptation,
Piaget
to others.
But
he explicitly
social
and
adaptation
although
acknowledged
interaction
here and there in his writings
he
1967b,
41),
especially
linguistic
p.
(e.g.,
in the source of perturbations
than in the mechanisms
for
was, as a rule, less interested
them.
neutralizing
6
that are explicitly
methods
constructivist
have been documented
for in
Teaching
stance
in Clement
et al. 1987; Confrey
1987; Cobb
1984; Duckworth
1987; Lochhead
excludes

1983;

Steffe

1986;

Steffe

et al.

1987; Treffers

1987.
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* ABSTRACT
This paper explores in some detail a semi-popular text written by Einstein to
present his theory of relativity. Semiotic tools are used to compare what
Einstein says about the activity of building spaces and times with what
sociologists of science can tell us. Einstein's text is read as a contribution
to the sociology of delegation. Once the drama of Einstein's argument has
been reconstructed, it is possible to learn from his theory of relativity
something about the classical problem of 'relativity' in the STS field. A
comparison is established between the notion of social context and that of
the aether, and an argument is developed to lead us beyond 'social'
explanations. The goal of such a semiotic study is twofold: to allow the
adaptation of the strong programme to the peculiar conditions of the
theoretical sciences; and to find a vocabulary for an activity best defined as
infra-physics.

A Relativistic Account of
Einstein's Relativity
Bruno Latour

If the young field of social studies of science can be grantedsome degree
of success in the empiricalsciencesandin theoreticalphysics, its achievements are far from impressive in the mathematicalsciences. The more
formalized a field of science, the less field studies there exist and the
less convincingthey are. Most are satisfiedif they can show some degree
of relationshipbetween 'society' and 'content', but the bold claim of
the strongprogramme- namely, thatthe contentof any science is social
throughand through- remainsa programmefor futurefield studies.1
There are two ways of interpretingthis relative failure. The first is
to take it as the best proof thatthe strongprogrammeis an empty claim.
When it reaches the more abstractor formalaspects of science, it starts
to lose its acumen - althoughnot its pretence - because these aspects
are indeed more and more remote from society and history (the word
'abstract'will be redefinedbelow, pp. 31ff). The second way of interpretingthis failure is to consider thatthe definitionof 'society' brought
into play in order to explain the sciences is unfit for the task. Given the
Social Studies of Science (SAGE, London, Newbury Park, Beverly Hills and
New Delhi), Vol. 18 (1988), 3-44
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apparatusfamiliarto sociologists, the explanationof the more abstract
parts of science becomes ever more far-fetched, not because these
partsof science escape from society, but becausethe apparatusis in itself
much too crude. This in turn creates a positive feedback loop: every
unconvincingexplanationof the theoretical sciences offers grist to the
mill of those who preferthe first interpretation.'Thereis more to science
than society,' says the latter, 'and the failure of the strong programme
proves this clearly enough.'
In this paper, however, I want to pursue anothertack: there is more
to society than meets the eyes of social scientists. Insteadof extending
the social sciences' usual concepts to the natural sciences, I want to
redefinethese very social conceptsin orderto makethem able to explain
the more formal sciences. The task at hand is to keep the same strong
programme, but to doubt what the social sciences have to say about
society. It is in effect a two-prongedenterprise,one thattreatsthe natural
and the social sciences symmetrically.2
Limits of the Material
In a previous work,3 I have shown that instead of extending our
societyto Pasteur'sbacteriology
knowledgeof Frenchnineteenth-century
with very disappointingresults, and with a view merely to explaining
the most superficial aspects of his science, it was easier and faster to
suspend our knowledge of French nineteenth-centurysociety and to
follow, in the very technicalaspectsof Pasteur'sbenchwork,how a new
social link was forged. Insteadof imposing a far-fetchedimplicit social
interpretationof their interests on the actors, this approachdisplayed
the explicittranslationby the Pastoriansof both a new society and a new
science. The price to pay for such an approachwas to give away the
claim that sociologists and social historiansknow society well enough
to explain the sciences. This price seemed to me a light one.
Pasteur, however, groundedas he was in the empirical sciences and
being involved as he was in all aspects of contemporaryindustrial,
economic, andpracticalactivity, was an easy case. For this paper,I have
chosen a more difficult case - that of Einstein's relativitytheory. His
reformulationof space andtime is consideredrevolutionary,far removed
from common sense and quite abstract.Social explanationsof Einstein
have limitedthemselvesto his politicalactivitiesandshunnedthe technical
aspects of his theory. When they happen to deal with them, they are
ratherdisappointing.Feuer, for instance,bringsinto play a whole battery
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of social and psychological concepts - such as upbringing, milieu,
intergenerationalconflicts, race, religion and culture- just to account
for the choice of the word 'relativity'.4He gives no indicationof how
relativitytheory itself could be said to be social. The other reason for
my choice is, of course, the tantalizinglink thatexists betweenthe debates
surroundingrelativityin physics and those in social studies of science,
my own discipline.
The presentpaperis limitedto the studyof the Englishversion of one
semi-popularwork written by Einstein: Relativity, the Special and the
General Theory.5Such a choice is a severe limitation,even thoughthis
book was carefullyrewrittenby Einsteinover manyyears. The limitation,
however, is not so greatfor our purpose,which is the following: in what
ways can we, by reformulatingthe concept of society, see Einstein's
work as explicitly social? A relatedquestion is: how can we learn from
Einsteinhow to study society? If I fail in answeringthese questions on
the semi-popular version, I will surely fail to show it on the more
mathematicaltexts. If I succeed, it will not be a proof thatI would have
succeeded on the more technical texts. It will simply show that instead
of lookingfor laborioussocialexplanations,thereis an easierandbroader
way to develop the strongprogramme,which has no reasonto be limited
to the experimentalsciences.
Shifting Out and Shifting In
To study Einstein's argument,we first need to define a few basic tools
for analyzing texts. But in order to make the argumentlighter and to
allow a reader, even one unfamiliarwith Einstein's book, to follow my
own narration,I have gatheredmost of the results into six Tables at the
end of the paper (pp. 37-41).
One of the most elementaryoperationsof any narrationis what semioticians call shiftingout,6 as, for instance, when AgathaChristiewrites:
'Hercule Poirotarrivedat PaddingtonStationat 9 o'clock on Christmas
Eve.' She asks the readerto shifttheirattentionaway fromher, the writer
(also called the enunciator),to a new actor(Poirot), operatingelsewhere
(at Paddington),at a differenttime (9 o'clock on ChristmasEve). These
three types of shifting out (actorial, spatial and temporal) may be
repeated,separatelyor together,by the authoras manytimesas necessary
- as, for example,when, in a
dialogue,Poirotsummarizeshis adventures
to the ratherslow Hastings.Naturally,the actors(or moreexactlyactants)
which are shiftedout in this way need not be humancharacters:they can
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be anything. For instance, in phraseslike 'thattrainarrivedin at seven
o'clock' or 'scientific progress has always been valued everywhere',
the three processes of shifting out are easily recognizable, 'train' and
'scientific progress' being actants like any other (see Table 2).
The converse operationis called shiftingin, wherebythe writerbrings
attentionback to him or herself and gives the readerthe impression it is by definitionnever more than an impression- thatthe enunciator,
the author and the 'I' who speaks in the text are one and the same
character. To depict these two elementary movements, I will use the
following diagramin which the two (or more) framesof referencemark
different positions in space and time; the change in the little outlines
from white to black signifies the shift from enunciatorto actor; the two
arrowsto and from the enunciator,the shifting-inand shifting-out.The
resultof these two movementsis to createcharacterswhich play the role
of delegates for the main enunciator.
FIGURE 1
Shifting Out and In
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This figure illustratesthe two basic semiotic operations: shifting out
and in. For furtherexplanationsee text.

Since this operationof shiftingin and out is commonto all narrations,
it is in no way limited to 'literary' texts. Einstein, the enunciatorof the
book underscrutiny,for instance, shifts out a first character,the author,
who says 'I' and who may be seen as a personificationof Einstein, and
who talks to anotherdelegatedcharacter,'the reader'(see Table 1). then
this charactershifts out again by creatinga 'man on the embankment',
who does various things - including among them a third shifting-out,
by imagining what a 'man in the train' would do and see. Later, each
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of the charactersshifts back in. All these operations,in which Einstein
delights as much as any novelist (see Table 5), are easy to follow if we
visualize them in a diagramlike those in Figures 1 and 2.
FIGURE 2
Einstein's Delegation in Space and Time
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The shifting in and out of charactershas one importanteffect on the
reader. Any story - no matterhow wild, bizarreand foolish - creates
a certaintype of realism,becauseof the constraintsimposedon the actors.
Even CountDraculahas to slip away safely into his coffin at dawn. The
delegated charactersimpose constraintson one anotherin such a way
thatfor a readernot everythingis possible. An impressionof resistance,
that is of reality, is built by all stories. This built-in realism is called
by semioticiansthe internalreferent,to distinguishit from the external
referent often thought to be the touchstone that allows fiction to be
distinguishedfrom accuratereporting.It is very importantat this point
not to push for any additionaldivision between the various types of
literature,especiallybetweenso-called 'fiction' and so-called 'science'.7
All of them build an internalreferent, but some of them choose to do
so by giving the impressionthatthe authorpossesses documentsallowing
him to supportwhathe says. This realisticgenreof storytellingis common
to many novels, as well as to reportingand, of course, science. In such
a genre, the authorsoffer proofs, in the text, that they have not made
up the whole story, but that it is based on certain documents that can
be seen or could be shown. If Hastings,in AgathaChristie'snovel, says:
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'I was most impressed by the list Poirot had made of all the potential
suspects,' this builds an additionaleffect of realism into the text. This
effect is reinforced if the author, shifting in one level below, actually
shows the readerthis impressivelist, or tells us that it can be consulted
in the manuscript2345-B6H at the British Library.Thus if we actually
go to the British Libraryand find the list of suspects, then we do not
need to go any furtherto aver the reality of Poirot's case.
As I have shown elsewhere,8 it is possible to define scientific
literaturestylisticallyby following how the authors, insteadof alluding
to documents,mobilize them in the text as so many inscriptions(tables,
graphs, pictures, diagrams). It is even possible to decide if a narration
pertainsto a harderor a softer field of science by looking at the type
of inscriptionsand the way they are piled on top of one another so as
to create, for the reader, the impression of a harderor softer reality.9
To visualize this addedrealism in the diagram,I have chosen a symbol,
O, thatrepresentsthe type of writtentracethe delegatedcharactersbring
from one level of the story back to the one below. The 'adequation',
or the coincidencebetween documentsor inscriptions,is what we mean
by reality, as far as semiotic theory is concerned.
FIGURE 3
The Realist Genre
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The Figure illustrateshow documents are brought back to the
delegating frame of reference.

The shiftingoperations,andthe buildingup of realitythatensues, have
another importanteffect on the reader. While the enunciatorand the
reader(also called 'enunciatee')areboth stuckto one portionof spaceand
time andto one character(albeitunknown),the effect of the shifting-out
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operationis to delegatethemelsewherein spaceandtime undera different
guise, andthen, thanksto the shifting-inoperation,to bringthe delegated
charactersback. If there were no shifting, there would be no way of
ever escaping from the narrowconfines of hic et nunc, and no way of
ever defining who the enunciatoris. There would be utter silence. No
science, no politics, no art would be possible. The delegationprovided
by the triple shifting - actorial, spatialand temporal- is the basis of
every discourse.These simple semiotictools allow us to follow precisely
practicesusuallysubsumedunderthe namesof 'power', 'institution'and
'domination', as well as others such as 'instruments'and 'equations'
which are thoughtto pertainto cognition. We can now understandwhy
every argumentthat touches upon this problem of delegation (whether
it be in science, in politics or in art) appearsto be fundamentaland so
triggers passions, interests and fears.
The Practical Work of Framing Events
The peculiarityof Einstein's narrationis not that it puts to use shifting
in and out, since every narrationdoes the same, but that it focuses the
reader's attentionupon these very operations. Although he takes the
reader, at the beginning, to TrafalgarSquare(p. 6), he is not interested
in sending him to tail Hercule Poirot on to the train at Paddington,nor
in observing how he solves a murdermystery. He is interestedonly in
the way in which we send any actor to any other frame of reference.
Instead of describing laws of nature, he sets out to describe how any
descriptionis possible. He does not tell a story inside some framework
to which he has taken us, his readers, but he tells the story of how you
frame any event, how you build any frame of reference. Technically,
his book is about delegation and, like those of Greimas, for example,
is a book of meta-linguisticsor of semiotics,one whichtriesto understand
how any narrationis constructed.

Inscriptions
While Greimas and most semioticians are content with a definition of
shiftingthatsimplysendsa characterto a differentspaceandto a different
time,10Einstein's exclusive attentionis focused on how we define that
it is a differentspace and a differenttime in the first place. Playing the
idiot, the author-in-the-textredefineswhat an event is, what a space and
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a time are, by the practicalactivity of a little characterholding firmly a
rigid little rod (no cheap psychoanalysis intended) who superimposes
the readings of the hands of watches and of the notches of rulers. From
withinthe genre, commonat thisperiod,of Machianreductionof physical
concepts,1 Einstein'snarrationtranslatesthe abstractand given notions
of space and time, in terms of a practice that locally generates spatial
and temporal frames (see Table 3).
In the firstchapter,'the truthof a geometricalproposition'is translated
into 'a constructionwith rulerand compasses' (p. 3). Then this practical
constructionis furthertranslated:
Every descriptionof the scene of an event or of the position of an object in space is
based on the specificationof the point on a rigid body (body of reference)with which
that event or object coincides. (p. 5; my emphasis)

Since this translationlimits the observerto a small numberof situations
- the ones in which he can actually erect the scaffolding of rigid rods
- he then constructs a wider scaffolding, the Cartesiancoordinates:
Referredto a system of co-ordinates, the scene of any event will be determined(for
the main part) by the specification of the lengths of the three perpendicularsor coordinates(x, y, z) which can be dropped from the scene of the event to those three
plane surfaces. The lengthsof these threeperpendicularscan be determinedby a series
with rigidmeasuringrodsperformedaccordingto the rulesandmethods
of manipulations
laid down by Euclidean geometry. (p. 7)

The result of this transformationfrom abstractioninto a concrete task
of staging coordinatesis to get rid of the notion of space:
We entirely shun the vague word 'space', of which, we must honestly acknowledge,
we cannot form the slightest conception . . (p. 9)

Then to the hard and lowly work of building a rigid scaffolding to
frame any event is added the practical managementor at least three
delegates shifted out in other frames of reference.12The illustrationof
the problem is again made in terms of a train - to which is added a
falling stone, the primitivescene of physics since the MiddleAges. How
can one decidewhetheran observationmadein a trainaboutthe behaviour
of a fallingstonecanbe madeto coincidewiththe observationmadeof the
same falling stone from the embankment?If there are only one, or even
two, frames of reference, no solution can be found since the man in the
trainclaims he observes a straightline and the man on the embankment
a parabola.Thus nothingtells us if it is the same stone acting according
to the same law of physics. Each observer has 'its' - rememberit is a
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semiotic characterin the text - own irreduciblevision of the world.
The charactersmay be shifted out, but not shifted back in, runningthe
risk of falling into relativism. Einstein's solution is to consider three
actors: one in the train, one on the embankmentand a third one, the
authoror one of its representants,who tries to superimposethe coded
observations sent back by the two others. The shifting-in of superimposable written records is feasible if the delegated observers are
thoroughlydisciplinedand are forcedto stickto muchsimplertasksthan
the ones usually requiredfrom travellersand railway employees. They
are not asked to tell what they see, but to write down the 'ticks' of the
clocks and the notches of rulers they have been equipped with:
We understandby the 'time' of an event the reading (position of the hands) of that
one of these clocks which is in the immediatevicinity (in space) of the event. In this
manner a time-value is associated with every event which is essentially capable of
observation. (p. 24)

The meaning of space, that of time and that of a description is nil, if
the relation that ties the delegated observers hearing ticks and superimposingnotchesto othersto which they send writtenand coded reports
is not specified.Any descriptionhas meaningonly 'relativeto a particular
body of reference'; it is meaningless if the equipment,hierarchy,task
andmethodof documentationof the delegatedobserversare not specified.
Instead of considering instruments(rulers and clocks) as ways of
representingabstract notions like space and time, Einstein takes the
instrumentsto be what generates space and time. Insteadof space and
time being representedthroughthe mediation of the instruments,it is
space and time which have always been representingthe humble and
hiddenpracticeof superimposingnotches,handsandcoordinates.it must
be said that the characterportrayedby Einstein does a very similarjob
to that of an anthropologistof science who refuses to understandwhat
'space' and 'time' mean, and who focuses insteadon work, practicesand
instruments.Like any constructivistin sociology of science, Einstein's
first move in this text is to bringthe abstractionsback to the inscriptions
and to the hard work of producingthem. This shift of emphasis from
abstractionto inscriptionwill allow Einsteinto transformthe usualframe
of the traditionalNewtonian narrationsinto actantsthat can be altered
(shortened, slowed down, elongated, rotated). What really counts in
framingany scene is not space andtime but otheractivities, like shifting
out a delegated observer, bringing it back in, sending signals, superimposingtraces, and so on. Insteadof dominatingall scenes, space and
time are aspects of what is set up at the beginning of any scene.
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Thus, the firstoriginalityof Einstein'stext is to replacethe shifting-out
in space and time that every other narrator(including sociologists and
semioticians)took for granted,by a slightly more complicatedoperation
thatrequiresat least three delegatedobserversequippedwith clocks and
rulerswho sendlightsignalsandwho thenbuildupthe stageof coordinates
inside which the usual shiftings may later operate.
Every reference-body(co-ordinatesystem) has its own particulartime. Unless we are
told the reference-bodyto which the statementof time refers, there is no meaning in
a statementof the time of an event. (p. 26)

Meaning comes back to the story only when the metrological work is
specified. The word 'relativity'applies wheneverthis formerwork that
gives meaningback to the story is specified. (This point should be kept
in mindbecause this is also the way we will define, below, the relativity
of our own account.)

Subscriptions
Einstein, in this work, is not only obsessively interestedin the staging
of the very framesof referencesthatallow spatialandtemporalshiftingout, but he also focuses on the shifting-in. As I have said, it is not the
formerbut only the latterthatcreatesdistinctionsbetweenfiction-writing
and fact-writing.The confidence of the readerin the trustworthinessof
the account increases if the author shows that it has the documentsto
guaranteewhat 'it' says. If these documentsare inscriptionsthat can be
superimposedon the narration,then confidence grows accordingto the
numberor qualityof the documentsand to the perfectionof the fit. Such
operations give the impression that there is an adequationbetween
utterances, and what the utterances are about (this 'adequatio rei et
intellectus'being the basis of most of our definitionsof truth).Of course,
this constructionof an internalreferentmay be commonto much narration. Even the scientific genre may be imitated as a literary effect by
makingup the inscriptionsthatprove thatthe story is not made up! This
is common practice when some degree of realism is the goal.
Thereis, however, a final way of claimingto establishthe trustworthiness of the account.This is by shiftingin thefirst shifting-out- thatis, by
focusing the attentionof the readerback to the enunciator'sown setting.
Let us illustrate this crucial point. The reader of Agatha Christie's
novel is asked to travel with Hercule Poirot to a different frame of
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reference, much as the readerof an astronomypaperis asked to go 'out
there' to the stars. When they begin to wonder whether it is a fiction
or a real story, they are both asked to shift back to the many proofs that
the authorshave mobilized in their stories to build the internalreferent.
However, the readerof the novel is not supposedto go furtherback to
Agatha Christie's office, and to see if Hercule Poirot has left traces of
his passagethatresemblein some ways what is in the novel. On the other
hand, the reader of the astronomypaper is led to think that he could
be permitted(althoughit would be a rare outcome) to come back to the
astronomers'observatoryand to superimposethe traces of the stars he
has readaboutuponthe tracespresentin the lab. If the reader'sattention
was shifted back in this way, his disappointmentat finding nothing in
the writer's office could not be taken against the fiction writer's craft
- quite the contrary- but it would be the end of the scientific writer's
credit. The internal referent of the text is complemented, asserted,
evaluatedby its adequation,fit, superimposition,to anotherreferentthat
I will call underwritten13
(or subscribed)because it is made of another
set of inscriptionsthat establish the credibility of the ones used in the
text to establish the reference of the narration.
This might be, in the end, the only distinction between 'literary'
literatureand scientificliterature,but it is one thatcannotbe takenlightly.
As the following diagramstresses, the possibility of this final shiftingin defines a differentboundaryfor the narration.On the left-handside
of Figure 4 we have a text and the enunciator'ssetting is irrelevant;on
the right-handside, we have somethingslightlydifferentfroma text since
the enunciator'ssetting, the laboratory,becomes essential - hence this
ideathatscientificpapersare simplymeansof communicatinginformation
and do not relate to general literature.
Einstein is obsessed by the risk that the last shifting-in that creates
the only final distinction between fiction-writing and fact-writing,
becomes impossible. The dramaticintensityof his text dependsin large
part on the following dilemma: either we believe that there is a space
and a time to which we can shift-outour delegatedobservers, but then,
when we shift themback in, their reportsare no longer superimposable;
or we requirethatall their reportsbe superimposable,but then we have
to abandonthe idea thatcharacterscan be delegatedin an unproblematic
space and time (see Table 6).
The first branchof the dilemma leads to what is commonly referred
to as 'relativism':each observersees accordingto its own point of view;
when the man on the embankmentadds up velocities, the total is not
the same as for the man in the train;each actor has its own irreducibly
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FIGURE 4
The Underwritten Referent
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When the underwrittenreferent is added to the discourse, the divide between
fiction and science is moved down one level.

subjectivepoint of view, which means thatall points of view are equally
privileged, which means that the enunciatorcannot prove that what he
says is based on superimposableinscriptions. Of taste and colours, one
does not discuss. Texts are always, in the end, pointsof views, opinions,
interpretations- that is to say, fictions.
It is the secondbranchof the dilemmathatwill lead to relativity,which
is the exact opposite of relativism, as many commentatorsof Einstein
have pointed out. The delegated actor has no personal point of view;
when the man on the embankmentadds up velocities the total adds up
exactly to what the man in the trainhas summedup, at least in the hands
of the thirdobserver, the narratorof this text; there is no privilegedpoint
of view; which means that no matter how far away I delegate the
observers, they all send back superimposablereportsthat establish my
credibility; which means that it is possible to escape from fiction. We
understandthe intensity of the efforts, of the reflection, even of the
passions triggered by this meta-scientific text: what is at stake here is
the final boundarybetween fact and fiction. The ability of semiotics to
be extended to science depends on its ability to deal with this reference
that underwritesthe inscriptions commented in a text.14
Transcriptions
The frequentconfusion of relativism and relativity is amusing because
it is the fierce fight between the two that gives Einstein's text much of
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its impetus (see Table 6). To understandthis point, we should turn our
attentionnot to temporalor spatial shifting, as we have just done, but
to the third kind, called 'actorial' shifting. The question is to decide if
the shifted-outactors have personal points of view or not. If yes, then
you can't shift them back in, since they will all present unequivalent
versions of the scenes they have observed. If no, then you are indeed
able to shift all of themback in. They will all come back with equivalent
versions of the scenes they have been delegatedto observe. In the first
case, they are shifted out and independent;in the other, they are also
shifted out but are completely dependent.
However, it is only when the enunciator'sgain is taken into account
that the difference between relativism and relativity reveals its deeper
meaning. If the actors are all independent,each with its own irreducible
point of view, the enunciatorhas no privilege. Whatis the consequence
if the actors have no personality, are all dependent,if they have points
of view thatcan be easily reducedto the enunciator's?It is the enunciator
thathas the privilegeof accumulatingall the descriptionsof all the scenes
he has delegated observers to. The above dilemma boils down to a
strugglefor the controlof privileges, for the discipliningof docile bodies,
as Foucault would have said.
Whatappearsconfusingin Einstein'stext, as well as in the opposition
between relativismand relativity, is this apparentparadox:if thereexist
manypoints of view each claiming to be privileged, no one of them can
get an edge over all the others;if, on the contrary,thereare no privileged
points of view, this means that there is nothingto prevent one of them
getting an edge over all the others. We are, in our daily practice, quite
clever at handlingthis seeming paradox - not in physics, to be sure,
but in economics. It is the same paradoxas that of liberalism. As long
as any movementof goods, money or people is interruptedby manylocal
franchises, protections, tariffs, feudal systems, particularregulations,
traditions,irreduciblecultures,it is impossibleto capitalizeon any large
scale. 'Laissez-fairelaissez-passer'is a necessarypreconditionfor largescale capitalization.Of course there is a price to pay - abandonment
of protection, of tariffs, of special ad hoc regulations- but the payoff
is worth it for those who can profit from the weakening of others'
barriers.
In Einstein's text, we also have to grasp the same relation between
two seemingly contradictoryslogans: no privileged point of view; no
independentobserver. The choice given us by Einstein is between the
deformationof the reportssent by the observers - relativism- or the
transformationof these reports- relativity.The same attentionEinstein
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FIGURE 5
Relativism versus Relativity
Relativism
Privileged points of view
Independentobservers
Unequivalence of observations
No superimpositionof traces
Enunciatorhas no privilege
No large-scale privilege
No possible omniscience

Relativity
No privileged points of view
Dependent observers
Equivalence of observations
Superimpositionof traces
Enunciatorgains in the end
Large-scale privileges
Omniscience is possible

paid to setting up the instruments(clocks and rulers) is now paid to the
transcriptionof the reportssentby the delegatedactors.Eitherthe reports
are sent without retranscriptionand they cannotbe superimposedonce
they are all gatheredbackin the enunciator'slab; or they are retranscribed
and they are then fully superimposable.Eithereach reportis deformed
and it seems that each observer has its own view of the scene; or each
reportis transformedand it appearsthatno observerhas its own peculiar
point of view. In the first case, the enunciatoris just one among many
otherobservers,stuckas muchas they are in one frameof referencesince
no frameis equivalentto any other;in the second, it is as if he was freely
travellingfromone frameto another,since all frameshavebeen rendered
equivalent. I have portrayedthe two branches of the dilemma thus:
FIGURE 6
Relativism
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With relativism, each frame of reference has its own definition of its actions;
the enunciatorthus cannot gather any superimposabledocument.
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FIGURE 7
Relativity
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With relativity, a transversalpath is established in between frames of reference
which no longer have their own irreduciblepoints of view; thus it is possible
for the enunciatorto capitalize on superimposablereports.

In the first solution,shiftingin and out may be interruptedat any point,
since the man in the trainand the man on the embankmentsend different
messages aboutwhat happensin their frame of reference. In the second
solution, the enunciatorcannotbe betrayedby anyone. The impersonal
delegated observers work for him and for him only, sending perfectly
superimposabledocuments. As stressed in the pictures, what counts in
the first solution is the series of shifted frames of reference, whereas,
in the second, whatcountsabove all is the transversalpathestablishedin
betweenframes. Nothinginterruptsthe free movementof the enunciator
- he can expand from one frame to another. There is no longer any
one framethatmight be used as a rigid and stable reference, into which
confidence is vested; confidence is now put into the transversallink that
allows all frames, no matterhow unstable and pliable, to be aligned.
Insteadof a complicatedgear to shift every frame of reference out and
in, there is only one transformation.To take a still simpler metaphor,
the first solutionis like going on foot throughbumpyandunknownfields
that have no beaten path; the second is like following a highway. To
the constantnegotiationsthroughinequivalentand irreducibleframes,
relativity leads us to a non-negotiatedtravel from one equivalence to
the next.
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Given the importance of the gain, the paperwork imposed by the
retranscriptionof each documentappearsquite light. Given any set of
coordinates, x, y, z and t sent by any one of the delegated observers,
it is possible for the enunciatorto shift them back in his own frame of
reference by substitutingeach coordinatewith another,throughthe set
of equations known as a 'Lorentz transformation'.
FIGURE 8
The Lorentz Transformation
x-vt
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The Lorentz transformationdefines the paperworknecessary to move
documents from one frame to the other and still maintainsuperimposition
of traces at the end.

In the case, at least, of observers sent to unacceleratedframes of
reference, the Lorentz transformationis a way of shifting out and in
without having to lose, in the jump, the documents gathered by the
delegated actors. What semioticians call without furtherado 'shifting
out and in', because they mostly consider narrationsthat are contentto
be read as text and fiction, is offered a precise meaning by Einstein
because he studiesnarrationsthathe wants to distinguishfrom texts and
fictions. The choice between deformation without transformationrelativism - or transformation and stability of the form - relativity -

is nicely summed up on p. 47:
Every general law of nature must be so constitutedthat it is transformedinto a law
of exactly the same form when, instead of the space-time variables x, y, z, t of the
originalco-ordinatesystem k, we introducenew space-timevariablesx', y', z', t' of a
co-ordinate system k'. In this connection the relation between the ordinaryand the
accentedmagnitudesis given by the Lorentztransformation.Or in brief: Generallaws
of nature are co-variant with respect to Lorentz transformation.(My stress)

Laterin the text, when the problemwill be to send accountsof observations from acceleratedframes of reference, more transformationsthan
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this simple paperworkwill be required, but the goal will be the same
(see Table 6): in order to maintainthe stable equivalent form of all
observations, more and more transformationsand retranscriptionsare
necessary. The rigid Cartesiancoordinates used so far to control the
behaviourof delegates is replacedby a less rigid but much finer mesh,
the Gaussiancoordinates, of which the Cartesianare only a particular
case.
Accordingto the special theory of relativity, the equationswhich express the general
laws of naturepass over into equations of the same forms when, by making use of
the Lorentztransformation,we replacethe space-timevariablesx, y, z, t, of a (Galilean)
reference-bodyby the space-timevariablesx', y', z', t', of a new referencebody K'.
According to the general theory of relativity, on the other hand, by applicationof
arbitrarysubstitutionsof the Gauss variablesx1, x2, x3, x4, the equationsmust pass
over into equations of the same form. (p. 98, my stress)

The devil take the rigidity and stability of the frames of reference,
providedthe delegated observers have no privileged point of view and
send informationwhich is not deformed.At the end of his text Einstein,
abandoningany sort of rigidity of the frames, devises what he calls a
'mollusc of reference'. It is this mollusc that allows the enunciatorto
senddelegatesanywhereat any speedandstill get backusableobservation
that maintainsthe forms of the description intact and stable:
Every point on the mollusc is treatedas a space-point,and every materialpoint which
is at rest relatively to it is at rest, so long as the mollusc is considered as reference
body. The general principle of relativity requiresthat all these molluscs can be used
as reference-bodieswith equal rightand equal success in the formulationof the general
laws of nature;the laws themselves must be quite independentof the choice of the
mollusc. (p. 99)

Eitherthe laws are dependenton the choice of independentobservers,
or the observers are made dependent,thus renderingthe laws independent. The ability of the delegated observers to send superimposable
reportsis made possible by their utter dependenceand even stupidity.
The only thing requiredof them is to watch the hands of their clocks
closely and obstinately:
These clocks satisfy only one condition, that the 'readings' which are observed
simultaneouslyon adjacentclocks (in space) differ from each other by an indefinitely
small amount. (p. 99)

That is the price to pay for the freedom and credibility of the enunciator.
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In this book, Einstein's fiddling with time and space does not lead, as
we can now see, to the metaphysicsoften triggeredby his writings, but
to an infra-physicsof crucial importancefor the sociology of science.
Insteadof framesof reference, we are presentedwith the practicalwork
of settingup frames;insteadof characters,we now see the hardwork of
discipliningandmanagingdelegatedobserversandinstruments;insteadof
takinginformationfor granted,the encodinganddecodingof information
are now madevisible. Inscriptions,subscriptions,transcriptions:
the word
'relativity' refers to this lowly work of building and relating frames to
one anotherin such a way that some kind of stable form can be maintained which can, then, be cumulated, combined and superimposedat
some point.
The Limits of a Social Explanation
Whatdoes it meanto offer a social and politicalexplanationof Einstein's
definition of relativity? If, by political and social, we mean that the
technical work of Einstein should be translatedinto another language
in which words such as 'groups', 'classes', 'interests', 'cultures'are said
to be what is really present beneath the words 'trains', 'embankment',
'stars', 'Gaussiancoordinates',or 'Minkowskifour-dimensionalspace',
a social explanation would be meaningless. Einstein's work is not
reducibleto the work done, in otherdomains,by economists,historians,
sociologists and ideologists. Nothing is hidden beneath, reflected by,
representedthrough,mirroredin, alludedto by his technicalwork. Should
we thus concludethathis work is so technicaland abstractthatit escapes
from our world and pertainsonly to physics with no relationto anything
else? Certainly not. This alternativebetween two technical languages
for two scientific professions - social scientists and physicists - is
precisely what this paper aims to avoid.
On the other hand, if, by a social explanation,we mean that we can
learn from the technical part of Einstein's argumentsomething about
the way society is built, we might startto approachsuch an explanation.
It is clear, for a start,thatthe various ways of shifting, the management
of delegates, the question of their faithfulness, the difference between
fact-writingand fiction-writing,the displacementwithoutdeformation,
the building of equivalences, the keeping up of metrological chains
- all these problems are common to many disciplines and activities,
and cut across what is abstractand what is concrete, what is scientific
and what is daily practice, what is political and what is technical. For
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instance, the SmithsonianInstitution, in the middle of the nineteenth
century,had similarproblemsin buildingup meteorologicalphenomena.
How to obtain in Washingtona map of tornadoes?15By recruiting600
correspondentsspreadaroundthe country.This recruitmentdrive is only
one little partof the task, because it is then necessaryto discipline them
in such a way thatthey fill in usableformsthatmake sense once gathered
in the Washingtonoffice. It is especially importantto make sure that
they make their readingsat the same time every day, at the same place.
'Weathermissionaries'are sent aroundto make sure correspondentsare
dedicatedand faithful. This is not an easy task, especially if one bears
in mindthatthe samepeopleareoftenaskedto sendto the sameInstitution
stuffed animals, plants, specimens of all sorts, which means that they
have to roam aroundthe country as much as possible.16 The practical
questionof obtainingat the same time fixed dedicatedweathermenand
mobile dedicated naturalistsis enormous, and is as much part of the
building of an institution as is Einstein's meta-discourse on how to
discipline any observer sent to any frame of reference.
It is to accommodatemany examples of such a problem that I have
proposedconsideringhistory of science as the history of centres which
are growing through the managementof traces that have three main
characteristics:they are as mobile, as immutable and faithful, and
as combinable as possible. The circulation back and forth of these
'immutablemobiles' trace networks - that is to say, two-way paths
leading from the centre to the now-dominatedframes. These networks
are constantlyrepairedagainstinterruptionby maintainingmetrological
chains that keep the frames equivalent. To define these centres in the
most generalway, I have called them centresof calculation.17 The main
point of their history is that no distinction has to be made between
economics, science, technicsor even the arts, when we follow how each
of their three characteristicsis enforced. Contributionsto this common
history may be made by historians of perspective, of print, of art, of
technics, of expeditions, of economics, and so on. From this point of
view, no distinctionhas to be made, either, between 'abstract'thinking
and 'practical'activities. The immutabilityof the mobilized traces is as
much enhanced when a naturalistimagines a new way of naturalizing
killed bears, as when Laplace invents a new way of calculatingerror
variationsin astronomers'readings.The mobilityof the tracesis as much
favouredwhen a new satellitelink is establishedbetweentwo databanks
as when Linnaeusdevises a new way of coding any plantwith two Latin
words. The combinabilityof the traces is as much enhanced when a
ComputerAssisted Design engineerfuses on the same screen the shapes
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of a car's partsandtheirprice, as when Monge inventsa way of merging
descriptive geometry and fortress defilading. It is because of the links
between these innovationsin various domains that centres may also be
called 'centres of capitalization'.
Obviously, Einstein is both a latecomer in this long history and a
significantcontributorto it. His obsession with transportinginformation
throughtransformationswithoutdeformation;his passionfor the precise
superimpositionof readings;his panicat the idea thatobserverssent away
might betray, might retain privileges, and send reports that could not
be used to expand our knowledge; his desire to discipline the delegated
observers and to turn them into dependentpieces of apparatusthat do
nothing but watch the coincidence of hands and notches; even his
readinessto jettison what common sense cherishesprovidedthe equivalence of all metrologicalchains be saved. Thus it is easy to see in what
way Einstein's work pertains to this general history.
To assess his role in this history of centres of calculation,there might
be anotherandmorestraightforward
way thanto dig in his culturalmilieu,
or to see if the economic infrastructureof turn-of-the-century
capitalism
could in some distorted and far-fetchedway be 'mirrored'in what he
does. What Einstein does for the centres he does directly and without
mediation. He says in this text that, if the special and general relativity
are not accepted, there is a risk. The risk is that the reports sent by
observersdelegatedto framesof referencewhich are closer to the speed
of light, or violently accelerated, be made useless. What he proposes
is a series of 'minor' innovations in the way we delegate observers,
discipline their information,decode their messages and translatetheir
representations.They are minor innovationssince they are inserted in
a vast andlong historyof centresof calculation,and remainmeaningless
without it. Still, they are innovationsthat are to be taken seriously if
these centresdecide to resumetheirtravelsto framesthatare accelerated
or close to the speed of light. Einstein's invention may not be new and
importantenough to triggerthe great organ of metaphysics,but it is not
insignificantenoughto be simply reducedto the earliersolutionsoffered
by the centresto 'long-distancetravel'. We shouldstrikea precisebalance
between overstating his solution (revolution in space and time 'out
there') and underratingit (conservationof the centres 'down here'). The
balance should be somethinglike this: providedthe two relativitiesare
accepted, more frames of referencewith less privilege can be accessed,
reduced, accumulatedand combined, observers can be delegated to a
few more places in the infinitely large (the cosmos) and the infinitely
small (electrons),andthe readingsthey send will be understandable.His
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book could well be titled: 'New Instructionsfor Bringing Back LongDistance Scientific Travellers'.
To weigh the importanceof centres of calculation, there is no better
way thanto measurewhat Einsteinis readyto jettison in order for them
to go on at an expandedrateand scale. Why does maintainingequivalent
observers have such paramountimportancethat everythingelse should
be made subservientto it? (See Table 6). I indicatedabove the solution
to this questionby the comparisonwith liberalism.This comparisonwas
simply a metaphorto help grasp the seeming paradoxthat ties the fight
against privileges with the increase of privileges. It is time to see how
these fights against privileges in economics or in physics are literally,
and not metaphorically,the same. If the man in the train sees different
things than the man on the embankment- this difference being made
visible by the lack of fit when superimposingthe two reports- it means
thatthere is no gain to be made for the second by dealing with the first.
Each has its own autonomouslife, its own view of the world, its own
evaluationof quantities. Each, in other words, is as weak or as strong
as any other. There is no delegation, no agreed chain of command,but
a democracy of points of view where every one sees the others as so
many undisciplinedand intractablebodies. If, on the other hand, the
man in the train describes scenes accordingto instrumentswhich, after
a few transformations,are made equivalentto the ones seen by the man
on the embankment, this means that the latter will gain something.
Withoutbeing on the train, the man on the embankmentwill have 'its'
point of view plus anotherone compatibleand addableto the first. Of
course, it is not the man on the embankmentthat we care about, but
the enunciator,the last one in the list, for whomthe othersare cat's paws.
In otherwords, if it is possibleto makeall framesof referenceequivalent
(with respect to a few transformations)it is possible to accumulateall
the others in the last frame.
Who is going to benefit from sending all these delegated observers
to the embankment,trains, rays of light, sun, nearbystars, accelerated
lifts, the confines of cosmos? If relativism is right, each one of them
will benefit as much as any other. If relativityis right, only one of them
(that is, the enunciator, Einstein or some other physicist) will be able
to accumulatein one place (his laboratory,his office) the documents,
reportsand measurementssentbackby all his delegates.Relativitydraws
the design of a centre of calculationfrom which, and to which, paths
lead. It is not his privileged point of view that gives a centre any
superiorityover other locations, but its rejectionof any privilege to any
local pointof view includingits own, thuspermittingthe gatheringin one
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point of all the superimposabletraces. It is not because it has a better
view of the clouds from its windows that the Smithsonianis betterable
to build up meteorologicalmaps, but because, insteadof lookingthrough
the windows, they look at the weathermen'sreportsinside darkoffices.
This rejection of some privileges in order to shore up some others,
throws a rather new light on the usual argument that Einstein is a
revolutionary. Scientific revolutionaries are often portrayed as bold
thinkerswho break away from common sense. In Einstein's case, the
breaking away from Galilean frames of reference, from Newtonian
absolutespaceandtime, the audacitywith whichhe shortensrulers,slows
down clocks, curves space and gets rid of gravity, makes him indeed
the epitome of a revolutionaryin science. It is because of this audacity
that social and contextual explanationstry to sneak into the physics.
Einstein, it is said, was an outcast immersedin a revolutionaryculture
and milieu, and his flamboyantpolitical views do nothingto contradict
these social explanations. The notion of scientific revolutions should,
however, be taken with a grain of salt; so, for that matter, should that
of political revolutions.18 Instead of marvelling at how revolutionaries
become latter-dayconservatives, it would be better to see first if there
is such a thing as a revolutionarybreaking away from orthodoxy.
In the text under scrutiny, the authornever presentsus with a break
from the usual ways of thinking, but with a choice between two ills:
eitherwe maintainabsolutespaceandtime andthe laws of naturebecome
differentin differentplaces; or we maintainthe equivalenceof the laws
of nature,and we 'discard'(p. 27) absolutespace and time. The question
is not how to revolutionizeourthinkingbuthow to maintain,to conserve,
to stabilize, to rigidify, one thing that appears more importantthan
anything else. The author is not calling us to an upheaval of physics,
but to get rid of a few minor points - aether, simultaneity- so as to
let physics go on its ancient way on an expandedscale. The dramahe
unfolds is not that of a revolution but that of the testing and selection
of the weakest point that should give way for everything else to be
maintained(see Table 6).
In view of this dilemmathere appearsto be nothingelse for it than to abandoneither
the principleof relativityor the simple law of the propagationof light in vacuo. Those
of you who have carefullyfollowed the precedingdiscussion are almost sure to expect
that we should retainthe principleof relativity, which appeals so convincingly to the
intellect because it is so naturaland simple. The law of propagationof light in vacuo
would thenhave to be replacedby a morecomplicatedlaw conformableto the principle
of relativity. The developmentof theoreticalphysics shows, however, that we cannot
pursue this course . . Prominenttheoretical physicists were therefore more inclined
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to reject the principleof relativity, in spite of the fact that no empiricaldata had been
found which were contradictoryto this principle.
At this juncturethe theory of relativityenteredthe arena. As a result of an analysis
of time and space, it became evidentthatin realitythereis not the least incompatibility
between the principle of relativityand the law of propagation of light [E.'s italics]
and thatby systematicallyholdingfast to both these laws a logically rigid theorycould
be arrived at. (p. 19, my stress)

Strangerevolutionaryindeed that sacrifices a belief in order to build
a rigidtheorythatmaintainstwo of the physicists' most cherishedbeliefs
intact!If Einstein is a revolutionary,it is in the same way as the Prince
Salina, who wished to change everything so that everything remained
the same. If Einsteinappearsto breachan importantprinciple,this simply
meansthatsomethingmore importantis therebyconserved.The question
to be asked is this: given what Einsteinwishes to maintain,what should
ratherbe sacrificed?Hence in this case, it is no use trying to distinguish
revolutionariesfrom conservatives - and thus it might be a waste of
time to search Einstein's Swiss milieu for revolutionaryinfluences. In
the trial of forces displayed in the above quotation,one weaker link is
going to break;the strongerlinks which are thus fortifiedand expanded
are what need watching.
An argumentis not social because it deals with society and groups;
it is social when it tries out which ties are strongerand which ones are
weaker. This is why the more meta-linguistic, the more abstract, the
more theoreticalis a study, the closer we are to the explicit analysis of
the three charactersof immutability,mobility and combinability, and
the easier it is to offer an explanationof it in terms of centresof calculation. I started by saying that empirical sciences appeared easier for
sociologists than more theoreticalones. We can now see that the case
is exactly the opposite. Social studies of science, far from being limited
to the empiricaldisciplines,are betterequippedfor the more formalones
because these disciplines offer, in a way, a simpler, more direct, and
more explicit case. When we get to texts, such as Einstein's, which talk
about the ways of describingany possible experience, we are closer to
our sociology, not fartherfrom it. That closeness depends, of course,
on the previous work of redefinitiondone on sociology itself.
It is now clear that we no longer call 'social' some translationthat
would replacethe vocabularyof physicistsby the vocabularyof sociologists, but ratherone thatforges a hybridvocabularythatmakesthe speed
of light c, or the Lorentztransformation,partof the normalbusiness of
buildinga society, while it makesthe role of the enunciatorandof centres
of calculation part of the normal business of elaboratinga scientific
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revolutionin physics. This means, of course, that we, sociologists, do
not know in advance what society is made of. As Mike Lynch has
demonstrated,19this admission of ignoranceis the only way of getting
further inside the sciences.

A Relativistic Solution to the Problem of Social Context
The main consequencesof Einstein's infra-physics,and of the peculiar
explanationin termsof immutablemobilesI haveprovidedof it, is to raise
anew two relatedproblems: what does it mean to talk about the social
contextof a science?Whatdoes it meanto 'sociallyexplain'a science?The
secondquestion,whichis easier, will be usedto solve the first, moretricky
one. Explaininga science means thatwe shouldbe able to establishwith
it moreequalrelationsin sucha way thatwe learnfromit aboutsocietyand
use our own disciplineto teach a few thingsto the science we are dealing
with.20This more equal statusshouldbe our touchstoneeven though, in
thecase of physics,sucha programmemayappearludicrous.Thefecundity
of an accountin this newly redefinedstrongprogrammewill be assessed
by our abilityto transformthe definitionof social untilit is on a par with
the very contentof the science studied, andexchangespropertieswith it.
One example of such an exchangeis to formulatequestionslike this one:
can we, sociologists,learnaboutourrelativismfromEinstein'srelativity?
The principle of relativity (Galileo's argumentthat movement is as
nothing), the special and the general theories of relativity, are various
ways of giving back meanings to descriptions. The work of setting up
instruments,taking readings, framing coordinates, shifting out and in,
transcribingmessages, establishingequivalencesis whatoffers meaning.
This is whatEinsteincalls 'relativity',andwhathe opposesto 'relativism'.
Absolutism and relativism are tied to one another, while relativity
reestablishes reality by giving up absolutism.
Whatis the case in social studies of science? It is exactly parallel. We
fight against absolute definitions of science; we refuse meaning to any
description that does not portray the work of setting up laboratories,
inscriptiondevices, networks;we always relatethe word 'reality' to the
specific trials inside specific laboratories and specific networks that
measure up the resistance of some actants. Is this a weakening of the
concept of reality?Is this relativismin the sense thatall accountswould
be irreducible,untranslatable,andunrelated?No, in spiteof our critiques
- and to be fair, in spite of a few of our early claims21- it is not.
We are no more relativist that Einstein, and for the same reason. By
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fighting absolute definitions of observations that do not specify the
practicalwork and materialnetworksthat give them meaning, we take
as seriously as everyone else the constructionof reality - indeed, we
might be the only one to take it seriously enough.
Is it then possible to use Einstein's argument to reformulate our
relativityin such a way thatit is madeas clearlydifferentfrom relativism
as Einstein's? To tackle this most difficult point we have to go back to
the actorial shift described above, and to what creates the distinction
between fact-writingand fiction-writing.Einstein, in his text, populates
his world with manyactants:ravens, trains,clouds, men with rigid rods,
lifts, marbletables, c, molluscs, and of course clocks and rulers - see
Table 2. Although we are dealing with what is called the 'content' of
Einstein's book we, the readers, are meeting a great many figures who
do all sorts of actions. Semioticsis the studyof these figuresandactions.
Whathappensif we go outside of Einstein's text - let's say to Feuer's?
We find new characterslike Einstein's parents,the OlympiaAcademy,
Ernst Mach, fin-de-siecle Europe, conflicts of generation, and so on.
We also find Albert Einstein. Insteadof being the enunciatorand author
of the text under study, he is now the object of Feuer's explanation,a
real man in his social and culturalcontext. Sociology, social history or
psycho-sociology are some of the names of the disciplines which study
such charactersand social contexts.
Now, let us ponderwhat the relationis between the inside characters
and the outside ones. This amountsto following up Einstein's question,
'What is the relationbetween the man on the train and the man on the
embankment?',with this question:'Whatis the relationbetweenEinstein,
enunciatorof his text, and Albert Einstein in Feuer's story?' The two
relationsare preciselythe same. No matterhow 'outside'and 'contextual'
and 'historical'Feuer may wish it to be, his Albert Einsteinis a shiftedout characterinsidehis text exactlyas the manin the trainis in Einstein's
text. No matterhow sociologists and historianslove to put texts, ideas,
and events in their context, this context is always made up of shifted
charactersinside another text. They can add one text to another, but
not escape from it. We have access to co-texts not to context.
This is the basis of what has been called 'the semiotic turn': nothing
can be said of the enunciatorof a narrationif not in a narrationwhere
the enunciatorbecomes a shifted-outcharacter.In consequence, there
is no difference to be made in principle, between internalsociology how to manage the populationof actants that make up the content of
a text - and external sociology - how to manage the populationof
actantsthat make up the context of a text. This is not to say that many
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FIGURE 9
Co-Texts, not Context
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The creation of a context in which Einstein is put
follows the same rules as those by which Einstein
creates delegated charactersin his own account.

distinctionsof style, genre, richness,conviction,quality,cannotbe drawn
between texts. It simply means that a statementabout 'the pragmatic
context of an utterance' is as devoid of meaning as the statementof a
state of motion without specification of the coordinates.
The two principles, that of Einstein's relativityand thatof semiotics,
are one and the same. They both statethatto talk of an externalreferent
independentlyof the structureof the reportis devoid of meaning. They
both state that we are always in between at least two frames and that
the deeperwe go intophysicsandcosmologythe morewe shouldexamine
the conditions of the narrationthat stage these frames. They both state
that an effect of reality is built in by the superimpositionof reportssent
from at least two frames of reference to a third one.
Why is the first one acceptedwith gratitudewhile the other is greeted
with horror, by naturalas well as by social scientists?It is simply that
the oppositionbetween relativismand relativitywhich is so clear in the
case-of Einstein has not been made as clear in the case of semiotics.
The reason for this lack of clarity is to be sought throughthe question
of the referent.
The introductionof relativityis not a way for Einsteinto weakenreality
- that is adequationwith a referent - but the only way to strengthen
it. Why? Because, as I have shown above, when you shift in, it allows
you to obtain a new fit between superimposedreports that you would
not get were you to rejectrelativity.The internalreferentis thenassessed
by what I called above the 'underwrittenreferent'. Of course, the price
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to pay for this addedrealismis the abandonmentof the externalreferent,
which is an effect of the discourse on the reader.
Now, when we, social studentsof science, say thatthere is no distinction of principle between context and content, we do not mean to say
that all narrationspertain to the genre of fiction-writing, or even that
all descriptionsare simply 'texts' - as French deconstructionistsare
often proneto claim. We simply say thatby shiftingout and in, sociologists, historians, and social scientists in general, build up internal
referentsas much as any other realist writers. We only repeatthat the
externalreferentis an effect of these discoursesover theirreaders.When
FeuercreatesAlbertEinsteinby shiftingout a characterof thatname, he
mobilizesdocumentsof all sortsto give the impressionthathis storyis not
madeup. Is thisanimpressiononly?It is impossibleto go beyondnarration
and beyond some superimpositionof documentsin order to answer the
question. Does this mean thatthere is no touchstoneto decide if Feuer's
book fits in any way the reality of Einstein's youth and background?
No. Any more than relativity means a breakdownof communications
between the man in the train and the man in the embankment- quite
the contrary.
FIGURE 10
Three Types of Referent
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Three types of referent can be distinguished;the impression of an external
referent 'out there' is obtained 'down there' by the superimpositionof the
underwrittenreferent with the internal referent.

In both cases the only path that is left open is that of the underwritten referent. Can you shift in all the way back to Feuer's office
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and superimposein some way the documents he mobilizes in his text
with others? If no, then the boundaryof the narrationis such that you
have only a text; from the text to the enunciatorthere is a non sequitur,
a gap. If yes, then what happens?The boundaryof the text is stretched
furtherin; there is continuity, a networkis in place. But who does such
a verification?Who goes to the office of the writerto check this ultimate
Anotherscientist,anotherwriterwho is busy expanding
superimposition?
still another network by establishing a continuous link between the
inscriptionsmobilized in his text and what a potentialreadercould wish
to see in his office, were he to check, and so on. In other words, there
are three things we cannot escape from: discourses, inscriptiondevices
and networks - that is, infra-physics. This argument is common to
Einstein's theory and to our 'social' explanationof it.
In other words, 'social context' in current social studies of science
plays the same sort of role as 'aether' for turn-of-the-centuryphysics.22
This vast social structurethat would somehow surroundnetworks and
seems necessaryto providea firmfoundationto sociologists'explanations
is no more provableandno more necessarythanthis subtleand infinitely
elastic milieu that physicists firmly defended for over a generationto
establishthe firm foundationof their explanations.Sociologists always
want to add the social context, and they think that in a case study
somethingis amiss if there is no larger-scaleentity to explain the whole
thing. In practice, however, the characterspresentedin their accounts,
and which bear the name of 'social structure' 'longue duree', 'largescale influences', 'overarchinginterests', and the like, are not bigger
than the little ones they try to explain. A giant in a story is not a bigger
characterthana dwarf, it just does differentthings. The sametwo-metresquarepaintingmay representa battlefieldor an apple; no one will say
that the first is bigger and more encompassingthan the second. Size is
not a property of characters, only of networksand of their relations.
Society, in the accounts of sociologists, might not be much bigger than
a pumpkin- at least if we judge from the evocative gesturesthey make
when they talk of the 'big picture'!
We can gatherthatthis 'aether'is entirelyunnecessaryfor sociologists
from this simple argument:were we really to step outside of accounts
relatedto one anotherin a mannerof a network, we would be limited
to the narrowestof all possible pointof views, our own hic et nuncvision
of the world. If we want to see the 'big picture', we have to be in touch
with some sort of an inscriptiondevice that, throughmany mediations,
elaborateslocally and inside a network, a projectedpicture. If we step
outside to be in touch with the real context - the reality outside of any
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narration,any network, and any discourse - this is to be limited to
one point of view, to the smallest picture, to what we see from our
own unaided and unmediatedbody. Either the 'big picture' is very
tiny but related to a long network that makes it really big, or the 'big
picture'is unrelatedto any instrumentand is really very, very small (see
Figure 11). Away from the work of inscriptions, subscriptions and
transcriptions,no shifting in and out would be possible. We would be
limited to a point. Are the social scientists who want us to place things
in the bigger frameworknot asking us to commit suicide? Is it not the
same as forcing us to eat and drink only aether, under the pretext that
it is the staple of the universe?
FIGURE 11
The Relative Sizes of the 'Big Picture'
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Either one abandonsnetworks and is limited to one's own unmediatedpoint of
view, or one wishes to look at a bigger picture but then has to consider the
end point of a network made up of long series of mediators.

The reasonwhy this simple infra-physicalargumentis so hardfor social
scientiststo grasphas to do with anotherbelief, the belief in abstraction.
When they claim that the 'big picture' includes the smaller ones, they
do not takethe word 'picture'literallybut metaphorically.It means, for
them, a view of the world, an abstractionthat cannotbe reducedto the
lowly practices of building inscription devices.
It is one of the greatpowers of Einstein's text that it also throws light
on the very process of abstraction.He is not only a masterat managing
spatialand temporalshifting, he is also very good at the third shifting,
which is called, as the readermay recall, the actorialone. For instance,
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Einsteinreplacescoordinatesby trainand embankment,or walkingmen
by beams of light, or trains and embankmentby earth and sun (see
Tables 2 and 4). The process by which abstractnotions are replacedby
charactersis usually called, in semiotics, figurativity, or figuration. It
is often said that one can tell a populararticle from a scientific one by
the numberof figures (humanor animal-likecharacters)that play parts
in the stories. At face value, it seems that Einstein is writing a popular
book, because he slowly takes us from trains and walking men all the
way to abstract mathematics, thus following a strict hierarchy from
concreteto abstractactants.One could claim thatEinstein,like the Lord,
mastersthe abstractstructurebut, knowingthe weakness of his readers,
feeds them figures, stories and parables instead.
However, Einstein's innovation for the third kind of shifting is as
essentialas for the two others. Thereis no clearly recognizablehierarchy
in his text from one level of simple concrete metaphorsto anothermore
abstractone. The most abstractargument,about Gaussiancoordinates,
is also the one where the mollusc is introduced(p. 99). When he builds
up a spacious chest in the middle of nowhere that is lifted by 'a being'
througha constantforce with a 'rope', this abstractthoughtexperiment
is supplementedwith very concrete notationsconcerningwhat the man
in the chest feels in his leg muscles (p. 66). These notationsare not added
for realismso as to makean ignorantreaderswallowthe pill of an abstract
thought:they are crucial for the argumentaboutthe similaritybetween
feeling accelerationand feeling gravitation. Even when he introduces
four-dimensionalMinkowskispace (p. 57), it is to make its coordinates
'play exactlythe same role as the Euclideancoordinates',reversingagain
the order between levels of abstraction.
The word 'abstraction'in Einstein's text does not refer to a certain
type of figure, but to the very common activity of selecting in and out
those details which are convenient. For instance, he starts with trains
and embankmentmirrorsand clocks. Then (p. 31) the embankmentis
'supplementedlaterallyand in a vertical directionby means of a framework of rods, so that an event which takes place anywhere can be
localizedwith referenceto this framework'.As to the train,it is elongated
'across the whole of space, so that every event, no matterhow far off
it may be, could also be localizedwith respectto the secondframework'.
Althoughthe descriptionof the embankmentand of the trainhas already
lost some realism, the authorcontinues and 'disregard[s]the fact that
in realitythese frameworkswould continuallyinterferewith each other,
owing to the impenetrabilityof solid bodies'. After these three transformations,the figures of the trainand of the embankmenthave become
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geometriccoordinates.Are these coordinatesless figurativethanthe train
andembankment?Are they more abstract?No, they simplyhave different
details and keep only some of the elements of the train- the first story
of the trainhaving alreadyretainedbut the barestdetails of the railway
system of turn-of-the-centurySwitzerland. To find positions from one
systemof coordinatesto another,the authoragainmodifiesthe figuration
and replaces the geometric coordinatesby an algebraic notation- by
Galileantransformation,which is a subset of the Lorentzone when the
velocity of light is infinite. Are these equations more abstractor less
figurativethanthe two or threeearlierones? No. They lose detailswhich
were consideredirrelevant- like the colour of the curtainsin the wagon
or the price of the ticket - and add new details deemed more important
- like the possibility of calculatingfor any value of x the
corresponding
value of x'.
The most strikingaspectof this reworkingof the meaningof abstraction
is offered by the confusionbetween thought-experimentand the experiments which, he says, have taken place in a laboratory.As a rule, the
real experimentshavefewer details and look more like what we would
call a thought-experimentthan the latter, which are, on the contrary,
vividly described! For instance, Einstein moves from the equations
of Maxwell's transformationto the experimental scenography, that
of Fizeau:
The tube plays the part of the railway embankmentor of the co-ordinatesystem K,
the liquidplays the part of the carriage or of the co-ordinatesystem K', and finally
the lightplays the part of the man walking along the carriage, or of the moving point
in the present section. If we denote the velocity of the light relative to the tube by
W,then this is given by the equation(A) or (B), accordingas the Galileotransformation
[where c is infinite] or the Lorentz transformation[where c is finite] correspondsto
the fact. Experimentdecidesin favorof equation(B) derivedfromthetheoryof relativity,
and the agreement is indeed very exact. (p. 40, my stress)

Is this new experimental scene more figurative than the thought
experimentof an elongatedtrain, or the writingdown of the equations?
No, and the drawing that displays this real experimentallaboratoryis
the most abstractof all!
Hierarchiesbetweendegrees of figuration,distinctionsbetweenactual
and thought-experiments,shifts from popularaccountsto more abstract
ones, divides betweentheoryand experiment- all this does not interest
Einstein much. In Figure 12, Einstein does not try to order them on a
scale from concrete figures to abstractones. So what is it that interests
him in shifting from one repertoireof figures to another one?
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FIGURE 12
Non-Hierarchical Series of Figurations
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Abstractiondoes not refer to one particulartype of human or non-human-like
figures, but to what is maintainedthrough the non-hierarchicalmovement
through various types of figures.

Whatcountsfor him is whatis maintainedthroughall thesetransformations from one figurationto the next. Going from trainto embankment,
from this story to coordinates, from them to equations, from these to
thought-experiments,from these to real experiments, and maybe back
to the circulationof trains - the only place where we ever experience
non-accelerated regular translation - this is what is of paramount
importance.The freedom of the enunciatorcounts, not the order of the
figuration.But this problemof freedomis also the very questiontackled
in the text: how can one maintaineverywherein the same form the laws
of Nature, so as practicallyto build some degree of universalityfor the
centre's networksto expand?If we rememberthatthe word 'metaphore'
means displacementor transportation,we understandhow fascinating
is Einstein's use of these metaphorsthat manage to transportso much
without deformation.
Abstraction,in this text, does not designate a list of non-human-like
figures,buta reversiblemovementfromanyone list to anyotherthatkeeps
some meaningintactin the process. Moreexactly, whatwe call 'meaning'
is whatever is preservedin the movementthroughstories, and not one
of the repertoiresobtained after reaching at last one final story. This
semiotic innovationis as importantfor our sociology of science as the
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other one on the spatial and temporalshifting. The 'big picture' is not
given in one frame of reference, but in going from one frame to all the
othersthrougha network.Operationslike thinking,abstracting,building
pictures, are not above other practicaloperationslike setting up instruments, arraying devices, laying rods, but are in between them. The
vocabularyoften used by cognitiveand social sciences to describemental
operationsis misleading. Abstractiondoes not designate a higher level
of figurationbut a fast circulation from one repertoireto another. It is
not a propertyof the mind, it is a propertyof the networks.By reworking
also the notion of abstraction,Einstein, in the present text, shows us
a way of never leaving the firm groundof infra-physics,even when we
enter the realm of abstraction.

Conclusion
Have we succeeded, as foreshadowedin the introduction,in opening,
throughthe semioticstudyof one semi-popularbook by Einstein,a more
directandless laboriousway to resumethe strongprogramme?Although
the answer is to be left to the reader, it should be made clear that this
question has now taken the following form: have we succeeded in
establishinga different, more equal, relationbetween social studies of
science and Einstein'sphysics?To be sure, we learneda lotfrom Einstein
for clarifyingour own definitionof society, of relativity,of context and
of abstraction;but did we teach Einstein anything? No matter how
presumptuousthe question seems to be, it is the necessary counterpart
of this more equal statusthe methodrequests. My claim would be that,
without the enunciator's position (hidden in Einstein's account), and
without the notion of centres of calculation, Einstein's own technical
argumentis ununderstandable;so is the reason why he prefers above
all to maintainthe forms of the naturallaws againstall transformations
of space, time andcharacters.The forces thathold his argumenttogether
and thataccountfor the passiongeneratedin and by his arguments,need
to be put back in place for the physics to make sense at all. To push
the claim to its extremity, the metrological chains vastly expanded,
accelerated,transformedand recombinedby Einsteinare in our social23
space and not ours in his...
To demonstratethat this argumentis not so presumptuous,we could
show how simple is the solutionit offers to some problemsof interpretation that have plagued Einstein scholars. Einstein later recanted the
Machian interpretationof special relativity, and took up a realist and
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absolutist metaphysicsonce he had reached general relativity. Did he
change his mind? Had he disguised later his interest for Mach, or
pretendedearlier to be one of his disciples? Psychological or tactical
are not necessaryif my argumenton capitalizationis right:
interpretations
once obedient delegates flow effortlessly back and forth to the centre
of calculation a new semiotic position is designed for a characterthat
is an Einstein-Godreachingwithoutany problemthe essence of physical
reality. Once delegates are totally disciplined they count as nothing.
Relativityand absolutismmerge again, in the same way as we can reach
someone else through long distance phone calls, no matterhow many
delegateswe have in between, providedthey are at once present,aligned
and faithful. The same clarificationoccurs when we turn to this other
commonplaceof Einsteinscholarship- thatis, his rejectionof quantum
mechanics' philosophy. How come that this revolutionaryjoined the
traditionalists'camp? Did he become less flexible with age? Again,
psychological interpretationsare too shallow. If the above argumentis
right, revolutionand flexibilitymeannothingwhen you wantto discipline
delegates once and for all. The philosophy of quantummechanics reintroducedwhat Einstein had fought all along: independentand active
observers,so activeindeedthatthey influencedwhatthey observe... This
revival of relativism had to be opposed.
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* SEMIOTIC INVENTORY (ABRIDGED)

TABLE1
List of the Marks of Enunciationin Einstein'sText
(only the marks that personifythe author-in-the-text
or the reader-in-the-textare noted below)
ENUNCIATOR
(Author)

ENUNCIATEE (Reader)
'you read' p. 1
'you remember with more respect'
'you were chased by conscientious teachers'
'you would regard with disdain' p. 1
'we feel constrained' p.2

'If I analyse' p.5
'I load my conscience with grave sin' p.9
'I stand at the window'
'I ask' 'we shun...we replace... we must honestly acknowledge'
'we must specify' p.10
'who would imagine' p. 17
'the thoughtful physicist plunged into the greatest difficulties'
'you will answer 'yes"
'If I ask you' p.21
'If I now approach you'
'you find it not so easy'
'I cannot be satisfied'
'I allow myself to be deceived as a physicist' p.22
'I would ask the reader not to proceed further'
'after thinking the matter you offer'
'I am very pleased'
'you cast a disdainful glance at me' p.23
'these results must strike you' p.38
'seized by a shuddering' p.55
'every intellect must feel the temptation' p.61
'ought we to smile at the man?' p 67
'I must warn the reader against a misconception' p.69
'no person can rest satisfied' p.71
'I am standing in front of a gas range' p.72
'I dare not withold it from the reader' p.78
'I am guilty of a certain slovenliness' p.79
'this lays no small claims on the patience of the reader'id.
'the reader will appreciate' p.83
'if he is not too pedantic'
'I am thankfully surprised' p.84
'The reader may be anxious' p.94
'After mature consideration the reader will admit' p 95
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TABLE 2
List of Some of the Important Actants

Importantobjects
'Rods' chapter I and II
'TrafalgarSquare, London' 'Earth''Clouds' 'Poles' p.6
'Train','embankment' 'fallingstone'p.9
'trajectory''clocks'p.10
'the law of inertia''fixed stars' p.11
'a raven' p.12
'the note emitted by an organ pipe' p.11
'our old friend the railwaycarriage' p.16
'Lightning'p.21
'arrangement of two mirrorsinclined at 90'' p.22
'Lorentz transformations''Galilei transformation'p.33
'world'p.55
'our old friend the railwaycarriage' has 'brakes' p.62
'stones' 'magnetic fields' 'gravitation'p.63
'earth' p64
'a spacious chest resembling a room' 'hook' 'ropes' p.67
'a gas range' 'a fire' 'a pan' p.72
'a plane circulardisk which rotates' p.79
'a marble table' p.83
'a large number of little rods of equal lengths' p.83
a heated marble table p.85
'Gaussian co-ordinates' p.87
'mollusc of reference'
Human like actants
'I in the train''pedestrian on the embankment' p.9
'a man in the train'
'the Dutch astronomer De Sitter' p.17
'H.A. Lorentz'p.19
'an able meteorologist' p.21
'people travelling in the train'p.25
'an observer in the train'p.28
'the brilliantphysicist Fizeau' p.39
'Minkowski'p.55
'an observer' 'a being' p.66
'opponents of the theory of relativity'p.76
'an observer who is sitting eccentrically' p79
'an observer who is at rest' p.80
Authorities
'As is well known' p.11
'The most careful observations have never revealed such anisotropic properties' 'This is a
powerful argument in favour of the principleof relativity'p.15
'Every child at school knows' 'We know with great exactness that this velocity' p. 17
'The epoch making theoretical investigations of H.A Lorentz... show that' 'Prominent theoretical
physicists were therefore morb inclined to reject...'p.19
Fizeau's measurement 'has been repeated since then by some of the best experimental physicists
so that there can be no doubt about its result' p.39
'Experiment decides in favour of equation B' p. 40
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TABLE 3
Work of Inscribing, Subscribing, Transcribing
'The practice of seeing in a 'distance' two marked positions on a practicallyrigidbody' p.3
'we understand its validityfor a construction with rulerand compasses'
'We can mark off the distance S time after time' p.5
'erecting a pole' p.7
'attaching', 'dropping','manipulating'p.7
'IfI were to be commissioned to determine by observations whether in the actual case two
events took place simultaneously' p.21
'This observer should be supplied with an arrangement .f mirrors'p.22
'We understand by the 'time'of an event the reading... In this manner a time-value is associated
with every event' p.24
'An observer...marking off his measuring rod in a straight lines many times as is necessary to
take him from the one marked point to the other. Then the number which tells us how often the
rod has to be laid down is the required distance' p.28
'The magnitudes x,y,z,t, are nothing more nor less than the results of measurements obtainable
by means of measuring-rods and clocks' p.36
'The four dimensional continuum...shows a prounounced relationship to the three dimensional
continuum of Euclidean geometrical space....We must replace the usual time co-ordinate tby an
imaginary magnitude ...' p.57
'an observer equipped with apparatus' p.66
'tension of a rope' p.67
Building up squares with ropes on marble table p.83
'To every point of a continuum are assigned as many numbers...as the continuum has dimensions.
This is done in such a way, that only one meaning can be attached to the assignment' p.90
'Every physical description resolves itself into a number of statements, each of which refers to
the space-time coincidence of two events A and B' p.95
'Thus in reality the description of the time-space continuum by means of Gauss co-ordinates
completely replaces the descriptions with the aid of a body of reference' p.96
'We learn the behaviour of measuring-rods and clocks and also of freely-moving material points
...simply by mathematical transformation'p.100

TABLE 4
Figurativity
'we see that it will be advantageous if, in the description of a position, it should be possible by
means of numerical measures to make ourselves independent of the existence of marked positions
(possessing names) on the rigidbody of reference' p.7
the flying raven :'Expressed in an abstract manner we may say: If a mass m is moving
uniformly...'p.12
'Now in virtue of its motion in an orbit around the sun our earth is comparable with a railway
carriage travellingwith a velocity of about 30 km per second' p.15
train and embankment 'We shall imagine that the air above it to have been removed... The ray of
light plays the part of the man walking along relatively to the carriage' p. 18
'Up to the present we have only considered events taking place along the embankment,..we can
imagine this reference body suppplemented laterallyby means of a frameworkof rods' 'we can
imagine the train ..continued across the whole of space' we can disregard the fact that in reality
these frameworkwould continually interfere'p.31
'Inplace of the man walking inside the carriage we introduce a point moving relatively to the
co-ordinate systems' p.38
'The tube plays the part of the railway embankment or of the co-ordinate system K, the liquid
plays the part of the carriage or of the co-ordinate system K', and finallythe light plays the part
of the man walking along the carriage, or of the moving point in the present section. 'p.40
'The natural laws satisfying the demands of the special theory of relativityassume mathematical
forms, in which the time plays exactly the same role as the three space co-ordinates' p.57
'By means of purely theoretical operations (i.e. simply by calculation) we are then able to find...' p.74
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TABLE 5
Main Shiftings Out and In Associated with a Scenography

p.4 et seq.: sequence at TrafalgarSquare of a man equipped with a rod building up the scaffold
necessary for any event to be transformed in readings;
p.9 et seq.: sequence of the author throwinga stone from a train while a pedestrian on the
embankment observes; the two characters then try to make their observations coincide (shifling
in).
p. 10.: sequence which makes either the stars or the earth move into a circle depending on the
point of reference chosen.
p.12: sequence of the flying raven above a trainobserved by the man in the train.
p.16: sequence of the man walking in the train while the man on the embankment tries to measure
his velocity relative to the trainand relative to the embankment.
p.21 et seq.: sequence of the heated discussions between the author, meteorologists, man in the
train, and man on the embankment, to decide if events are simultaneous
p.26.: same sequence but with beams of light
p.27.: sequence of the man measuring the train with a rod while the man on the embankment tries
to superimpose his own measurement of the train.
p.31: sequence of the transformationof a train embankment scene into a co-ordinate system.
p.40: sequence of Fizeau's experiment which is superimposed to the train embankment earlier
scenes.
p.66 et seq.: sequence of the accelerated chest and of the experiments imagined in it by the man
and out of it by another observer at rest; the author and the readers are making comments on the
errors they both make.
p.72: sequence of the author puzzling over a gas range.
p.75: sequence of a planned experiment to be done with a solar eclipse.

TABLE 6
List of the Main Trials and Structure of the Text

Eliminated through trials Dilemmas

Maintainedthrough trials

absolute truthis out (p.3)
absolute space is out (p.8)
natural phenomena run their courses
according to the same general laws:
principleof relativityp.13
either we reject the principleof relativity
or the experiments that detect no role for the direction of motion p.15
principleof relativitydisproven by
no experiment p.15 p.19
Dramatisation: either we reject the principleof
relativityor we reject the well established speed of light p.19
Resolution of the drama: Enter the theory of relativity...
No incompatibilitybetween the principleof rel. and the speed of light'
absolute time is out p.26
what is kept is simultaneity
relative to a reference body p.26
absolute distance is out p.27
let's drop independence from the condition of motion p.30
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How should we modify the theorem of the
addition of velocities to keep the principleof rel.? p.30
what is kept is Lorentz's transformationp.33
Let's keep Fizeau's result about speed of light p.41
Classical mechanics is transformed p.42
Principle of relativityis out
Object of value:
'General laws of nature are co-variant
with respect to Lorentz transformation' p.43
Aether and spec;ally favoured co-ordinates are out p.53
'Time is robbed of its independence' p.56
What is kept in practice is Minkowski'sformulationp.57
Relativitywithout him 'would not have got
fartherthan its long clothes' p.57
Let's go furtherthan uniformrectilinearand
non rotarymotions p.61
New trial: Can we do it for all bodies of reference? p.61
We seem forced to discard the theory of rel. and grant
absolute physical reality to non-uniformmotions p.62
Distinctionbetween inertiaand gravitationis discarded p.69
Classical mechanics and theory of rel. are unsatisfactory p.72
Dramatisation: Is the theory of relativitylaid in the dust? p.76
The special theory is not overthrown but survives
in the other as a limitingcase p.77
It seems that general relativityitself is called into question p.82
Cartesian co-ordinates are out p.85
Gaussian co-ordinates are kept p.87
The law of the constancy of the velocity of light
cannot be maintained p.93
What lead us in the special theory of rel. is invalidated p.93
Exit the Euclidean continuum
Description with Gaussian co-ordinates
replaces Euclidean continua p.96

Rigidreferencebodiesout

Finaldramatisation:the generaltheoryhas to be
withoutrigidreferencebodiesp.97
reformulated

Objectof value:
'AllGaussian co-ordinatesystems
are essentially equivalentfor the formulation
of the general laws of nature'p.97

Finalheroes who passed throughall trials:
Molluscswhohaveequalrightsandequalsuccess,
lawswhichare independentof the choiceof the mollusc,
whichlies in itscomprehensivelimitation
the greatpowerof relativity
p.99
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* NOTES

I apologize to all Einsteinscholarsfor this 'underrealist'portrayalof theirhero. The main
ideas of this paper have been obtainedthroughdiscussions with Michel Callon, Isabelle
Stengers and FranqoisBastide. I am also gratefulto MannarHammadfor his insights on
delegatedobservers,and to Jim Griesemerfor his spiriteddefence of realism.Mike Lynch,
TrevorPinch and Leigh Starprovideducefulcommentson the final draft.I thankGeoffrey
Bowkerfor correctingthe English. He was so entirelyunconvincedby the argumentagainst
social context that he simply muttered 'appure si muove. . .'!
1. See the pioneeringwork of David Bloor, Knowledgeand Social Imagery (London:
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1976); Sal Restivo, 'The Social Roots of Pure Mathematics:
A Contributionto the Sociology of Ideas and Minds' (mimeo, 1986); and the field study
of Eric Livingstone, The EthnomethodologicalFoundations of Mathematics(London:
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1985). A differentbut more complete, much more empirically
groundedargumentis to be foundin J. Lave, Culture,Cognitionand Practice (Cambridge:
CambridgeUniversity Press, in press).
2. For this redefinitionof the principle of symmetry, see B. Latour, Science in Action
(Milton Keynes, Bucks.: Open University Press, 1987).
3. B. Latour, The Pasteurization of France, followed by Irreductions:A PoliticoScientific Essay (Cambridge, MA: HarvardUniversity Press, in press).
4. See L. S. Feuer, Einsteinand the Generationsof Science (New York: Basic Books,
1974). There are many other interesting aspects in Feuer's book about the notion of
revolution, and conflicts between generations, that I have no room to do justice to here.
5. I use throughoutthe following edition: A. Einstein, Relativity:TheSpecial and the
General Theory(London: Methuen, first edn 1920, paperback1960). All page numbers
refer to this edition.
6. For an introductionto the semiotics of scientific texts, see F. Bastide, 'Introduction
to Semioticsof ScientificTexts' (Paris:Centrede Sociologiede l'Innovation,mimeo, 1985).
For the definition of the terms used in this paper, see A. Greimasand J. Courtes, trans.
L. Chriset al., Semioticsand Language:AnalyticalDictionary(Bloomington,IN: Indiana
University Press, 1983).
7. A largebody of literaturenow exists on the scientificliterature.Apartfrom Bastide,
op. cit. note 6, see M. Callon, J. Law and A. Rip (eds), Mappingthe Dynamicsof Science
and Technology(London: Macmillan, 1986).
8. B. Latour,'VisualisationandCognition',in H. Kuklick(ed.), Knowledgeand Society:
Studies in the Sociology of CulturePast and Present, Vol. 6 (1986), 1-40.
9. For an extensivecollectionof the workdoneat the time on visualizationandcognition,
see B. LatourandJ. de Noblet (eds), Les 'Vues'de 'esprit,Visualisationet connaissance
scientifique, Culturetechnique, No. 14 (1985); see also M. Lynch, 'Discipline and the
MaterialForm of Images: An Analysis of Scientific Visibility', Social Studiesof Science,
Vol. 15 (1985), 37-66.
10. Greimas & Courtes, op. cit. note 6.
11. I am perfectly well aware that this paper depends on a Machian interpretationby
Einsteinof his own work, an interpretationthathe laterrecanted:see G. Holton, Thematic
Origins of Scientific Thought:Kepler to Einstein (Cambridge,MA: HarvardUniversity
Press, 1973). Once again, semiotics is concernedwith what the text does, not with what
the enunciatorthinks.
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12. On the semiotic reason why this thirdframe is always necessary, see M. Hammad,
'Le petitbonhommed'Ampere', in Actes semiotiques,Vol. 7, No. 33 (1985), 37-45. Most
of the difficulties related to the ancient history of the inertia principleare related to the
existence of two frames only; the solution is always to add a third frame thatcollects the
informationsent by the two others: see M. A. Tonnelat, Histoireduprincipe de relativite
(Paris: Flammarion, 1971).
13. Literally, what is written under anotherwriting. 'Underwritten',like the French
word 'souscription', also means the pledge that other subscribersor underwritersmake
to supportsomeone's credit.
14. This is not what semioticians, obsessed by literarytexts, usually do, but it is one
of the extensions that it is necessary to make to Greimas's semiotics in order to be true
to his own claims (see, below, the related argumentabout context).
15. I am followinghereJamesR. Fleming, 'Meteorologyat the Smithsonian,1847-1874:
The NaturalHistoryConnection',paperpresentedat the 1986 HSS/SHOT/PSA/4SMeeting
(Pittsburgh,PA, October 1986).
16. See the marvellouspaperby L. Star,J. GriesemerandE. Gerson, 'LinkingConcepts
with Work Organization:NaturalHistory and Ecological Theory', presentedat the 1986
HSS/SHOT/PSA/4SMeeting(Pittsburgh,PA, October1986), on the problemof disciplining
naturalistsand trappers. Classic examples of the necessity to discipline observers in
order to build long-distance networks may be found in A. Chandler, The Visible Hand
(Cambridge,MA: The BelknapPress of HarvardUniversity Press, 1977). As expected,
the very buildingof railroadsrequireda complete reworkingof inscriptions,subscriptions
and transcriptions:'By an arrangementnow perfected,' quotes Chandler (104), 'the
superintendent[of the railroad]can tell at any hourin the day, the precise locationof every
car and engine on the line of the road, and the duty it is performing.'
17. See Latour, op. cit. note 2. See also J. Law, 'On the Methods of Long-Distance
Control' in Law (ed.), Power, Action and Belief: A New Sociology of Knowledge,
SociologicalReviewMonographNo. 32 (London:Routledge& KeganPaul, 1986), 234-63;
and Star, Griesemer & Gerson, op. cit. note 16.
18. For a critiqueof the political notion, see F. Furet, Penser la RevolutionFrancaise
(Paris: Gallimard, 1978), translatedas Interpretingthe French Revolution(Cambridge:
CambridgeUniversityPress, 1981); aboutthe scientificnotion, see Holton, op. cit. note 11.
19. M. Lynch, in his Art and Artifact in LaboratoryScience: A Study of Shop Work
and Shop Talkin a Research Laboratory(London: Routledge& Kegan Paul, 1985), has
presentedthe most radicalcritique so far of the 'social science' used to implementsocial
studiesof science. His mainargumentis thatthereis nothingsocial in the contentof science
but its very technical content itself. Imposing sociological notions is thus either a trivial
repetitionof the sociologists' prejudices,or an ignoranceof the specific technicalcontent.
20. This appearsto me, at the moment, to be the only solutionto the variousdifficulties
raised by the problem of reflexivity (see S. Woolgar [ed.], Knowledgeand Reflexivity
[London: Sage, in press]), and by the symmetry between nature and society. Since we
shouldoffer neithera repetitionof the tribe's language, nor a metalinguisticexplanation,
some sort of hybridizationis necessary.
21. See especially H. Collins's asymmetric argumentthat Nature plays no role, but
society a major one, in the settlementof scientific controversy, in his Changing Order:
Replicationand Inductionin ScientificPractice (London:Sage, 1985). The classic version
remainsBloor, op. cit. note 1. This presentationof relativityshould not be confused with
the principleof irreducibilityI have offered earlier (op. cit. note 3, second Part, 2.1.1).
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The buildingup of equivalencesis what interestedme there. Here, the main metrological
chains that keep equivalence aligned are already in place.
22. For a recent presentationof the 'aether' argumentaboutthe necessary (macro and
Marxist)context of all social studies of science, see S. Russell, 'The Social Construction
of Artefacts:A Response to Pinch and Bijker', Social Studiesof Science, Vol. 16, No. 2
(May 1986), 331-46.
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JFS/JFF.- Algunos supuestos esenciales de

la

Begriffsgeschichte (historiade los conceptos) contribuyenen gran medida,a nuestro
modode ver,a desterrarla engahiosadicotomia entrecontinuidady rupturaque muchas vecesha perjudicadouna comprension
adecuadadel cambioy del devenirhistorico.
La superacidndelfalso dilemaentre continuidady ruptura,permanenciae innovacidn
-superacidn que en el terrenolingiiistico
de su propuesta
puedeser abordadaa
travys
de esa especiede
que
,sincroniadiacrdnica,
son los estratosdel tiempo-,sin duda aiade
complejidady contribuyea afinarnuestros
analisis histdricos.
Teniendoen cuentaque,
como usted mismo ha afirmadoreiteradamente,puesto que la realidadnuncapuede
ser completamente
abrazadapor el lenguaje, siemprehabrduna brechainfranqueable
entrelos hechosy los conceptos,icudl es su
de conopinionsobreel uso de las categon'as
tinuidady rupturacomoherramientas
heu-

La impresionante trayectoria academica de Reinhart Koselleck
(G6rlitz, 1923-Bielefeld, 2006), desde su ya lejana tesis de doctorado (<<Kritikund
1959) hasta sus trabajos recientes
Krises,,
sobre la memoria de la guerra y los monumentos a los caidos,
hace innecesaria cualquier presentaci6n. No s61o estamos ante
uno de los historiadores mas importantes del ultimo medio
siglo, sino tambien ante un eminente te6rico que, a lo largo de
su dilatada obra, ha escudrifiado todos los recovecos del concepto de historia: la historia como sucesi6n de acontecimientos,
la historia como actividad intelectual inherente al ser humano
y, sobre todo, la historia como experiencia existencial y como
dimensi6n ineludible, constitutiva de la modernidad.
Entrevistamos al profesor Koselleck en Madrid la tarde del
5 de abril de 2005, aprovechando su primera visita academica
a nuestro pais, invitado por el Centro de Estudios Politicos y
Constitucionales.
Transcribimos a continuaci6n una versi6n
espafiola de la primera parte de esta entrevista inedita, a la que
hemos creido oportuno afiadir algunas notas aclaratorias, y
que cobra ahora una tragica e imprevista actualidad tras la
muerte del historiador el pasado 3 de febrero. La segunda parte se publicara en el siguiente nuimero de <<Revista de Libros,,.

risticasen historiafactual? Le pareceque
esa polaridadsigue siendo titil, o mas bien
consideraque deberiaser abandonada?
RK.- Sigue siendo ltil usar las categorias de continuidad y ruptura, la
cuesti6n es saber a que nivel o en que
serie de acontecimientos conviene aplicarlas.Si tomamos la historia politica,
vemos que hay un gran numero de
rupturas,muchas mis rupturasque, por
ejemplo, en la historia lingiiistica, que
es mas dada a la transformaci6n continua, a la transformaci6n lenta. Pero los
acontecimientos politicos destruyen
con frecuencia las continuidades. Bas-

De manera que, al cabo ya de quince
afios, tenemos media generaci6n en la
que no ha aumentado la comunicaci6n
entre el este y el oeste de Alemania.Y
en medio de esta situaci6n hay una
transformaci6n econ6mica muy dificil
que, de nuevo, es mucho miaslenta de

JFS/JFF.-

Uno

repetidos.Asi,
frente al enfasishistoricistaen
la singularidadde cadaacontecimiento
histd-

giiistico y en el economico, tenemos
diferentes formas de continuidad y di-

rico,ustedha subrayadoen numerosasocasionesque la historiaest Ilenade estructuras

ferentes formas de ruptura, y lo dificil
es establecer la relaci6n adecuada entre

bien,ise trayfendmenosrecurrentes.Ahora
ta verdaderamente
defendmenosrecurrentes,
esto es de verdaderas
o de
orepeticiones,,
simplesanalogiasque el historiadorproyecta
desdesu propiaperspectiva
sobrelas palabras

etapa de la historia de Alemania es un

gr6 muy ripidamente. En el plano politico, fue un proceso muy r~pido, de
s610oun afio de duraci6n, y fue muy
bien aceptado, tanto por los actores del
Este como por los del Oeste. Pero la
integraci6n mental de una y otra parte
ha dejado hasta hoy mucho que desear.

mentos y estrategias politicas. En la
Grecia antigua hubo, como es sabido,
abundantes reflexiones sobre la igualdad de los ciudadanos,la mejor manera
de preservar su libertad, la administraci6n activa o pasiva, etc., y en toda esa
literatura es posible identificar, por supuesto, un tipo ideal de democracia,
esto es, un modelo politico en el cual el
pueblo se gobernaba a si mismo (aunque fuese en el pequefio ambito de la
polis).Claro estaique este modelo no es
nunca identico al modelo florentino o
frances o cualquier otro, pero la estructura de la argumentaci6n es repetitivay
yo no diria que se trata de un parecido
superficial.Creo que la similitud prueba que hay conexiones profundas entre
problemas que se formulan y se viven
de manera diferente,y creo que la similitud de estructurasva mucho mis alli
de lo que solemos pensar, porque el
historiador corriente no suele dirigir su
mirada en esa direcci6n, y por tanto

de los grandes desqfios

traen consigo una ruptura.En el piano
politico y en el plano social, en el lin-

buen ejemplo de ello. La parte oriental
de la actual Reptblica alemana se inte-

go muy interesante,radica en la posible
transformaci6n o no de nuestros argu-

niveles de un debate posible sobre continuidad y ruptura.

lucionarios o incluso de tipo reformista

todas esas formas y niveles. La ltima

la democracia, y la cuesti6n, desde lue-

lo que la gente esperaba.Asi pues, este
ejemplo reciente prueba los diferentes

para el historiadorconsisteen tenerque ende acontecimientos
y
frentarsea un
cutmulo
de discursosque se presentana la vez, de
maneracontradictoria,
como inicos y como

tante a menudo, acontecimientos revo-

formacioneshist6ricasde gran amplitud, y reflexionaren conjunto sobre
todo ello.Porejemplo,es perfectamente
posibleque en determinadospasajesde
la Bibliao de la obrade Plat6nencontremos argumentosplenamenteujtiles

para las estrategias politicas de hoy en
dia.Asi sucede tambien con respecto a

hablar
y los hechosdelpasado?iEs correcto
de estructurasrepetitivaso mas bien de semejanzas mds o menos supeficiales entre
sucesoshistoricosdistintos,que se desarrollan
en contextosfundamentalmente
d~ferentes?
RK.- Para contestar adecuadamente a esta pregunta habriaque reunir una
enorme masa de pensamientos y trans-

Reinhart Koselleck
revista de libros
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muchas veces le pasandesapercibidas
esassemejanzasde base,esasestructuras
comunes.El historiadorordinariosuele
dejarestos temas a un lado,pensando
que es asuntode telogos o de soci6logos, y que su cometido es simplemente ocuparsedel estudiode acontea partir
cimientosconcretos,singulares,
de fuentesno menos singulares,como
las que suele manejar.Pensemos,por
ejemplo,en las fuenteshist6ricasreferentesa la 6pocafascistaen Espafia.Estoy seguro de que existen al respecto
muchos documentossingulares.Yesos
documentos no hablande lo que hay
de repetitivoen talesacontecimientos.
Normalmente no encontraremos el
factorrepetitivode maneraexplicitaen
esaclasede movimientosideol6gicos,a
menos que se trate de una ideologia
como el jacobinismofrances.Se supone que los jacobinos eranromanosde
verdad, tal como los pint6 JacquesLouisDavid,de formaque su ideologia
habriadebidoserla del virtuosoroma-

dos, son a menudo persistentesy que ja entre viejas estructurasy nuevos significados, pero no podemos afirmar
responden a desafios permanentes,y
tambin hastaque punto algunospro- que todo sea nuevo.
blemasson realmentefinicos,singulaDesde un punto de vista estrictares, paralos cuales no se encuentran mente l1gico habria dos posibilidades.
precedentes.Si diferenciamosestostres Si afirmiramos que todo es repetitivo,
niveles,entonces tenemos la posibili- entonces no habria posibilidad de
dad de discutirsobre ellos y encontrar nada nuevo, lo que resultaria muy
lassingularidades
o los elementosrepe- aburrido. Nada nuevo podria ocurrir.
titivos.Por ejemplo,en la EdadMedia Pero si dije*ramosque todo es nuevo,
existia una dualidad de autoridades, no se podria vivir, ni siquiera sobreviteol6gicasy civiles,monisticasy urba- vir, porque si todo lo que nos rodea
fuese una novedad y cada cosa una
nas,con la Iglesiaoponiendose al poder civil y en pugnacadauna contrala sorpresa, uno careceria de los conociotra.Es evidente que la constituci6n mientos y de las habilidades mis eledual de la Europamedieval,asi denomentales para vivir.Asi pues, hace falta
un minimo de repeticion para entenminada,no es la mismaque la de Atenas en la 6pocade Arist6teles,pero hay der lo que ocurrira mafiana. Este serai
bastantesargumentosaristotelicosque precisamente el tema de mi conferenutiliz6 santoTomis de Aquino,porque cia de mailana'. Todo esto, claro esti,
hay similitudesy paralelismosentre la en un piano puramente 16gico, pero
democraciaflorentinay la democracia por otra parte invariablemente tenemos esperanzas y necesitamos analizar
ateniense. No cabe duda de que en
como se relacionan estas esperanzas y
ambos casos se tratadel gobierno de
un reducido numero de ciudadanos. expectativas con las otras variables.

no de la epoca republicana,pero, por
supuesto,no hay nadade eso. Se trataba de una promesade salvaci6n,en el
pianoideol6gico,parala gente que particip6en la sectao partidojacobino.Asi
pues,en realidadhaymuy pocasanalogiasfitilesparauna democraciaefectiva
producidapor la participaci6nde todos,y esa cuesti6n,la toma de decisiones politicasen comfln,siguesiendoun
desafio.Detris de toda argumentaci6n
a favorde la democraciadirecta,o tambien de la democraciarepresentativa
o
indirecta,pocas veces veremosnuevos
argumentos;incluso si la situaci6n es
nueva,los argumentoshan de ser transferidosmuchasveces desdeel pasado.Y
eso constituyeuna t~cnicao un arte,un
artehist6ricoque consisteen entrelazar
series de acontecimientos en el largo
plazo,a travesdel descubrimientode
estructurasrepetitivas...
JFS.- Pero,mdsallddeanalogias
indudablesen la argumentacidn,
la cuestidnes
si losdiversos
de democracia
-deconceptos
etc.- manemocracia
directa,
representativa,
actores
a
travis
de
lossiglosen
jadosporlos
losdiscursos
constituyen
en realidad
el mismo concepto,
o biense tratade conceptos
que
se
distintos,
hacenvaleren circunstande
ciasmuydiferentes
aunquela estructura
los argumentos
o la estrategia
argumental
resultesimilar...Asi pues,todosesosactores,hablanteso autores,
hablando
iestdn
delmismoproblema?
realmente
RK.-No necesariamente.Convie-

La analogiaestructurales muy pequefia, sin embargo la problemitica que
implicase renuevabastantepoco, puesto que dichaproblemiticaapareceuna
y otra vez ligadaa ciertascondiciones
que guardansimilitudcon viejassituaclones. El historiadoresti obligado a
ocuparse de esas analogias,porque si
s61omiramoslos acontecimientossingulares como eventos radicalmente
fnicos, particulares,no podremos llegar a explicarlos.No podremosexplicarpor que algo fracasa.Cualquierex-

ne diferenciaren que aspectonos encontramosanteproblemasconstanteso
perennes, en qub medida se trata de
problemasque, aunque individualiza20
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plicaci6n, incluso relativaa un hecho
singular,depende de cursosde acci6n,
de secuenciasde acontecimientos...
sincrdpuramente
JFS.- Laexplicacidn
nicano es explicacidn
...
RK.-En efecto,no lo es. Es necesariala integraci6nde las perspectivas
sincr6nicay diacr6nica,hay que tener
siempre en cuenta ambos planos.No
se pueden dividir,y es el propio Saussure,en su andlisisdel lenguaje,quien
afirmaque la potencia diacr6nicade
toda lengua esti presente en la situaci6n sincr6nicadel habla.Yocreo que
ya no es cuesti6nde oposici6n sincronia/diacronia,sino que lo que es preciso analizares cuinta capacidadde
irinovaci6n hay en una lengua que
puede tener siglos de antigiiedad,y
c6mo se produce esa innovaci6n,por
ejemplo,como consecuenciadel cambio tecnico.Y al abordaresa relaci6n
entreviejasestructurasy nuevos significados, observarla nueva semintica
que se introduceen la lenguade resultas de nuevas experiencias.Tenemos
que definir,pues,esa relaci6ncomple-

JFS/JFF.- Pese a los grandes desaftos

planteadosa las cienciashisepistemoldgicos
en
las
dos
tdricas
Ultimasdecadasdel siglo
xx y a los debatesen tornoal Ilamadolinguistic turn y la posmodernidad,no pocos
historiadores
siguenmanteniendounapractica investigadora
mds bien irreflexiva,bastanteprdximaal positivismo.Cansadosde
se desentienden
teoniasy de debatesest&riles,
de todo tipo de cuestionesmetodoldgicas,
e

politico. Esta nueva estructura termina
por afectar a todos los conceptos.
En cuanto a la segunda cuesti6n,
ciertamente el estudio hist6rico de los
conceptos admite diferentes perspectivas y aproximaciones.Asi, por ejemplo,
podemos centrar nuestra atenci6n en
el marco normativo del liberalismo,
como por lo que me ha parecido entender sucede en el caso del lexic6n
espaiol3.Yo, sin embargo, no incorporaria un marco normativo de ese tipo,
sea el que fuere, porque mi experiencia con colegas te6ricos del derecho,
juristas y te61ogos es que muchos de
ellos eran incapaces de concebir una
historia descriptiva de los conceptos,
aproximacion que en algunos parece
despertar grandes reticencias de caricter dogmitico. De algfin modo, ellos
parten del principio de que conocen
<la verdad>>,de que saben cuil es el
<verdaderoconcepto>>correspondiente
a tal o cual nocidn, y no estin dispuestos a admitir anilisis hist6rico-conceptuales que choquen con su propia visi6n normativa de las cosas. He discutido mucho con algunos de ellos, y en
no pocas ocasiones lo he tenido que
dejar por imposible. Los principales
te61ogos incurren frecuentemente en
errores y falsas interpretaciones a causa de sus prejuicios. Lo mejor seria que
transformasen esos prejuicios en hip6tesis.Asi reconvertido cada prejuicio en

inclusoafirmanque les bastacon el andlisis una hip6tesis o en un concepto abierde lasfuentes para dar una interpretacidn to al debate, podriamos preguntarnos
adecuadade los hechos.Por otraparte,en el
libremente si es o no posible o aceptacampoespecificode la historiade conceptos, ble tal o cual cosa. Pero quizi no he
entendido bien su pregunta...
i no creeque, ademdsde la metodologiade
la Begriffsgeschichte, es posibleaplicary
JFS.- Si, creoque tiene razdn al decir

gunta en realidad no se refiere s61o a la

que nuestroDiccionario contlenea veces
ciertacarganormativa,o si se quiere,incluso
enfavor del liberalismo,
ya
cierto<<prejuiio>>

historia factual, puesto que tampoco
en historia conceptual es posible resolver un determinado <<incidente>>o

que nosparecid
fuera de dudaque constituy6
el lenguaje-y la visidndel mundo- dominante en la Espanladel siglo xIx. Por otra

evento particular s6lo mediante el recurso a nuevas fuentes, o a nuevas in-

parte,es indudableque hemosintentadorede cadavoz las disputas
flejaren la redaccidn

terpretaciones de las fuentes. Hacen

y poldmicasacercadel

practicarotrasaproximaciones?
RK.- La primera parte de su pre-

falta preguntas, preguntas e hip6tesis
que puedan ser contestadas y contrastadas por los especialistas en semintica
hist6rica o por otros estudiosos. Por

del
signijfcado concepto en cuestidn,y estoyplenamentede acuerdo con usteden la desconfianzay el desdin

que muchosjuristas dejan traslucirante la

ejemplo, mi proyecto de lexic6n esti
basado en cuatro hip6tesis; a saber: en

historiaconceptual.Aalgunosde ellosles resulta dificilde aceptarinclusola legitimidad
acadimicadel estudiode una historiade los

un cierto momento (1) el lenguaje se
democratiz6 y (2) se politiz6, al tiem-

conceptosdesprovistade todacargaofinalidad normativa.Se ponen nerviososante la

po que se producia (3) un fuerte sesgo
ideol6gico y (4) una temporalizaci6n
interna de los conceptos2.Asi pues, la

simpleposibilidadde que los conceptoscon

temporalizaci6n entre el pasado y el
futuro se va implantando poco a poco,
mientras que se desarrollagradualmente una nueva estructura del lenguaje

los que trabajan-que constituyenalgo asi
dejende ser
comosu suelo
epistemoldgico-un terreno
en algoconfirmeparaconvertirse
tingente,ambiguoe inestable.
JFF.-A propdsitode esta cuestidn,recuerdoque alguien conformacidnjuridica
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En efecto,
si bienhemosteafirmoen un congreso
queel conceptode maepistemoldgico.
puestoqueno por ellaslas que hacen reaccionara la dela Begriffsgeschichte,
no habiavariadosustancialmen- hayexperiencia
sinconceptos,
aunsin gente y ponen en movimiento su nidomuyen cuentaotraspropuestas
metopropiedad
posible
te desdehaciasiglos,y queeraen la actua- negarlas realidades
en imaginaci6nlingiiistica,>>.
La argumen- dol6dgicas,
enparticular
lasprovenientes
de la
extralingiidsticas,
lidadpricticamente
el mismoqueen tiempo nuestro
mundo
escuela
de
poskantiano
y pospositivis- taci6n depende, pues, de la opci6n
Carpbridge.Al
que
igual
ltamada
de losromanos[risas].Sin embargo,
es in- taparece
un
evento
cada
MelvinRichtery KariPalonen,
cual,y
imaginar
siquiera
pensamos
metodol6gica elegida por
dificil
dudableque,en relacidn
conla Begriffs- histdrico
<ensi mismo>,
al margen
desu podriamos limitarnos a examinarlos quenosdloesfactible,
sinoconveniente,
comla
tal
como
ustedes
u
de
una
otra
manede
unos
de
a
dar
binar
las
de
ambas
otros,
geschichte y
practican aprehensidn
conceptual
argumentos
y
y
sugerencias
y reflexiones
enAlemania,conuna reconstruccidn
com- raporlosobservadores
humanos
Al sostenerestaposturaeclectica
quearticu- cuenta de las respectivasrazones con escuelas.
conlasconsideraciones
de Palopletade la historiadelconcepto
y un segui- lanloshechos
y lesdansentido.
iNo cree que se combaten mutuamente. Sin coincidimos
mientode laspalabras
a lo largode muchos que,a partir
detalespremisas,
sehacedificil embargo,hay un punto en el que in- nen sobrelas ventajasde simultanear
los
mantener
esa
estricta
distincidn
entre
hecentrada
sisto
sea
la
de
la
siglos,nuestraaproximacidn,
que
Cualquiera
siempre.
sdlo
andlisishistdrico-semdnticosBegriffs,los
suaprehensidn
en la Espahiade los siglosxix y xx, es
enbruto
se incline por una geschichtey la atencidn
a losaspectos
y
lingiiistica?
elegida,
ya
pragopci6n
chos,
sensible
a
los
cambios
RK.teoricamente
en
este
de
materialista
o
alas
de
los
Si,
idealista,
punpostura
tipo
y
estrategias
persuasivas
semdntimdticos
quizdrmds
cosquetienenlugaren el cortoplazo,liga- to puedendarsedos respuestas
extre- esa decisi6n tiene que ser adoptada actores,
autoresy locutores
a
quecaracteriza
dosalas luchaspoliticasde cadadia.
de lascualesreduceel inevitablementeen el terrenodel len- la metodologia
de QuentinSkinnery la esmas,cualquiera
RK.-Su criticaes interesante,pero lenguajea una reacci6nante los he- guaje.A mi modo de ver,el ambito en
cuelade Cambridge.
i Creeposiblela inteno estoy de acuerdo.Puede ser cierto chos.Asi,paraunos,el lenguajeseria que el debate se desarrollaes el lengracidnde ambasperspectivas
paraun aceren su percepci6n,porqueestamosante meramente
un espejo,y un espejodeel ser
dos culturasacademicasy dos proyectos formante,a la maneramarxista:
diferentes.La cuesti6ntambiendepen- es la guiade la conciencia,
y mis fuerde, desdeluego,de la analogiao el gra- te que ella.Portanto,la concienciano
seriaverdaderamente
consciente.Esta
do de adecuaci6nentre la lengua habladapor los agentes y el anilisis del
es unaposici6nque expresala priorireal. Paraotros,por
historiador,teniendo en cuenta que la dadradicalde <<lo
hablada
se
inscribe
en
el
todo
lengua
siempre
contrario, estalingiisticamensituacionesuinicas,desde el momento
te mediatizadoy, por tanto,la prioen que se produceobligadamentedenridadresideen la interpretaci6n
lintro de unas coordenadasparticularesy
giiisticade los hechos.Lo que estos
concretas.En el limite,el significadono
hechosseano no dependede la interpodriacambiaren absoluto,puestoque pretaci6nlingiistica.Cualquiera
pueestariareferidocadavez a una situaci6n de elegirentreestasdosposicionesexsingulary finica.Estamosante un as- tremas.Ambaspueden ser aplicadas
Se puededefenpecto de la teoria conceptualistaque metodol6gicamente.
insiste en la singularidado cunicidad&>der,como buen marxista,la dependel lenguaje aplicado,pero por otra dencia absolutade las ideologiasy
partehay que pensarcuintos elemen- mentalidades
respectoalas condiciotos de la lengua tienen una capacidad nesrealesde producci6n,
d queno?
Koselleck con Javier Fernandez Sebastidn y Juan Francisco Fuentes durante la entrevista
de significaci6ny unasposibilidadesde
el
bien,
por contrario,
podemosseO
a lasemdntica
guira Gadamer
cuandodicequetodo guaje, de manera que, tanto si usted camiento
apropiado
uso semintico,sintictico,etc., que viehistdrica
sostiene
la
base
de
todo
es
la
ecode
los
discursos
nen de muy atris,desdehace siglos.En
determinado.
que
conceptos
y
politicos?
esti lingiiisticamente
RK.-En el pasadoasistia debates
cualquiercaso,si laspalabrasse pueden Peroa mi modo de ver esasdos posi- nomia o si cree, por el contrario,que
aplicara una situaci6nconcretay uniuna lo esenciales el factorlingiiistico,tan- con Skinnery Pocockque continuian
cionesno bastanparadesarrollar
ca es precisamentegraciasa la potencia, investigaci6n
id6nea,y no hayconver- to si ustedprefierelos argumentoslin- hoy con Richtery Palonen,y la cuesa la capacidadde significaci6n,acumu- genciaposibleentreambosextremos. guiisticoscomo los no lingiiisticos,el
ti6n en queinsistePalonenme parece
ladapor el uso constantey continuado Siempretendremosque optarentre campo de batallaes el lenguaje.Afirque es la tesissegunla cualcadaconinde esa palabradurantesiglos.Son esos unau otradirecci6ny taldecisi6nde- mar que la decisi6n es lingiiisticaen si ceptotienesu propiatemporalidad
viejosusoslos que hacen que lasdiver- pendede la propiapreguntaque ini- misma no es lo mismo que atribuirla terna.Quierocreerqueyo mismohe
a descubrir
sastraduccionesen distintaslenguas-al
cialmentehayamosplanteado.Yo
diria prioridad al lenguaje. Simplemente contribuido
pormi anilisis
considero
el
medio
o
el
factor
del
cada
que
lenguajeque
conceptoindica
espafiol,al latin,al alemin o al ingl&s- que el asuntocentralaquies la cuespresententambi~ndiferentesmatices,y
tal paraese cambio de opci6n es necesa- estabilidad
o cambio,y quela divisi6n
ti6n que ustedtratade responder:
que, por ejemplo, la estructurade las es mi puntode vista.A vecesmis co- riamente el lenguaje, que la disputa entre pasadoy futuroesti internafrasespuedavariar,con nivelesvariables legas socialistasme atacandiciendo teorica se libraen el terrenolingiiisti- mentecontenidaen el mismo,porque
de profundidado longitud. Mi punto queproduzcocosassinsentido,absur- co. Esperoque, en este punto,esten de la mudanzao evoluci6nconceptual
de vistaseria,por consiguiente,el de un
la perdidade
dos linguiisticos,
que no tienen nada acuerdoconmigo.
significanaturalmente
Peroyo creo
finicoy exclusivoprocesomuy prolon- que ver con la realidad.
JFS.- Como ustedsabe,JuanFrancisco una partede la cargade pasadoque
contando
conla colabo- cadaconceptointernamente
gado.Es precisoanalizarlas raicesde la que son muy ingenuosal pensarque Fuentesy yo mismo,
conlleva
de
casi
una
treintena
de
el
correlativo
de
sus exhistoriadores,
lengua, el ritmo lento de las transfor- la realidades independiente
racidn
aumento
leny
.del
en
2002
un
Diccionario
de
de futuro,un fen6menoque
maciones a largo plazo y tambien la guaje.Claroque,por muchoque in- publicamos
pectativas
historia
de
los
soaplicada
a
situaciones
conobservarse
sobretodo a partir
sistamos
en
que
la
realidad
depende
conceptos
politicos
y
puede
lingiiistica
cretas,transformaciones
de lasque a vedellenguaje,un historiador
de la eco- ciales de la Espafiadel siglo xIx, y ac- del sigloxIx. Si queremosanalizarel
ces surgealgo nuevo.
transformador,
nomiasiemprepodriareplicar:
<<Muy tualmentedirigimosun proyecto
parapro- elementoprogresivo,
insistencia
en
la
necesidad
esta
obra
con
un
nuevo
volumen
conecesitamos
bien,
pero
para
mi
trabajo
el
lenguaje
longar
distinguir,desdeluego,
JFS/JFF.-Su
de distinguir
entrela reali- es simplementeuna ayuda,mientras rrespondiente
al sigloxx, queesperamos
cuidadosamente
vea entrepasadoy futuro.Es precisamennos te la estructura
internade aldadconcreta
de loshechosy su aprehensidn que son bisicamentelas necesidades la luz en el alio2006. En esostrabajos
temporal
en el metodo gunosconceptosla queproducedifenosplanteaasimismounproble- econ6micasy la presi6nproducida hemosinspirado
parcialmente
lingiilstica
revista de libros
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renciastemporalesen la concienciade
los hablantes.Otrosconceptos,sin embargo,pueden estarsometidosa cambios muy pequefiosa travesdel tiempo y resultanpor tanto altamenterepetitivos.Cuando digo <table>>
puedo
referirmea la <tabula>>
de los romanos
o la <<table>>
de los britinicos o de los
franceses,sin que tal concepto [mesa,
en espafiol]implique grandesmatices
o cambiostemporalesen el estilo y en
la funcion.
Pero,volviendo a la posibilidadde
aproximacion entre iuestro propio
metodo y el del grupo de Cambridge,
el termino <temporalidad&
al parecer
plantea algunos problemas.En todo
caso, creo que tanto Skinner como
Pocock han captadobien su significado, y tengo la impresidn de que podrianprofundizarmis en la comprension de esta cuestion crucial,pero en
nuestrosencuentrostemo que mi ingles no es lo suficientemente bueno
paracontestarde formaconvincentea
susobjeciones.Con respectoa Skinner,
que es un historiadormuy estrictoen
el terrenode la historiahermeneutica,
la verdaderadiferencia es que, a mi
juicio, su capacidadanaliticaesti muy
volcadahacialo normativo.Sus anlisis
de los conceptos de <<freedom>>
y <lisobre bases republicanasen el
berty>>
siglo xvII me parecen muy normativos4,comparadoscon el lenguaje vehemente de los telogos presbiterianos
y los argumentosde los revolucionarios britinicos,impregnadosde teologia,de los tiempos de la GuerraCivil.
Asi que Skinnerme parece un historiadorconvencional cargadode conceptos normativos.Es una pena que
no podamosencontrarnosparadiscutir de estascuestiones...Por mi parte,
estoy encantadode desprendermede
los conceptosnormativos(hablo,naturalmente,como historiador;otra cosa
distintaes si entrisemos en el terreno
de la politica). Se que alguien podria
contestar a mi afirmaci6n diciendo
que no hay conceptos que no tengan
capacidadnormativa,pero p'arami 6sta
es una cuesti6n politica,y no me parece adecuado aplicar retrospectivamente esta normatividadimplicitaen
los conceptos del filtimo siglo y hacer
andlisishist6ricosa partirde ellos.Tengo que escuchar lo que dijeron las
gentes del pasadoe intentarver cuiles
se supone que fueron sus intenciones
originales,aunque las respuestasa esa
clase de cuestioness61opodre encontrarlassi desarrollohipttesis adecuadas.
AltiJFS.-Talvez lo rodsinteresante
mamente en los trabajos de Skinner sea su
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reaproximacion
muyfina a los recursos
tdricospuestosen juego por los agentes
hist6ricos.
RK.- Si, esa es una aproximacion
nueva que ha aplicado,por ejemplo,
en su recienteinterpretacionde Hobbes".Pero en el fondo de ese planteamiento subyaceuna tipica estructura
repetitiva.A propdsitode estos temas
harealgunasobservacionesy abundare
en mi conferenciade mafiana.Obviamente los t6picos lingiiisticos se sustentan en la repeticiony, por tanto,la
retorica es un recurso que puede ser
usado tanto a favor como en contra
del cambio. Desde luego, es posible
crearalgo nuevo a partirde una topologia dada,pero su potencia lingiiistica innovadoraestribaen el poder repetitivo de la retdrica.
JFS/JFF.- En los Altimosmeseshemos

El
sociedad,y todaviano de <<Estado>>.
resulta
significadonuevo de <<Estado>>
de la transformaci6ndel anterior y
s6lo empieza a prevaleceren el siglo
xvII. Esa duplicidad de significados
-etat, al mismo tiempo como estamento y como Estado- tambiense da
en alemin con la palabraStaat.Tambin en lengua alemanaStaat,que se
refiri6 durantemucho tiempo a estamento o posici6n social, empez6 en
un cierto momento a significarEstado, pero no en el siglo xvIi, sino a finales del xvIII;por tanto, en este aspecto se produce un retrasode un siglo y medio con respecto al frances.
Asi pues,si se hace un anilisiscomparativo,ademis de las diferenciashist6ricas,16xicasy semanticasde todo tipo,
habriaque sefialarquien toma la delanteraen estos procesosde cambio,y
un ambicioso
de his- quienes<<se
asi como los graemprendido
programa
retrasan>,
de
dos
simultaneidad
en la evoluci6n
toriaconceptual
del
mundo
ibecomparada
roamericano,
queen unaprimera
fase abar- de cada concepto en las distintaslenca una decenade conceptos,
y por el mo- guasy culturas.A las diferenciasentre
mentose extiendea loscasosdeArgentina, tradicionesy experiencias hist6ricas,
Brasil,Colombia,Espadna
y MIxicodu- habriaque afiadir,pues, las diferencias
la
ranteel periodode transicidn1750cronol6gicas,lo que hace de ese pro18506. Por otraparte,comoustedsabe, yecto una empresa muy compleja y
LucianHolscher
alema- Ilenade dificultades.En suma,me pay otrosacademicos
la puestaen marchade rece enormemente dificil resolverlos
neshanpropuesto
unahistoria
de losconceptos
comparada
po- problemas metodol6gicos de forma
liticosde alcanceeuropeo.Ustedque,refi- convincente.
riendosea los casosdeAlemania,InglateJFS.- Talvez el problema
principalesrray Francia,ha habladoen un articulo tribeen encontrar
un lenguajecomuin...
RK.- Exactamente,serianecesario
memorable
de (Tresmundosburgueses/civiles , iqueopinidntienesobreesaempre- un metalenguaje.Eso esti claro.Necesa de
historiaeuropea
sitariamosun lenguajeque incorporade losconceptos?
-Le
pareceria
factibleintentaral menosel estu- se las diferenciashist6rico-socialesque
dio comparado
de unputiadode conceptos tienen su reflejo en la lengua,porque
en las cincoprincipales
lenguasde Europa esastres experienciasde las que antes
occidental?
hablibamos dan lugar a tres mundos
RK.-Bien, un proyectoasi tal vez
distintos":aunque sociol6gicamente
sea posible,pero me parece extrema- hablando podamos decir que en un
damentedificil.Yolo intente en los semomento dado esas tres experiencias
senta,cuando comenzabami dedica- hist6ricasse encuentranen el mismo
ci6n a la historiaconceptual.En Paris periodo capitalista,lo cierto es que
visit&a un catedritico de literatura cadauna de ellasse sittiamuy lejos de
comparada.He olvidado su nombre las otrasdos.
(ya sabe que a mi edad los nombres
En cuanto a su proyectode histodesaparecen).De forma espontinea,
ria conceptualcomparadadel mundo
un lexic6n de his- iberoamericano,
me dijo:<<Hagamos
ipor qu6 no comparar
toria conceptualcomparadaque abar- los lenguajescambiantesde los colonos
que el pensamientofrances,inglis, ale- y de las pob!acionesiberoamericanas
min...>>.Sin embargo,yo creo que es fruto de las diferentesexperienciasde
casiimposible,porque un proyectode los espafiolesy portuguesesen Europa
esas caracteristicas
presentauna enor- y en America?Se tratasin duda de un
me complejidady su realizaciontenproyectomis abarcabley de mis ficil
dria que superargrandes dificultades realizaci6n.En comparacidn,es mucho
que tienen que ver con la interrela- mis viable que comparar los casos
ci6n entrelenguas,tiemposy culturas. franc&s,
ingles,alemin y de las lenguas
Veamosun ejemplo:el uso de la pala- eslavas,puesto que estas uiltimasno
bra francesaktat,en el sentido de <<or- tiene un origen latino. El franc~s,el
den>>(grupo o categoria social), esto
italiano,el espafiol y el ingles tienen
es, de estamentoo <<clase>>
dentrode la un origen latino, de forma que cada

traducci6n,cadaadaptaci6nde la lengua rominica a la vernicula,esto es, al
lenguajeordinariode la vida cotidiana,
supone efectivamenteuna transformaci6n, un cambio del que Saussurese
ocup6 convincentemente.Ahorabien,
esa continuay gradualtransformaci6n
desde el latina la modernaterminologia politicade los pueblosoccidentales
no se encuentra en Alemania,en Escandinavia,en Rusia o en Polonia.Por
supuesto,tienen una educaci6nlatina,
pero necesitano bien integrarlasvoces
latinasen su lenguao bien inventarpalabrasnuevas,lo que suponeuna forma
muy diferente de experimentardiferentes lenguajes.Es un tema apasionantey entiendoque estariamuy bien
hacerlo,pero es verdaderamentemuy
dificil. []
en elproximo
(Continuard

nimerodelarevista)

1 <<Wiederholungsstrukturen
in Spracheund
Geschichte>
derepetici6n
en el
(<<Estructuras
al
lenguaje
y en la historia>),
quepronunci6
diasiguientede la grabaci6n
de estaentrevista-esto es,el 6 de abrilde 2005-, en el
Centrode Estudios
Politicosy ConstitucionalesdeMadrid.
Laversi6nespaioladeltexto de estaconferencia,
a cargodeAntonio
G6mezRamos,aparecerien un pr6ximo
nimero de la Revistade EstudiosPoliticos.

2 Koselleckenunciaaquisumariamente
las
cuatrograndes
transformaciones
dellenguaje politicoen el umbralde la modernidad
Politisierung,
Ideologisierbarkeit,
(Demnokratisierung,

conmar+s
detalle
en
queexpuso
Verzeitlichung),
su<<Einleitung>
alprimer
volumen
desumonumental
diccionario
(conocido
general-

menteporsusinicialesGG):Geschichtliche
Lexikon
zurpolitischHistorisches
Grundbegriffe.
sozialen
inDeutschland,
Sprache
compilado
por
Otto Brunner,
WernerConzey Reinhart

Koselleck,
Stuttgart,
Klet-Cotta,
1972,vol.I,
pp.xiii-xxviii,
especialmente
pp.xvi-xviii.
3 Koselleck
aludeanuestro
Diccionario
politico
y socialdelsglo xix espailol,Madrid,Alianza,

2002.

4 Entrelosvariostrabajos
de Skinner
sobre
estacuesti6ndestacasu ensayoLiberty
before
Liberalism,
Cambridge,CambridgeUniver-

sityPress,1998.
5 ReasonandRhetoricin thePhilosophy
of Hobbes,Cambridge,CambridgeUniversityPress,

1996.

6 Puedeconsultarse
un breveresumende este
proyectoen el sitiowebdelForoIberoideas,
seccitn Miscelinea:http://www.foroiberoideas.com.ar/htm/news/misc.aspx.

7 ReinhartKoselleck,Willibald
Steimetzy U1rike Spree,"Drei biirgerlicheWelten?Zur
vergleichendenSemantikder biirgerlichen
Gesellschaftin Deutschland,England und
Frankreich",en Hans-JiirgenPuhle (ed.),
Biirgerin der GesellschaftderNeuzeit. Wirtschall,
Politik,Kultur,Gotinga,Vandenhoeck & Ru-

precht, 1991, pp. 14-58. Existe una versi6n
reducida de este articulo en ingl&s:<<Three

birrgerliche
Worlds?PreliminaryTheoreticalHistorical Remarks on the Comparative Semantics of Civil Society in Germany, England, and Frances, en Reinhart Koselleck,
The Practiceof ConceptualHistory.Timing His-

tory,SpacingConcepts,
Stanford,StanfordUniversityPress,2002, pp. 208-217.
8 Koselleckse refierea las trestrayectorias
hist6ricas que estin detris de las grandes dife-

renciasentrelos camposseminticosreferentes a los conceptos de burguesia y ciudadania

en los idiomasfrances,ingl&sy aleman.V~ase
supranota 7.
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Otrasdoscategorias
o conceptos
JFS/JFF.la
analiticos
ha
que historiografia sacadoa
decadas
son los
primer
planoen lasUiltimas
de memoriae identidadcolectiva.
Comenzandopor este Ultimoconcepto,
ano cree
identidades
quealgunas
polticasfuertes,de
partido,clase,nacidno gnero,podrianverse comoel resultado
de la asuncidn
efectiva
indi(y afectiva)
porpartede determinados
viduosde ciertosconceptos
vividosqueles
hacenentenderse
a si mismoscomoperte-e inclusoa veces
necientesesencialmente
o coa talo cualcolectivo
exclusivamente-

memoria
Historia conceptual,
Identdad(II Entrevistaa Reinhart Koselleck
e
Esta es la segunda parte de la conversaci6n mantenida por los
autores con Reinhart Koselleck el 5 de abril de 2005 durante
una estancia en Madrid del historiador aleman, fallecido el
pasado 3 de febrero. La primera parte se public6 en el nfimero
anterior de <<Revista de libros,,.

estuvesometido a la memoriacolectiva de la epoca nazi durantedoce afios
de mi vida. Me desagradacualquier
memoria colectiva porque se que la
memoria real es independiente de la
<<memoria
colectivas,y mi poRlamada
sicion al respectoes que mi memoria
munidadde referencia?
Estamospensando depende de mis experiencias,y nada
en particular
en ciertoscontraconceptos
asi- mis.Y se diga lo que se diga,se cuiles
metricos
de cardcter
identitario,
queson vi- son mis experienciaspersonalesy no
vidosde maneraexcluyente
y danorigena renuncioa ningunade ellas.Tengodelo queun especialista
en historiadelnacio- recho a mantenermi experienciapernalismoha llamadoocontraidentidades),. sonal segun la he memorizado, y los
acontecimientos que guardo en mi
PK.- De entrada,yo diria que la
memoria constituyen mi identidad
oposici6n entre naci6n lingiistica y
colecties
una
de
los
personal.Lo de la <<identidad
naci6n politica
invenci6n
va>vino de las famosassiete <<pes>>
alesiglos xix y xx. El primer concepto
ha sido muy utilizadodesde el Tratado manas:los profesores
que producen las
de Versalleshastala actualidadcomo
los
memorias colectivas, los parrocos,
una ideologiapeculiarmentealemana, politicos,los poetas,la prensa...,en fin,
personas que se supone que son los
porque desde el punto de vista linsomos
mucho
una
namis
guardianesde la memoria colectiva,
giiistico
ci6n culturalque una nacion politica, que la pagan,que la producen,que la
y de ahi la insistencia en el aspecto usan,muchasveces con el objetivo de
lingiiistico.Los francesesposeen tam- infundir seguridado confianza en la
bien, desde luego, una naci6n lingiiis- gente... Para mi todo eso no es mis
tica,puesto que, como no permitieron que ideologia.Y en mi caso concreto,
el desarrollode minoriaslingiiisticas no es ficil que sea convencido por
en su territorio,todos tienen que haningunaexperienciaque no sea la mia
blarexclusivamenteen frances.Los al- propia.Yocontesto:<<Si
no les imporsacianos,los vascoso los habitantesde
ta, me quedo con mi posici6n persoBretafia hablan frances e hist6rica- nal,individualy liberal,en la que conflo>.Asi pues,la memoria colectivaes
mente fueron presionadosen ese sentido mediante politicas lingiiisticas siempreuna ideologia,que en el caso
de Franciafue suministradapor Durmuy enbrgicas.Asipues,la naci6n lingiiisticano es s6lo una invenciin ale- kheim y Halbwachs,los cuales,en lumana,tambienes una prictica france- gar de encabezaruna Iglesianacional
sa. Pero la ideologia, que es muy dis- francesa,inventaronparala naci6n retinta en uno y otro caso,es otra cues- publicanauna memoria colectivaque,
ti~n. Asi, si uno se fija en los detalles, en torno a 1900, proporcion6 a la
podria encontrardiferenciasnaciona- Repfiblica francesauna forma de aules que estin lingiiisticamenteenmas- toidentificaci~nadecuadaen una Eucaradaspor diferentesideologias.
En cuanto a la identidad y a la
memoria colectiva, yo creo que depende fuertemente de predecisiones
lingiiisticasde hablantesimpregnados
de ideologia.Y mi posici6n personal
en este tema es muy estrictaen contra
de la memoria colectiva, puesto que

6
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ropa mayoritariamentemonirquica,
en la que Franciaconstituia una excepci6n.De ese modo, en aquelmundo de monarquias,la Franciarepublicana tenia su propiaidentidadbasada
en la memoria colectiva. Pero todo
esto no dejaba de ser una invenci6n
academica,un asuntode profesores.

extremadamentedificil.Tengomuchos
amigosjudios en EstadosUnidos e Israel,pero sigue siendo un tema delicado.Es dificilmantenerun debatelibre,
que s6lo se producemuy raravez,porque hay ciertosprejuiciosque son inevitables
de
JFF.-De ahi aquelladefinicidn
y uno tiene que vivircon ellos.
Mohan del intelectualcomoofabricante Esasdiferenciasson parecidasa las que
de mitos>(mythmaker)...
hay entre los alemanesy los polacos,
RK.-MaxWeberfue muy perspi- porque la conducta de los alemanes
caz respectoa este tema al analizarlos
con los polacos durantela guerrafue
origenesde las nacionescomo conse- muy parecidaa la que tuvieroncon los
cuenciade la acci6n de los intelectua- judios:ellos despreciabana los polacos
les, a travesdel lenguaje.Weberaplic6 y tambiena los rusos.De ahi mi empeuna perspectivamuy sobria,muy pro- fio, fallido,en conmemorarla supervifesoral.
venciade lasgentesde origenpolacoy
a
aniJFS/JFF.Quisidramoscontinuacidn, de origen ruso.Yodije:<<Nosotros
si nos lo permite,continuarcon algunas quilamosa seismillonesdejudios,a tres
cuestiones
relacionadas
conla memoria
his- millones de polacos y a mucho mis
torica.Sus trabajos
sobrela memoria
de las que seis millones de rusos,y estamos
dosguerrasmundiales
hanaportado
mucha obligadosa conmemoraresasmuertes
luz sobrela repercusidn
de esosdramdticos increiblesque tuvieronlugaren el pade los eu- sado>>.
en la conciencia
Pero los judios siemprese opuacontecimientos
sieron
a esa conmemoraci6nde los esen
de
alemanes
ropeos, particular
yfrance-

ses.En estosdiasen quese conmemora
el
la
liberacidn
de
de
sexagesimoaniversario
de que los
Auschwitz,itiene la impresion
nietos
de
la
generacidn
jdvenesalemanes,
queluch6en laguerra,hanlogrado
porfin
asumiry superarun pasadoque durante
tantotiempohapesadocomouna losasobrela conciencia
desuscompatriotas?
RK.-La concienciade lajoven generaci6nparececlara.No participaron
en los hechos,exponen librementesus
interpretacionesy dicen lo que dicen
con facilidad.No hay entre ellos confrontaci6nbasadaen susexperienciasy,
paraser franco,en cuantoa lasdiferenciasentrefrancesesy alemanes,me parece que la mejor disputaes aquellaen
que, aunque se discutadesde posiciones abiertamentediferentes,existe un
acuerdobisico sobre el comuindesacuerdo.A partirde ahi, se cuenta con
una buena base paratrataren comfin
sobre el pasado,lo cual resultamucho
mis dificilcon el pasadojudio, porque
la aniquilaci6nde losjudios fue tan increibleque en esta cuesti6n no existe
base paraun debatelibre:hay que esperarhastaque la gente muera,y entonces dispondremosde postacontecimientos y de nueva informaci6n, de
maneraque, sin resentimientospersonales,todo resultarfimils ficil. Pero es

lavos,porqueinsistenen la singularidad
del exterminio de los judios, pues se
supone que losjudios fueronaniquilados todosjuntos a causade la ideologia
de Hitler.Y es cierto... Es muy dificil
entraren este tipo de debates,porque
los prejuiciossiguencontanminando
los
recuerdos.Portanto,como decia,el debateno es tan faicilcomo entrefrancesesy alemanes.Sabemosque la colaboraci6nde muchosfrancesesen tiempos
de Hitlerfue muy intensa.Perola simple conciencia de haber colaborado
pruebala disposici6na ese debatecomuinsobreel pasadonacionalsocialista.
Tal vez lo que sucede en Espafiacon
susproblemasinternosacercadel pasado franquistasea algo similar.Estoyseguro de que se dan algunasanalogias
entreambassituaciones.
JFS/JFF.-Dado que,por diversasrazo-

nes,losespaiioles
estuvieron
ausentesde las
dosguerrasmundiales,
y quenuestra
expeen esteterreno
fueforjadasobretodo
riencia
guerracivil de 1936por la sangrienta
1939, creemos
quela memoria
detantraumdticasvivenciasdifiereen variosaspectos
de las de nuestros
vecinoseuropeos.
Asi, el
dxitode la transici6n
espafiolaa la demodeFranco
se asentd
cracia
trasla muerte
preno
pocos
cisamenrte,
segtin
observadores,
en
y el olvido
unasabiagestibndela memoria
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nada actitud hacia la historia.Es una
porpartede quienes,desdelos dosbandos, otros,entonces te ves sometido de infranquistay antifranquista,
fueroncapaces mediato a la presi6n de suprimirlos. moda que puede olvidarse en veinte
de reconciliarse
de
en al- Creo que insistiren las diferenciases la ainos,al menos eso espero.Pero yo no
y ponerse acuerdo
sobrevivirea ella. En realidad,supone
gunospuntos minimossobrecdmodejar mejor manerade contribuira la paz y
la
dictadura
conducir
la
al
a
la
memoria
la
una abdicaci6nde la historiaobjetiva
comun,
y
puesto que
atrds
transicidn
nuevoregimen
liberal-democrdtico.
En aquel memoria esti dividida.Y aceptaresto en favorde la historiasubjetiva,seguin
el sentido tradicionalde estos dos admomento
se resaltaba
a
menudo
muy
quela ultimo,aceptarque la memoriaesti didolorosa
de laguerrahabiahe- vidida, es mejor que inventarse una jetivos.Si se insisteen la memoria estai
experiencia
choreflexionar
a todos(y enparticular
a los memoria unica,de una sola pieza.Me
dici6ndoseque la historiasubjetivaes
sobrelascircunstancias
vencidos)
quedesen- pareceque estadeberiaserla norma,la mucho mis importanteque el anilisis
cadenaron
la catrstrofe,
conelfJinde conver- regla general en este tipo de asuntos. objetivo de los historiadores,y eso es
tiresaamargaexperiencia
en conocimiento, Se tratade un criterioque podriaapli- un disparate.Que duda cabe de que
sacar
ensefianzas
evitar
su repeticidn. carsea toda Europa,a israelies,polacos, hace falta lo subjetivo, y yo mismo
y
para
Ahorabien,en los Uiltimos
afiosestamos alemanes,franceses,etc.Y creo que,por abogo por respetarla experienciasubal
de
un
ciertorevi- analogia,tambiena los espaioles. A mi jetiva, como la mia, pero el anilisis de
asistiendo surgimiento
sionismoquepone en cuestidnesemodelo juicio, es el unico camino.
lo que ocurre no depende s61o de lo
En
cuanto
a
sus
de transicidn,
en
casos
JFS/JFF.investigacio- subjetivo.El autentico anilisis del pay algunos
propone
de loshechos.
Tal nes sobremonumentosy memorialesde sado hist6ricorequiereuna aproximaunacompleta
reevaluacidn
actitud
es especialmente
entre
frecuente quie- guerra,nos gustariaque nos aclarasesi ci6n te6rica que va mis alli de las vientre venciassubjetivas,de los recuerdosde
nesse erigena si mismosenguardianes
de existealgunarelacidnmetodoldgica
sus
estudios
sobre
monumentos
de
homenala memoria
de losderrotados
en
herederos
esos acontecimientos reales que, sin
y
en cursosobre duda,se reorganizanluego ideol6gicade la SegundaRepuiblica
La ola je a loscaidoso sus trabajos
espaniola.
de omemorialismo,
actualmente
vivilas
estatuas
una
ecuestres,
por
que
parte,y la mente. Puesto que los Lieuxde memoimosen Espaia-incluyendola voluntad
de historiade los conceptos,
por otra.Y,en tal re de Pierre Nora se refieren s61o a
de losfusiladosenfosascomu- caso, podn'aexplicarnos
someramente
que Francia,los conflictos entreAlemania
exhumacidn
nesporpartedediversas
asociaciones,
y otros
mrds
como
la
reciente
reaspectos anecddticos,
tiradade losmonumentos
a Franco-obedece enpartea ese movimiento
revisionista.
Un movimientoque,al menosen ciertos
sectores
de la izquierdamilitante,
evidencia
unavoluntad
vindicativa
quenopocasveces
chocaconla actitudmuchomdsflexibley
de los escasossupervicontemporizadora
vientesy de losfamiliares
directos
de lasvictimas.Incluso,en ocasiones,
se utilizauna
revanchista
al
servicio
de distinque,
retdrica
tosprop1sitos
en el casode los
por ejemplo,
vascosradicales,
es evidente
nacionalistas
que
se
claramente
a
relatisupretensidn orienta
reciente
de lasvictimas
vizarla memoria
del
en
el
Pais
terrorismo
Vasco,
contraponiendo
y superponiendo
a esa memoriala de las
victimaslejanasde la GuerraCivil-, no Reinhart Koselleck y Javier Fernandez Sebastian durante la entrevista
viejasheridasno del todo
dudaen reabrir
entre y Francia,y supongo que entre Franpodrianestablecerse
cicatrizadas,
pesea las mdsde seisdicadas puntoscomunes
cia y Espafia,quedan subordinadosa
la
de
la
desdeelfinal dela GuerraCimetodologia Begriffsgeschichtey
transcurridas
conme- todo aquello que constituyela identivil (y treintaaniosdesputsde la muertedel de la historiade los monumentos
dictador).A
partirdela experiencia
alemana morativos?Cudlseria,en su opinidn,la dad francesa,que es el foco hacia el
queustedconocebien,y aunqueno se trate principaldiferenciaentresu manerade cual se orientala obra.Estoysegurode
abordar
el estudiode estostemasy el tipo que alli se supone que Estrasburgofue
ni muchomenosdelmismocase,jsobrequ
en Franciaen liberadapor los francesesde la domiconsagrada
basescreeustedqueha de construirse
o re- de aproximacidn
los
ahos
ochenta
con
comtinen unpals
losfamososLieux de
naci6n alemana,cuando la realidades
componerse
unamemoria
por unaguerracivilideoldgica, memoire de PierreNora? Estariausted que se tratade una vieja ciudad medesgarrado
de acuerdo
grossomodoconel diagndstico dieval alemanacon un alto nivel culcomolofue la espaiola?
de Francois
tural,producci6n literaria,religiosay
Hartog,quienen su libroReRK.- Mi reglaen este tema consiste siempreen mantenerlas diferencias, gimes d'historicite (2003) ha sugerido teol6gica,y que fue ocupadade resuldebatirsobrelas diferenciassin miscaen unaepocadepre- tas de la presi6n provocadapor la inqueestamosentrando
ra. De este modo, cada uno tiene la sentismoy de memorialismo
que,paraddji- vasi6nde Austriapor los turcos...Pero
matala historia?
puedo asegurarleque ustedno enconoportunidadde mantenersu indepen- camente,
traraesta versi6n de la historia en liRK.bastante
a
los
Conozco
bien
denciarespectoal otro graciasal recobros francesesdel tipo de los Lieuxde
nocimiento mutuo. El reconocimien- dos. En general,estoy de acuerdocon
El hecho es que, en tanto que
to de ambaspartessupone de entrada la semiir6nicaposici6n de Hartog.La memoire.
ola
de
memorialismo
se
de la comfin historia euproduce,
painterpretes
una predisposici6nhaciala paz.Perosi
uno niega la independencia de los
rad6jicamente,debido a una determi- ropea, necesitamos ambos puntos de

vistay a partirde ahi puede discutirse.
Pero es mejor tener esa disputay estar
abiertosa ella,con nuestrasdiferencias,
que inventaruna ideologia comuin.
JFF.- Quele parecenlas obrasde
GeorgeMossey MarioIsnenghisobrela
memoriade la PrimeraGuerraMundial
en Italia?
RK.-Al segundo no lo conozco,
en cambio a Mosse le conozco bien
por haber venido a mis seminarios.
Sus trabajosy mis anilisis de los memorialesde guerra,la iconografiay los
mensajessimb61icosson casiidenticos.
El tipo de identificaci6n emocional
provocado por un monumento conmemorativoen Francia,Italia,Alemania e Inglaterraes muy parecido.La
diferenciaesti s61o en los cascosy en
el tipo de uniforme, pero el mensaje
es el mismo. Por tanto, tenemos una
experiencia simb61ica comin a los
participanteseuropeos en las guerras,
y mi principalargumentoradicaen el
SanJorge matandoal drag6n,que empez6 en Escocia,sigui6 en Inglaterra,
y luego, a traves de Holanda, pas6 a
Baviera, Polonia, Rusia... San Jorge
siempre aparece matando al drag6n
que representaa su vecino inmediato,
pero si matasiemprea su vecino de al
lado,en el siguientepaisestariamatindose a si mismo... Este es el mejor
simbolo parala situaci6naporeticaen
que desembocala conmemoraci6nde
las absurdasguerrasque hemos estado
librandoentre nosotrosdurantesiglos.
La filtimacuesti6nplanteadaen su
preguntaanteriores si existe una diferencia precisaentre la visualizaci6ny
la racionalizaci6n desde el punto de
vista de la historia conceptual. Creo
que ambas aproximacionesson muy
similares.Si tomamos,por ejemplo,un
concepto especificoen diferenteslenguas,como vimos en el trabajoal que
hemos hecho referenciaanteriormente relativoa las distintaspalabrasrelativas a la burguesia/ciudaniaen francs,
ingl&sy alemin, observamosuna pluralidadde mundosburgueses/ciudadanos'. Pues bien, algo muy similarsucede cuando se estudianlos monumentos. Tenemos, por un lado, simbolos
comunes en forma de palabrasy, por
otro, una manera comfin de utilizar
ese otro tipo de simbolos que son los
monumentos. Simbolos que difieren
sobre todo en su articulaci6nespecifica, aunque no en su estructuraic6nica.Asi pues,la analogiaexiste muy a
menudo y, si examinamoslas inscripciones de monumentos, encontraremos por todas partesuna inscripci6n
comuin:Duke et decorumestpropatria
revista de libros
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mori. Franceses, alemanes, ingleses e
italianos utilizan siempre la misma inscripci6n, que sugiere lo bello que es
morir por la patria de cada cual, puesto que todo el mundo lo dice. Una

concepto.Ademds, es posible que el caso
del conceptode historia,conser importante,
no sea un caso aislado, sino mds bien el
sintoma definitoriode un procesomrdsam-

buena respuesta a esa aserci6n es la de
Erasmo de Rotterdam, cuando dijo

plio. Asi, la criticade los grandes relatos
(grands recits: Lyotard)por parte de los
autoresposmodernos,y la disgregacidnde

que la guerra es bella s61o para quien
no la conoce (Dulce est belluminexper-

pilares tanfundamentales de la modernidad comoson los conceptosde historia,li-

tis). Pero el que la conoce tiene usa
posici6n distinta y estoy seguro de que
esta opini6n basada en la experiencia

bertado progreso,que estariandejandode
ser nombressingularescolectivospara vol-

ser mds bien amarga...

ver a sus ortgenespre-Sattelzeit (cadavez
se resaltamds sus aspectospluralistas,sectorialesy contingentesy, sintomaticamente, vuelve a hablarsemadsde historias,de

RK.- Por supuesto. Pero la amargura de la guerra se transforma en una
forma de dulzura si uno consigue so-

progresoso de libertadesque de Historia,
Progreso o Libertad),pareceridanindicar
que, como sugieren algunos, hemos em-

brevivir. Por otra parte, esa es la finica
posibilidad de reflexionar sobre tal ex-

prendidouna especiede ocaminode vuelta)>de la modernidad. Le parecenexage-

periencia, porque en caso contrario
uno pierde toda oportunidad de hacerlo...

radostalesprondsticos,o consideraque hay

es mas comun de lo que imaginamos.
JFS.- Para los que la conocendebe de

mismo (Sattelzeit) no me gusta mucho, porque es muy ambiguo. Como
saben, uno de sus significados (de Sattel) se refiere a los caballos, al ambito

ecuestre, y el otro significado alude a
suficientesindiciosde quepudieraestarinun
de
esas
la
proceso
codndose
caractenristicas? situaci6n que se produce cuando
usted asciende a la cumbre de una
Por otra parte, si bien es cierto que,

los cambios se producen de manera
cada vez mis ripida. Por tanto,ya no
es posibleaplicarla experienciapasada
de manera inmediata a esas novedades, y el futuro se vuelve mis imprevisible.

fin, no esti mal. Ahora bien, si lo que
buscamos es el reflejo en las expre-

Sin embargo,a largo plazo es evidente que las propias estructurasde
aceleraci6ntambienpueden analizarse y es posible encontrar problemas
comunes, similareso repetidos tambin en el siglo xIx, e incluso en el siglo xx. Si se analizala estructurade
aceleraci6n de la historia, encontramos varios estratos temporales que
correspondena distintasexperiencias.
Todo esos niveles se mezclan e inter-

el punto de que nos preguntamossi no es-

son capacesde darcuentasatisfactoriamen- siones lingiiisticas del cambio en las
te de las nuevas realidadesde comienzos
experiencias hist6ricas, tenemos tambin una Sattelzeit en Francia: como
del siglo
En el mundo actual,con la
xxl?
crecienteaceleracidndel tiempoy la ansieobserv6 Paul Hazard, hacia finales del

fieren de diversasmanerasy, por supuesto, es posible extraerensefianzas
del estudio de esa pluralidadde experiencias.Tal es en esencia mi teoria y

taremosen visperasde una nueva transformacidnsemdnticade gran calado.Por decirlordpidamente,tenemosla impresidnde

dad hacia unfuturo inminentey desconocido,el horizontede expectativaparecehaberseestrechadoconsiderablemente,
al mis-

que la historia,tal cualfue concebidaen la

mo tiempoque el campode la experiencia
en muchasocasionesnos es de escasautili-

JFS/JFF.- Se cumplen ahora treinta
anos desde la publicaci6n de su articulo

como deciamoshace un momento,siempre

oGeschichte/Historie,,aparecidoen el se-

ha existidouna brechaentrela realidad
fac-

gundo volumendel diccionarioGG (Geschichtliche Grundbegriffe) en 1975.

tual y su aprehensidnlingiiistica,ino tiene
usted la impresi6nde que esa brechase ha
hechoiltimamentedemasiadograndecomo
consecuencia
de la esclerotizacidn
de muchos

En ese textofundamental, recientemente

traducidoal espafiol,reconstruiausted magistralmentela genesis y evolucidndel moconceptos
politicosy socialesnacidoso transderno conceptode historia2.Sin embargo, formados en su sentidomodernohace dostenemos la impresidnde que los cambios cientosahos,que habrianagotadosu capasociales y culturalesacaecidosdurantelas
cidad de generarexpectativasy que ya no
altimas decadasy la propiacrisisde la historia como disciplina estdn produciendo
una profundaerosidnen el concepto,hasta

Europa del siglo xvi -por ejemplo,como
metaconcepto
globalizadorde vocacidnuniversalistaque subsumeen un colectivosingular trascendentaluna multitud de expe-

podn'anIlegara propiciaruna nuevafragmentacidndel conceptoenglobantede historia (y en este punto tal vez convenga

montafia y desde alli se le ofrece la
posibilidad de contemplar un amplio
paisaje3.Pero el termino no alude de
forma especifica a la aceleraci6n, que
es el aspecto crucial de la experiencia
moderna del mundo. Por tanto, desde
el punto de vista teoretico, Sattelzeites
un termino bastante debil. Pero, en

siglo xvIl, tras el final del reinado de
Luis XIV, vino el gran impulso innovador que represent6 el lenguaje de la
Ilustraci6n. Por tanto, ese cambio ra-

dad,puesto que se refierea un mundoque
enseguidase quedaviejo,a un estadode co-

dical de lenguaje empieza en Francia
a principios del siglo xvIlI, antes que
en Alemania.Y la Sattelzeit de los ita-

sas rdpidamente
periclitado.

lianos podria arrancar desde las gran-

Podria decirseque, de manerasimilar
rienciashumanas-, estd siendo desafiada
por una profusidn de historiasparticuta- -pero tambikndiferente-a lo que sucediera
res que, con el auge del multiculturalismo, hace doscientos ados, se ha quebradoel
equilibrioentre experienciay expectativa,
en la medida en que el cardcterinsdlito y

des innovaciones conceptuales de la
6poca de Maquiavelo.
JFS.- Probablementetambikn en el
caso espanlollos siglos xvI y xylZ podrian
habersido muy importantesen la renovacidn del lenguajepolitico,aunquese tratase

recordarque para Maurice Halbwachs, a

opacodelfuturo -que cadavez es mds dificilpensarcomosimpleprolongacidn
delpre-

comienzos del siglo pasado, las memorias

sente- hacemuy dificilla extrapolacidn
ha-

colectivaserantan numerosascomolosgrupos sociales que las mantienen, mientras

cia el porvenirde conclusionesextraidasde
situacionesanteriores.Ahora
bien,si damos

que la historiaera sdlo una; ahorabien, si

por buenaesa obsolescencia
de nuestrouni-

es correcta,hoy podrianuestraobservacidn
mos decirque la historiaempezaria a ser

versoconceptual,esa suertede implosidnde
los conceptospoliticos y sociales,ino cree

tan mliltiple y fragmentariacomo la memoria). Nuestrapreguntaseria si creeus-

Sattelzeit de signo inversoa la gran trans-

RK.- Sin embargo, todos esos pe-

formacidnsemdnticaabiertaen la segunda
mitad del siglo xvIII, una especiede Sattelzeit al revi? en ese caso,a la vista de
,,
lo que sabemos de la primera revoluci6n

riodos o umbrales de cambio concep-

tedposible esa evolucidnen el conceptode
historia,y en caso de serlo,hasta qul punto podn'ainterpretarse
tal cambiocomouna
especiede retornoa un estadioanteriordel
8

caracteristicade aquellatransici6nes
que se abri6 una brechaprofundaentre las experienciasy las expectativas
una suertede (historiaprospectiva>o historia de los conceptosdel tiempopresente? de las gentes de la epoca. Maquiavelo,
Y,parafinalizar, iconsideratodaviavdlido por supuesto, produjo tambin una
en alguinsentidoel viejoaforismociceronia- rupturaen el campo de la cienciapono oHistoria magistravitae)?
litica, que de un modo u otro afectariaa todos en el futuroinmediato.Sin
RK.- En primer lugar, en cuanto a
la Sattelzeit he de decirle que invenembargo,Maquiavelosigue recurriendo sistemiticamentea la historiacomo
te el t&rmino y lo utilice por primera vez en los textos de propaganda
fuente de ensefianzaspara el futuro.
comercial que se hicieron para dar
Ahora bien, con la Sattelzeitel argual
vender
mas
mento hist6rico pierde su poder de
GG,
publicidad
para
ejemplares [Koselleck ha acompa~iado convicci6n, porque las explicaciones
toda estafrasecon una clarasonrisairdni- basadasen el pasadoencajanmal con
lo que sucede en unos momentos de
ca]. Desde luego gane algun dinero
con el lexic6n, pero el t'rmino en si
aceleraci6n hist6rica en los cuales
conceptualdel mundo moderno,ino le pareceque tal vez valdriala pena emprender
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que podriamosestar en el umbralde otra

de una renovaci6nconstruidaen parte sobre bases tradicionales (necescolastica).
Pero,por otraparte, es indudable que el
pen'odocorrespondiente
a la Sattelzeit alemana, de mediadosdel siglo xvm a mediados del xrx, resulta tambidnun tracto
cronoldgicodecisivoen la modernizacidn
del lixico politico espailol.

tual no tienen las implicaciones te6ricas de la Sattelzeit que nosotros planteamos hace a15os,porque la principal

mi respuestaa la crisis del t6pico hisvitae4
toriamagistra
JFs.-Sus reflexiones
sobrela transformacidndel conceptode historiaen los
tiemposmodernos,y muy en especialla
conformacidn
del macroconcepto
de Historia comogran ccolectivosingular,,(KoIlektivsingular)
en el queconvergen
todos
losrelatos
particulares,
capazde abrazarla
totalidadde las historiasen ungranescenariocompartido
parala accidnhumanaa
lo largode los siglos,me sugiereque,en
nuestros
delmultidias,comoconsecuencia
se
culturalismo,hanalzadonumerosas
vocesque,por ejemplo,en EstadosUnidos,
reclaman
el derecho
de cadagrupoo colectivodiferenciado
-mujeres,afroamericanos,
etc.- a escribir
supropiahistoria.
hispanos,
pregunto,
entonces,
si
una de las conMe
secuenciasde la posmodernidad
no serd
precisamente
la rupturade este concepto
globaly universalista
de Historiaquese
forj6 afinales del siglo xvIn comogran
de todoslosprocesos
y
concepto
regulativo
experiencias
pasadas,presentesy futuras.
iAcasono estaremos
asistiendo
en estoscomienzosdel sigloxxI al big bang de la

HISTORIA

historia,
queestadadejandodeseresegran
,colectivo
singular,,a la vez objetode estudioy sujetode st misma,pardfragmentarsede nuevoen una multituddepequefas historias
particulares?
RK.-Yo creo que la globalizacio6n
es tambin parte de la experiencia
moderna, al tiempo que la individualizaci6n y proliferaci6nde tribus
y pueblos diversos, el surgimiento
de pequefias unidades de acci6n, en
suma, resultano menos evidente (lo
veiamos recientemente en los Balcanes).Por otraparte,las condiciones de
esta pluralizaci6nson hoy dia comunes y universalesy, en este sentido,la
globalizaci6n no es una invenci6n
ideol6gica, sino mis bien una consecuenciade la expansi6necon6mica de
las nacionesmis grandesy mis poderosas.Pero, ademis, en el interior de
esas grandesnaciones, que suelen ser
sociedades antiguas y consolidadas,
aparecena su vez nuevas diferencias.
Sin embargo,creo que esa pluralizaci6n de historiasa la que usted se referiapruebamis bien la necesidaddel
colectivosingular<<historia>)
como instrumentode anilisis.
parececiertoquela
JFs.-Sin embargo,
a
granretd6rica
politicade quienesapelaban
ola
la Historiaconmay'sculas-del tipo
Historiame absolverd
s, de FidelCastro,o
la pretensidnde Francode responder
s6lo
oanteDios y antela Historia,>,
porponer

en el proyectode historiaconceptualcom-

metidoen el debatep'blico. Si esto es cier-

Feres
parada del mundo iberoamericano".
le planted lo siguiente: (,En su criticaa la

to,se plantean inmediatamentevariaspre-

guntas sobrela relacidnentrehistoriacondefensa radicalque hace Gadamer de la
ceptual e historia social. Dejemos el proreiterada- blema del estudio de "lo no dicho", de los
Sprachlichkeit, ustedse refJiere
mente a los elementosextralingii'sticosde
elementosreprimidosde la interacci6nhula condici6nhumana. Si lo entiendobien,
mana, y examinemos las cuestiones que

su posicidnrespectoa la relacidnentrehistoria conceptualy lenguajees de proximi-

directamenteafectana la historia conceptual. Si, por una parte,los Grundbegrif-

dad,pero no de adhesi6ntotal.A pesar de
la abrumadorarecepcidndelgiro lingiiisti-

fe (conceptos
fundamentales) representan
la parcelade la experienciasocial que con-

co en el mundo academicoactual,usted no

quista el espaciopuiblicoy, por otra, hay

nistrativos,culturaleso ticnicos,por citar
unas pocas categorias,y tambien de los
asimetricos,asera una tacontraconceptos
rea acucianteparadla historia conceptual?
En suma, aporque los historiadoresde los
conceptosse centrantanto en los Grundbegriffe y prestan tan poca atenci6n a
esas otrascategoriasde conceptos?,.
RK.- Bueno... mi concepci6n

de

los Grundbegrffeno excluye las experiencias negativas que han sido silenciadas. Precisamente mi critica a Ga-

dos ejemplosdiferentesy similaresa la
vez- ya no estdde moda...
RK.- Se refierea la pretensi6nde
ciertas gentes, sobre todo de ciertos
politicos en apuros, que reaccionan
ante la presi6n o la criticageneralizada, declarindose responsablesante el
futuro,en un gesto de autoafirmaci6n
y autojustificaci6n...Es cierto que esa
ret6ricase escucha cadavez menos, y
creo que podemos alegrarnosde que
esa concepci6n de la historia como
tribunaluniversalde ultima instancia
casi haya desaparecido.Pero no por
eso se ha borradola historiacomo totalidad:por el contrario,en tirminos
de andlisis,creo que sigue siendo pertinente el estudio de los cambiosglobalesa escalauniversal.
JFF.-Se diffaquelaglobalizacidn
destruyealgunasidentidades
y al mismotiempo creaotrasnuevas...
RK.-En efecto,y por el momento
es muy dificil saber hacia ddnde se
orientaese proceso...
JFS/JFF.-Permitanos,por liltimo, que

Berlin, agosto de 1945. Robert Capa

es el Uinicoen resistirsea el. En sus escritos sobre la cuestidn del reconocimiento
(Annerkenung), Axel Honneth ha insinuado un argumentosimilarsobrela aparienciade las demandassociales en la es-

aspectoscrucialesde experienciasocial, en
todas las sociedades,que son insuficientes
pardaella, apuede esta experienciaser consideradamenos importanteque la expresadapor los Grundbegriffe? Constitui-

le transmitamos
la preguntadejodo Fe- fera ptiblica.Observaeste autorque el grares,del InstitutoUniversitario
de Pesqui- do de sufrimientodel ser humano no con-

ra esta experienciatambien "lopolitico"?
la
SCdmopuede manejar historia de los

sasdoRio dejaneiro(IUPERJ),
un in-

conceptosesos aspectos de la experiencia
social? El estudio de los conceptosadmi-

sigue crearun discursopolitico articulado
conel quecolaboramos compartidopor un grupo de gente comprobrasilego
vestigador

damer desde el punto de vista metodol6gico se centraen su entendimiento del lenguaje(Sprache)
como la uinica y exclusivafuente de todas las experiencias.Yo creo, por el contrario,
que las experienciasvan mis alli de su
interpretaci6nlingiiistica,pero es cierto que, paraquienes reducen todo al
lenghaje, la concentraci6n exclusiva
revista de libros
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del estudioen ciertos Grundbegriffe
podria provocar el silenciamiento de
otrasexperiencias.Asipodrialimitarse
indirectamente la implicaci6n social
de lo que a traves de cualquier serie
de conceptos bisicos podriamosdescubriry aquelloque quedariasilenciado u oculto por ellos. Tambien los
conceptos contrariosasimetricos (assobre los
ymmetrischer
Gegenbegriffe),
cualesescribiun ensayohace tiempo',
tienen mucho que ver con el arte de
silenciar.Se tratade la atribuci6na los
otros,a los que no pertenecena nuestro grupo, de una conceptualizaci6n
binariafuertementeunilateraly denigratoria,hastadejarlosreducidosa un
campo puramentenegativo.Algo parecido ocurre con los monumentos a
los caidosen las guerras,que muestran

y silencian al mismo tiempo. Cualquier memorial de este tipo muestra
una partey silenciael resto,y eso vale
paratodos los monumentos.Aquellos
que celebran a los vencedores silencian a los vencidos,y aquellosque rememoran a los vencidos omiten a los
vencedores. Lo cual plantea,por supuesto,un problemamoral.Asi pues,la
relaci6nde silencioy manifestaci6nen
el lenguajey/o en los simbolosreproduce una y otra vez un problemaperenne que implicasiemprepreguntarnos por los conceptos politicos silenciados, que segun esto serianaquellos
que no se consideranconceptosfundamentales (los <<noGrundbegriffe>>).
No
veo, por tanto, ninguna dificultad en
ocuparnos de este problema,en la linea preconizadaporWalterBenjamin,

1 ReinhartKoselleck,WillibaldSteimetzy
Ulrike Spree, <<Dreibiirgerliche Welten?
Zur vergleichendenSemantikder biirgerlichen Gesellschaftin Deutschland,England
und Frankreich,>,en Hans-Jiirgen Puhle
derNeuzeit.
(ed.), Burgerin der Gesellschaft
Politik,Kultur,Gotinga,VandenWirtschaft,
hoeck & Ruprecht 1991, pp. 14-58. Existe
una versi6nreducidade este articuloen inWorlds?Preliminary
biirgerliche
glIs: <<Three
Theoretical-Historical Remarks on the
ComparativeSemanticsof Civil Society in
en ReinGermany,England,and France>>,
hartKoselleck,ThePractice
Hisof Conceptual
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quien reivindicabala conmemoraci6n
de los derrotadose invitabaa ver las
cosas tambien desde el punto de vista
de los vencidos.Asique,por que no, la
historiade los conceptos deberiaestar
siempre obligadaa conmemorara los
excluidos.Eso se hallaimplicitometodol6gicamente,al estudiarlas dos caras
de los contraconceptos asimetricos.
aCuil es la diferencia entre griegos
y birbaros,entre cristianosy herejes,
entre seres humanos y no humanos?
(puesto que calificarde no humanosa
otros seres humanos implica la conceptualizaci6n asimetricamis extrema, la que divide mis radicalmenteal
genero humano).
Como ya he dicho, el lenguaje es
siempre ambiguo y al mismo tiempo
receptivoy productivo,porque,por un

tory.TimingHistory,SpacingConcepts,Stanford, Stanford University Press, 2002,
pp. 208-217.
2 Ve'ase la excelente (aunque incompleta)
versi6n, a cargo de Antonio G6mniezRamos, del texto de Koselleck:Historia/Historia,Madrid,Trotta,2004. El libro fue recensionado por Antonio Valdecantos en
Revistade libros,nfim. 102 (junio de 2005),
pp. 5-7.
3 Como es sabido,Sattelzeites el t&rminoutilizadogeneralmentepor Koselleck(tambien
se ha servido otras veces de la expresi6n

periodo-umbral)parareferirse
Schwellenzeit,
al grancambiosemintico que se habriaproducido en el universode la politica,al menos en el area german6fona,entre 1750 y
1850 aproximadamente,
y que habriadado
paso al mundo conceptualcontemporineo.
Paratraducirestapalabraalemana-que alude a un tiempo-sillade montaro, lo que es
lo mismo, a un periodo bisagra,de transici6n entredos 6pocas- se han propuestodiversassoluciones. El historiadorJuanJose
Carreras,en un encuentro reciente, nos
proponiatraducirel termino por la expreEl supuesto de la
si6n <<tiempoa caballo>>.

lado,indica los cambiossocialesy, por
otro, el propio lenguaje es un factor
esencial que permite tomar conciencia de esos cambiosen la realidad.Gadamer no aceptabaesta ambigiiedad
del lenguaje.Parabl, traslos pasos de
Heidegger,el lenguajeIlevabaimplicita la totalidadde la experiencia.Es indudableque,al transferirmuchos conceptos de la lengua griega al lenguaje
filos6fico alemin, la filosofia hermeneutica de Gadamerhizo del lenguaje
la clavede toda la realidadhumana:un
argumentomuy fuerte,pero parami,
como historiador,imposible de aceptar como la finicay exclusivaverdad.
Como historiadorno puedo quedarme en el nivel lingiiistico:he de ocuparmetambi6nde lo que -lingiiisticamente- ha de ser dicho. [
Sattelzeites una de las hip6tesismis discutidasde la teoriakoselleckianade la historia.
4 Veasesobreestacuesti6nel ensayoclisico de
Koselleck<<Historia
en Futumagistravitae>>,
ropasado.Paraunasemantica
de los tiemposhist6ricos,
Barcelona,Paid6s,1993, pp.41-66.
5 Vease la primerapartede la entrevistaen el
nfimero anteriorde Revistade libros.
6 Puede consultarseuna versi6n espafiolade
este ensayo (a cargo de Norberto Smilg),
<<Sobre
la semainticahist6rico-politicade los
en Koseconceptos contrariosasimetricos>>,
lleck, Futuropasado,op.cit.,pp. 205-250.
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anew.
form
This
and
thesis
should be tested in two
change
once in view of history
in actu or currently,
and
occurring
from the point of view of past history which
has happened.

Ill*Occuring

History,

Speech

and Writing

are related
to each other,
If social history
and conceptual
history
to
then that qualifies
their respective
claim
History
universality.
in the way that its conception
does not become
does, yet it
apparent
is not thinkable
without
this.
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events
In everyday
their connection
is present without
distinction.
a
with
the human
endowed
individual
As
language,
origi?
being
can the relationship
existence.
How
social
be deter?
nated with
in order to
It is comparatively
clear that individual
mined?
events,
to being expressed
No social
admit
be realized, must
linguistically.
no political
action
action and no economic
is possible
with?
activity,
of plans, without
out speech
and reply, without
discussion
public
or secret utterance,
without
command?and
debate
obedience?or
or articulated
consensus
of the participants
of the
disagreement
in daily
is
Any
story
everyday
parties.
performance
contesting
in execution,
and speaking,
oriented
by talking
just as
by language
no love story is thinkable
at least three words?you,
without
I, we.
is based on preparatory
connections
Any social event in its manifold
of linguistic
acts
and achievements
mediation.
communicative
from the smallest
and organizations,
club to the United
Institutions
or written
are oriented
in spoken
form.
Nations
by whether
as this is, it is just as obvious
that this observation
As obvious
occurs
more
must
is evidently
than the
be limited. What
actually
it. The com?
which
has led to it or interprets
articulation
linguistic
or the elementary
or the coll?gial
resolution
mand
cry to kill are not
of lovers are
itself. The expressions
with
the act of killing
identical
The
in the love which
the two individuals
not merged
experience.
or its spoken
executive
instructions
rules of an organization
written
are not identical
of the organization
itself.
with
the action
a spontaneously
a difference
between
There
is always
occurring
The
of events or its story and its linguistic
sequence
potentialization.
cause and execute
to prepare,
the act is not
speech act which
helps
causes
that often a word
it must
be granted
the act itself.
Indeed
irrevocable
consequences;
to name a striking
Poland
ship is clear. A story does

one

recalls

Hitler's

command

to invade

here the relation?
But precisely
example.
not evolve without
but it is never
speech,
to it.
be reduced
with
identical
it, it cannot
be other preparatory
there must
language,
Thus,
spoken
beyond
which make
of execution
events
and manners
possi?
performances
which
the region of semiotics,
ble. Here perhaps
goes beyond
speech,
a merely
can be named.
in which
of the body's
One thinks
gestures
is imparted,
of magic
rituals
the theol?
encoded
including
language
but on
that has its historical
ogy of the sacrifice
place not in words
into the behavior
the cross, of the power of its symbol
pat?
ground
a symbol
or of modern
terns of groups
traffic signs: they all concern
without
is understandable
words. All the symbols
for speech which
are also reducible
can be verbalized.
to language
but
named
They
their

in that spoken
must
be
lies precisely
language
can evoke or control
the correspond?
the symbols
or patterns
of behavior.
attitudes

achievement
so that

abandoned

ing actions,
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for possible
stories
Other
need
preconditions
only be
explicit
near or far, distances
are either pregnant
which
recalled;
spatially
or retardant
of conflict,
with
conflict
differences
between
temporal
a living generation
or the bi-polarity
the ages within
of the species.
of these differences
All
harbor
strife and reconciliation
events,
even if they can, but must
are made
which
possible
prelinguistically,
articulation.
not, be performed
by virtue of linguistic
in all
Thus
and post-linguistic
there are pre-linguistic
elements
lead to a unit of events or to a story. They are rooted in
actions which
and zoological
the elemental,
conditions
biological
geographical,
the human
in social events.
which
affect
constitution
all together
love and death,
and disease,
Birth,
eating, hunger, misery
perhaps
even happiness,
at times plunder,
destruction
and defeat,
triumph,
all these are also elements
and ways
of performing
human
history
to the identification
which
from the everyday
of sovereign
extend

political entities, and the explicit givens of which
deny.
Within

are difficult to

context
of actions
rise to events,
the
giving
can
encountered
here
be
reconstructed.
analytical
hardly
are taken up by individuals
All pre-linguistic
in speech and
givens
in concrete
with
mediated
their deeds and afflictions
discussions.
or
which
is
and
which
is
the
effective
Language
spoken
writing
read,
in the actual
of
overhead
discussions
the
performance
happening
are knit
into the event which
is always
from extra
composed
and linguistic
of action.
Even when
elements
linguistic
speaking
in
the
in
that inherent
ceases,
remaining
linguistic
foreknowledge
human
to communicate
is the capability
individuals
whether
with
or animals.
people,
things,
products,
plants
And the more highly
human
units of action are, as in
aggregated
the

concrete

schisms

modern
with
work processes
interconnec?
their economic
together
tions or in more
and more
of
the
complex
spheres
action,
political
more
for
in
communication
conditions
become
important
linguistic
to act. This
in the expansion
order to retain
of
the ability
is shown
of the audible
mediation:
techno?
range of a voice through
linguistic
of news, writing,
the
the
logical conveyers
radio,
printing,
telephone,
or a computer?together
of a television
the
with
up to the screen
institutions
involved with the technical
of their traffic, from
aspects
the mail and press to news satellites?as
well as
messengers
through
for any
the ramifications
codification.
It has
linguistic
always
involved
either extending
the range of spoken
for coming
language
it in order
ages in order to capture events or to extend and accelerate
so they can be resolved
or controlled.
to anticipate
events
This
may
example
and
history"
and doing.

be sufficient
"linguistic

to show
history"

the interp?n?tration
in any performance

of "social
of speaking
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or writing
which
which
has been
have been uttered
Discussions
actu
in
cannot
be
read and the events
taking place
separated;
they
can only be divided
one is
from one another
When
analytically.
one experiences
it not only linguistically
overwhelmed
by a speech,
one is silenced
but throughout
the entire body; and when
by a deed,
on language
in
her or his dependency
is experienced
all the more
to move
to be able
This
of
order
again.
personal
relationship
between
and doing can be carried over to all levels
exchange
talking
are becoming
of social units of action which
complex.
increasingly
with
events
The interp?n?tration
of so-called
"factual"
speech-acts
and deeds to their multifarious
from individual
discussions
extends
are placed
events
in their con?
of which
social networks
by virtue
to
in spite of all historical
is essential
finding,
variations,
a
on
occurs
which
and
has
considerable
effect
the
por?
any story
on the difference
on their types, especially
trayal of past histories,
social and conceptual
between
history.
texts. This

IV. The Representation

of Past History

and

its Linguistic

Sources

and
between
connection
doing and talking,
acting
empirical
as
soon
as
so
reverts
the
is
view
back
outlined
far
ruptured
speaking
to the history
in eventu
with which
the
from history
taking
place
that
which
has
historian
is
already
occurred,
occupied,
professional
an extra-linguistic
ex eventu. The analytic
and a
between
separation
on
an
status
of
the
level
of
action
takes
anthropological
linguistic
no historical
at all could be trans?
which
experience
given without
or scientific
It is only through
into everyday
formed
expression.
The

or writing
has happened
that I can learn what
beyond my
talking
own experience.
if in the performance
of action
Even
and emotion
a secondary
be?at
may
factor, as soon as
times?merely
language
a
an event has transpired
to being
in the past,
returns
language
no
no
which
scientific
recollection
and
without
factor
primary
The anthropological
is possible.
of this recollection
transposition
of
the
of
for
history
taking
place
representation
language
priority
on an epistemological
status.
This
is so because
takes
thereby
or
in the past was linguistically
conditioned
what happened
whether
not must

be decided

conveyer

of historical

linguistically.
oral and
is constituted
any
'history'
through
Anthropologically
who
of the generations
communication
written
living
together,
if
And
themselves.
mediate
their own experiences
only
amongst
trans?
of
the
out
of
old
the
range
orally
generations,
dying
through
reverts
to the first-ranking
recollection
mitted
writing
dwindles,
mediation.
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remains which
there are numerous
give
extra-linguistic
Certainly
ruins from catastrophies;
and situations:
evidence
of past events
com?
which
indicate
coins from economic
buildings
organization;
or war; cul?
streets which
rule and servitude;
show activity
munity,
monuments
work
out over generations;
carried
tural landscapes;
or death; weapons
show struggle;
to triumph
which
which
testify
in sum, relics,
which
show invention
and application;
implements
can attest to everything
bindings'?or
pictures?which
respectively,
at the same

disci?
time. Everything
is prepared
by special, historical
can
be
veri?
have
occurred
To
what
be
sure,
may
"factually"
plines.
tes?
oral and written
fied only through
linguistic
tradition,
through
one
sources
in
to
what
the
allow
decide
is
The
past
timony.
linguistic
or as "factual"
in occurrence.
From this
to be recorded as "linguistic"
can be reclassified.
types and their differentiation
perspective
can still only be communicated
in eventu
What
belonged
together
eventum
and with each association
post
through
linguistic
evidence;
or
with
written
this linguistic
oral
the most
conveyance,
tradition,
come
and
from
each
other.
different
types
separate
together
of mythology,
Characteristic
fairy tales, drama,
epics and novels
and thematize
is that they all presuppose
the original
connection
between
and
of
and
silence.
The
doing,
emotion,
speaking
speaking
a
as
occurs
of
it
such
the
representation
history
generates
meaning
remains worthy
of recollection.
And it is precisely
which
this that all
use true or fictitious
which
in order to
(hi) stories achieve
speeches
or
which
become
call
those
words
which
upon
truly convincing,
give
evidence

of

the

amalgamation

of

talking

and

doing

in written

sources.

There are the non-reversible
situations
which
transformation
and behind
then
a challenge
remains
to be
appear, which
for any self- and world-interpretation.
All
or less accomplished
more
in
belong
between
life
the
interplay
emphasizing
trace
all stories which
Letters"?further,

out their own
like
'fate' can
something
and
down
handed
explored
and biographies
m?moires
in English
this category,
and
and language?"Life
causes and events
in their
which

"He said this and did that,
dynamic.
caused
so, which
something
surprising,
works
have
everything"?numerous
changed
those
to
formalized
this
schema,
especially
ing
or diplomatic
events
thanks
of political
and,
are able to construct
in
sources,
proceedings
imminent

and

drive

that did such
new that
something
been built up accord?
like histories
which,
of
to the situation
she said

actu. Regarded
from
a
series
which
these
stories
fall
into
their linguistic
achievement,
to the novel.5 Only as objects of knowledge
from mythology
extends
be verified?of
do they
the authenticity?to
live from
linguistic
stand up for the totum of the formerly
sources, which
presupposed
and deeds.
of speech-acts
entwinement
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the pre-linguistic
and the linguis?
What
is analytically
separable,
to the linguistic
thanks
achievement
tic, is brought
together
again
to experience":
It is the fiction of the factual.
Since what
"analogous
in the
taken place?looking
backward?is
real merely
has actually
fiction.
medium
of linguistic
in which history
In contrast
to the speech of action
is taking place,
an epistemological
thus acquires
which
primacy,
always
language
and acting have been related.
urges one to judge how language
are
under
this alternative,
Then
there are types which,
placed
are annals
There
which
articulated
extremely
one-sidedly.
merely
events which
have
taken place, not how they came about.
are reference
books and the so-called
narrative
works
of his?
or
success
not
but
with
with
words
which
deal
the
tory
failure,
deeds,
or discussion
it is that great individuals
which
led to them. Whether
or that highly
are acting
of action become
active as
stylized
subjects
or
or
it were without
churches
classes
States
sects,
dynasties,
speech:
record

There

or parties
or what
is otherwise
reified as units
of action.
Seldom,
are
of
identification
the
patterns
examined,
however,
linguistic
could not act at all. Even where
which
such entities
without
spoken
or its written
is brought
into the portrayal,
discussion
the
equivalent
too
all
under
falls
ideological
suspicion
testimony
quickly
linguistic
as alleged
or is read merely
and evil
instrumentally
prior interests
intentions.
from the historico-linguistic
side which
undertaken
Investigations
itself?on
the other side of
thematize
testimony
linguistic
primarily
a
our scale?also
of sketching
zone?that
easily fall into the danger
But
itself must first be constituted
real history which
linguistically.
to which
the methodological
difficulties,
especially
socio-linguistics
sees itself exposed,
to social condi?
in relating
speech and language
in the aporie which
to
remain
is common
tions and changes,
trapped
to first produce
the subject domain
of having
linguisti?
to speak.
cally about which
they prepare
one also finds
in the guild:
the
For this reason
the other extreme
sources as such, the written
of linguistic
portion
previously
editing
or written
the difference
discussion.
between
Then, where
spoken
and linguistic
action has been expressly
thematized,
extra-linguistic
it is the task of the good
is left to chance.
transmission
Everywhere
to track down here the sense of the written
commentator
fragments

all historians

which could not be found at all without the differentiation
and facts.
In this way we have stylized
three
and deed-action
tives speech-action
case, thematize
or, in the extreme
task always
falls
cally a two-fold

types,
either

which

under

relate

both

of speech

the alterna?
to each other

them separately.
Epistemologi
to language:
it refers to the extra
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connections
linguistic
to itself. Historically

of occurrences
understood,

V* Event and Structure:

as well as?while
it does
it is always
self-reflective.

Speech

that?

and Language

about and investigated
up to now we have only spoken
or
is taking place, how talking
and doing
that has occurred
history
to one another
in a synchronous
in actu, as it were,
have
related
as soon as diachrony
too.
the issues broaden
is thematized,
pattern,
as
of speaking
in the
with
the relationship
Here
and acting
too,
of an event, synchrony
cannot be empir?
and diachrony
performance
Whereas

The conditions
and determinants,
which
ically
being
separated.
various
and deeply graduated
from the so-called
extend
temporally
at the time in the same
include
the occurrence
past into the present,
act "simultaneously"
from their projections
way that acting parties
at the
of the future at that time. Any synchrony
is eo ipso diachronic
same

are always meshed
time. In actu, all temporal
dimensions
and
as per?
to define
it contradicts
the so-called
any experience
present
are added together
which
from the past
haps one of those moments
into the future?or
which
into the
conversely
slip from the future
of transition.
all histo?
past as fleeting
points
Purely
theoretically,
as permanent
in which
ries can be defined
the past and the
present
as the lasting meshing
future are contained?or,
of past
however,
makes
In one
and future which
any present
constantly
disappear.
on synchrony,
is intensified
becomes
case, which
history
depre?
as a sphere
of pure consciousness
in which
ciated
all temporal
are contained
at once, whereas
in the other case, which
dimensions
on diachrony,
is intensified
the active presence
of human
individu?
als would
have no sphere
for acting
and
This
socially
politically.

thought experiment should merely

indicate that the differentiation

can be
and diachrony
between
by de Saussure
synchrony
to
without
able
do
helpful
everywhere,
analytically
being
justice to
of temporal
in
the complexity
overlapping
spontaneously
occurring
introduced

history.
With
this reservation,
tends toward
the actual
and diachrony,
which

of synchrony,
the analytic
which
categories
occurrence
of
at
the
the
presentness
time,
toward
tends
of
the temporal
dimension
in each actual
contained
may be
occurrence,

and is likewise
depths
used. Many
influence
his?
presuppositions
spontaneously
occurring
or
in
the
middle-run?and
also in the short
tory
long-run
naturally
run. They
limit the alternatives
for action while
they make
possible
or release
determinate
alternatives.
only
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Now
both?even

it is characteristic
if in different

of

social

and

that
conceptual
history
presuppose
just this
events
and
synchronie
And
social-historically.

ways?theoretically
It is the connection
between
which
structures
is investigated
diachronic
at the time,
between
connection
it is the analogous
speech uttered
acts dia
which
and
the
always
language
given
synchronically,
What
which
is
thematized
conceptual-historically.
chronically,
occurs at some point in time may be unique and new, but it is never so
new that longer-term,
had not made
the
social conditions
pre-given
new
be
A
coined
in
event
one-time
concept may
possible.
question
or expectations
which
which
had never before expressed
experiences
connection.

in words. But it can never be so new that it was not
present
at the time and even
laid out in the pre-given
virtually
language
sense
from
its conventional
its
context.
The
drawing
linguistic
occur
of speaking
in which
and doing
events
is thus
interplay
of research
extended
around
by the two directions
its?variously
is neither
defined?diachronic
dimensions.
Without
this, history
nor comprehensible.
possible
with one series of examples.
This can be elucidated
is an
Marriage
had

been

its pre-linguistic
institution
which
besides
biological
implications
a cultural
numerous
that exhibits
varia?
phenomenon
represents
a social
of humanity.
tions in the entire history
Since
it concerns
of different
individuals
is one of
form of two or more
sex, marriage
same
of
research.
At
the
time it
the genuinely
social-historical
topics
can only be discussed
that something
is obvious
socially-historically
sources
if written
inform us about how any given
type of marriage
to its concept.
has been brought
two methodological
in abbreviated
Then
model
versions,
form,
can be constructed.
is primarily
oriented
towards
One
events,
in speech, writing
and deed?the
other is primarily
directed
actions
to diachronic
and
their
transformation.
long-term
presuppositions
Thus
it looks for social structures
and their linguistic
equivalents.
a royal
can be thematized,
event
perhaps
1) So an individual
sources
us
informa?
offer
which
abundant
about
dynastic
marriage
came into play, what
condi?
contractual
tion; what
political motives
were
was
how
ceremonies
the
staged
dowry
negotiated,
tions, what
can be
of such matters.
the course of this marriage
and more
Also,
of
the sequence
and again with
and recounted
again
a
of
to
with
the
death
terrible
the
consequences
up
events,
if, say,
was
followed
for
allowed
succession
the
by a
spouse
contractually
can also
war to decide
concrete history
of marriage
it. An analogous,
circle of the lower classes?
be reconstructed
today from the personal
an exciting
of everyday
theme
which
numerous,
history
employs
sources. Both
individ
times at issue are unique,
unused
previously
reconstructed
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are likely to contain
their unsurmoutable
in both cases
and which
between
and misery
happiness
in the religious,
context.
social and political
embedded

tension

2) Social and conceptual history could not do without

such indi?

ual histories

which

remain

is not its primary
To
them
interest.
vidual
but exploring
cases,
characterize
the second methodological
both are oriented?
version,
in abbreviated
model
form?towards
conditions
long-term
again
case possible,
which have made
the individual
acting diachronically
can be derived
events which
the long-term
from
and they investigate
sum
cases.
in another
of individual
the
way,
they investi?
Applied
structures
and their transformation.
about
They
inquire
under which
such structures
have
entered
linguistic
givens
social consciousness,
been conceived
and also changed.
we will
follow
Next
then specific
social-historical,
specific
manners
of procedure.
ceptual-historical

gate

the
into
con?

or
of individual
The synchrony
and of the discussion
marriages
letters which were exchanged
about them is not socially-historically
under
faded. Rather
it will develop
diachronically.
So, for example,
the number
of marriages
will be prepared
social-historical
inquiries,
in order to establish
of population
the increase
statistically
by class.
of marriages
to exceed
did the number
the number
of
begin
in the realm which had their
and homesteads
already
present
area for subsistence?
of marriages
How
did the number
to
and
relate to the corresponding
curves,
salary
price
good or bad
to be able to balance
harvests
and natural
the economic
for
factors
one another?
can the
of the population
How
against
reproduction
and illegitimate
of legitimate
births be related
to each other
number
to measure
the extent of social conflict? How do the figures for births
one
and deaths
of children,
mothers
and fathers
behave
towards
in order to explain
another
the long-term
of a typical
transformation
married
life? How does the curve of divorces
also permits
run, which
on the type of a marriage?
All such questions,
conclusions
almost
in common
chosen here, have
that they help to construct
randomly

When

houses
limited

as such cannot
of a long-term
nature
which
be
sources.
in
contained
directly
work
is required
to make
Arduous
evidence
from
preparatory
sources comparable,
to compile
from it, and finally?
series of figures
and foremost?systematic
deliberation
to be able to
is necessary
series of data. In no case is linguistic
the aggregated
evi?
interpret
to be able to immediately
dence from sources
sufficient
derive from it
of longer-term
structures.
evidence
The sum of concrete
and estab?
cases
lished individual
is itself mute
and
occurring
synchronically
cannot
in any case diachronic
struc?
long- or middle-term,
"prove"
tures. In order to extract
evidence
of past history,
prepara
lasting
"factual"

events
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work is thus necessary.
tory theoretical
can ferret out
alone
be used which
the individuals
about which
concerned

must
Technical
terminology
connections
and interactions
at the time could have had no

awareness.

not perhaps
What has happened
"factually"?and
linguistically?
over the long-run
a scientific
in history
remains
social-historically
on
evidence
of
which
the
of its
construction,
depends
credibility
must
To
be
evidence
be
sure, any theoretically
theory.
grounded
to the methodological
of sources
to be able to
control
submitted
of reality of long-lasting
but the character
factuality,
sources
as
factors
be adequately
from individual
grounded
as
can
in the train of Max Weber,
such. For this reason,
ideal types
be
of actual?
formed which
different
criteria for the description
compile
can be interpreted
connections
consistently.
ity so that presupposed
our
of a
from
of examples?the
series
ideal types
So?drawing
can
an
be
and
and
peasant
family
marriage
underprivileged

maintain

past
cannot

into which
of births and
go the respective
average
figures
developed,
to salary?and
the correlation
deaths,
price indices or to a succession
to the period of work and to the tax burden
in order to
of crop failures,
can be distinguished
find out how a peasant
and family
marriage
and how they have
and family
from an underprivileged
marriage
in the transition
to the indus?
from the pre-industrial
both changed
trial age.
cases
It is not the individual
themselves,
then, but the factors
so that the economic,
can be structured
and natural
which
political
to the importance
of salary
and
according
presuppositions?each
or the yield of the harvest?become
the tax burden
price structures,
to a class. The questions
of a typical marriage
specific
insightful
for how long, when
when
factors are similar
about which
dominant,
or
of
the
determination
then
terms, periods
epochal
recessive,
permit
to which
of peasant
and underpriv?
the history
according
can
be classified
diachronically.
ileged marriages
on
was deliberately
selected
Up until now, our series of examples
of
of such clusters
factors
that primarily
the basis
extra-linguistic
to one
and related
could be structured
series of events
diachronically
a
is
social-historical
the presupposition
As stated,
another.
theory
a technical
which
with
economy
(here demography,
terminology
thresholds

and
of duration
the constitution
and financial
permitted
disciplines)
sources
as
never
are
in
to
which
found
such.
be
the
transformation
in proportion
to the distance
which
The theoretical
claim thus grows
sources
in
of
to
must
for
the
order
the "self-expression"
be observed
or
formations.
terms
social
constitute
typical
long
cluster of factors which
But naturally
there is yet another
goes into
as
to
than
of
those
named
be posed
the history
marriages
"typical"
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so far. These
at all without
this we come
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concern

could not be investigated
those factors which
of their linguistic
With
self-articulation.
interpretation
which?
to the required conceptual-historial
procedures
dis?
to the differentiation
of event and structure?must
analogously
nature.
its
and
between
actual
linguistic
pre-given
speech
tinguish
set conditions
for
and custom
and religion,
law, civility
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writing
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a
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in no way
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and terminological
on the other hand,
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